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That means it costs
somewhere in

the neighborhood
of S7,500

That's a fair sum of money, even
for an ardent videophile. But, as the
saying goes,"You get what you pay
for."Namely, the most advanced 35"
direct -view TV we've ever offered.

A unique digital ghost reduction
circuit subdues those stationary
ghosts that are typical of broadcast
signals. While our dual conver-
sion tuner improves the image re-
jection ratio, along with various
other cable -signal irregularities.

The CRT has the industry's
finest phosphor pitch, plus a very -
large -aperture electron gun, for an
amazingly bright, sharp picture.

A special high -contrast coating
on our DiarnondVision picture
tube increases the contrast by 20%.

And to completely separate black
&white and color elements, while
maintaining maximum picture res-
olution, we designed a true three
dimensional digital comb filter.

The new CS -35X7.
Like we said, the best 35" TVa lot

of money can buy.t MITSUBISHI
TECHNICALLY, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE°

© 1992 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For the name of your nearest deakr call toll -free (800) 527-8888. CIRCLE NO 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Tonight, enjoy the performance that continues where others end. Tne
Optimus" CD -6120 changer plays up to five compact discs in sequence, up
to 32 selections in any order, even random selections for a different concert
every time. You get remote control convenience plus a design that lets you

view titles and add or remove discs during play. Mos: importantly, the sound is
superb-pure digital stereo with all the energy of the live performance.
Like all Optimus brand audio equipment, the CD -6120 is designed, crafted and
tested to the highest quality standards in consumer electroiics. It's technology that
performs for you. Hear it today.

SM

Attache/hack
TECHNOLOGY

STORE
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION



Cover
The floor -standing speaker is a Boston

Acoustics T830, and the same company's Model
404 shielded center -channel speaker is on top of

a Panasonic Prism CTM-279IS monitor/
receiver. Stowed under the TV screen are a
Sansui RZ-9500AV surround -sound receiver
and a Philips CDV-600 CD/laserdisc combi-

player. For more on surround -sound
alternatives, see page 44, and for tips on how to

hook up a home -theater system, see page 53.
Chair courtesy of Nuovo Melodrom.
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Open Door at CES
The International Summer
Consumer Electronics Show in
Chicago will permit the
general public to attend for
the first time this year. Held at
McCormick Place and the
Chicago Hilton from May 28
through May 31, the show will
be open only to the trade for
the first two days. It will be
open to the public from noon
on Saturday and all day
Sunday, May 30 and 31. The
admission price at the door is
$10 per day, and advance sale
tickets at $8 will be available
through electronics retailers in
the Chicago area or by calling
(800) 388-6901.

One of the world's largest n

international trade shows, )1\1

CES is celebrating its twenty-
fifth anniversary in 1992. Over
1,000 manufacturers are
expected to show 15,000
products at this summer's
show.

Main Brains
Who says American
companies don't invest in
research and development?
Harman International
Industries (Harman Kardon,
JBL, Infinity, Concord, etc.)
has appointed the
distinguished Canadian
acoustician Dr. Floyd E. Toole
its vice president of acoustic
research. . . . International
Jensen has established a
Corporate Technology
Division to develop new
approaches to signal
processing, loudspeaker
design, and psychoacoustics.
Directing the group will be
Ken Kantor, named vice
president of technology.

Music Notes
This year's inductees into the
Rock -and -Roll Hall of Fame
included the Yardbirds,
Booker T. and the MG's, Sam
and Dave, the Isley Brothers,
the Jimi Hendrix Experience,

by
William

Livingstone
and

Glenn Kenny

Bobby (Blue) Bland, and
Johnny Cash, among others.
. . . In May, Paul McCartney
will receive one of the first
Polar Prizes (about $170,000
each) awarded by the Swedish
Academy of Music. The money
was provided by Stig
Andersson, manager of the
once -active pop group ABBA.
Other winners include the
Baltic countries Estonia,
Latvia, and Lithuania.

Home Theater Notes
A recently developed digital
Dolby Surround technology,
Dolby AC -3, will reportedly be
making its consumer debut
sometime within the next
eighteen months. . . . The
THX Division of LucasArts
Entertainment has licensed
seven additional manufacturers
to make Home THX products:
Audio Design Associates,
Frox, Harman Kardon, JBL,
Marantz, Rane, and
Soundstream. . . . Shure's
trail -blazing HTS home -
theater surround decoders,

amplifiers, and speaker
systems will henceforth be

made and distributed by
Museatex Audio of Canada.

Getting Satisfaction
Satisfaction is high among
buyers of consumer electronics
products according to a recent
survey conducted by the Verity
Group, a market -research
company. Verity interviewed
114,000 consumers
representing every county in
the United States, and more
than 80 percent reported that
they were "very" or
"somewhat" satisfied with the
electronic products they had
bought, which they identified
by product category and
brand.

The first Verity Awards for
Excellence in Customer
Satisfaction have now been
presented to the winning
manufacturers in various

categories: Alpine (car stereo),
Canon (8mm camcorders),
Denon (home CD players), JVC
(home tape decks), Kenwood
(one -brand systems),
Mitsubishi (TV's 25 to 29
inches), Panasonic (VHS -C and
standard VHS camcorders),
Pioneer (TV's 30 inches and
over), RCA (VCR's), Sony
(personal -headphone stereos),
Yamaha (home stereo
receivers), and Zenith (TV's 18
inches or less and TV's 19 to 24
inches).

Laserdisc Boom
Sales of laserdisc players
continue to increase, and so
do the releases of musical
programs in this format. EMI/
Angel is the latest major
classical label to launch its
laserdisc line. Its initial
releases include Paul
McCartney's Liverpool
Oratorio, Vivaldi's Four
Seasons with the violinist
Nigel Kennedy, the Paris
debut of Maria Callas, and
"Itzhak Perlman in Russia."

Current releases on other
labels are Strauss's Salome
with Catherine Malfitano
(Teldec); "Orient Express" with
I Salonisti (London); "James
Galway at 50," documentary
and performance (RCA);
"Midori Live at Carnegie Hall"
(Sony Classical); and
"Beethoven in Berlin" with
Cheryl Studer, Yevgeny
Kissin, and the Berlin
Philharmonic under Claudio
Abbado and Wagner's Ring of
the Nibelung from the
Metropolitan Opera (Deutsche
Grammophon).

Image Entertainment is
distributing Rizzoli's five -disc
art history set, "Masterpieces
of Italian Art," surveying art in tt,
Italy from the earliest
beginnings through the
twentieth century. The
videodiscs include five 1 -hour
programs plus 6,000 still
pictures.
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"Best of all, they sound excellent.: Stereo Review

Perhaps Stereo Review said it best, "The Polk RM 3000 had an open,
airy sound that compared very favorably with some much more expensive
conventional speakers. Its spectral balance was excellent - smooth and seam-
less...one of the best examples of a three-piece speaker system that we have
yet heard...try listening to the RM 3000. It might eliminate some common
misconceptions about how large (and expensive) a speaker has to be to provide

plenty of high quality sound."

We're delighted with the AudioVideo Grand Prix Award. In cele-
bration of this most recent of over 20 Grand Prix Awards for Polk
products, we invite you to buy any pair of our award -winning loud-
speakers and share in our special offers between February 27 and
April 15,1992.

The Grand Prix Offer
Act now! The RM 3000s are,
for a limited time, specially
priced at participating Polk
dealers. Once you own them,
you'll celebrate, too.
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RM 3000 system, shown iere without the subwoofer, is avail
abne with satellite finishes of Black Matrix, with the look and feel
of marble, or the equally elegant Gloss Piano Black or White.

The 1/2 Price Offer
A pair of M3s or a CS 100 is yours at half price
when you buy any pair of Polk's award -winning
home speakers and a receiver
at your participating Polk
dealer. Quantities
are limited so
don't delay. The

CS 100

is the perfect center
channel speaker for your
home theater system. It's
designed to deliver a full
range of sound, vitally
important to today's
home theater systems.

Form
follows function as this uniquely styled high perfor-
mance spacer with its integrated bracket/stand fits
anywhere - on a shelf, in a corner or on a wall. The
M3 - an ideal choice for limited spaces or for rear
surround sound channels. Black or white finishes.

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215
In Canada: (416) 874-8888

FM Dealer Location

fall 1.800.922.2520



A Very Hot Offer From Sony.

FREE CDs
($2.05) ,hippirig 11.111, ilIng)

When you purchase any
Sony portable CD player.

Sony is celebrating 1992, the 10th

anniversary of the CD, with a red hot offer.

Buy any Sony Discmar Portable CD Player

or Sony Portable CD/Radio/Cassette Recorder

between December 27, 1991 and April 5, 1992

and Sony will pick up the tab for up to 3 hot CD

titles. So start shopping around for your new

Sony. And as soon as you're sold on a particular

model, check your model number on the chart

below to see how many hit CDs you're entitled to.

CATEGORY I CATEGORY 2 CATEGORY 3

O
D -II

D-33
0-101 CFD-50
D-202 (10.55
D-66 (FD -68
D -T24 (10-501
D-1806 CF0-110
0-80211 C10-151
D-8081( (10-460

C10-170

K(o)
D-166
D-35
D-303
D-555
CFD-100

00-120
(10-755
CF0-765
(10-775

E TWO TARIE
FRUON CD FREE CDs FREE CDs

(The number of CDs you receive depends on which

Sony Portable CD Player you decide to buy.)

We think free CDs for our portable CD players

is a great way to

celebrate a decade

of music excellence.

With Sony.

The Leader in

Digital Audio.' 10 ANNIVERSARY

COMPACT DISC

Artist/Title Selection Artist/Title Selection
Michael Ult. thrhael Bolton 31531 Peter kith imwe It 31253
Heart bole Queen 34799 lather *Meets Nem Too /Audi 37151

The lyric Gooiest Has 09516 Weds Ertel= lm of Inocenre 39612
Iruu Sprisgsiess 8.11 Innoont Sole Slonger Thou Pride 11210

I 5treet Shuli). 37132 herewith Conn 11117
lulie Iglesias Julio 31610 lames Tmler Jr 31111

Johnny Mathis Johnny's Greatest Has 31667 Sri Wellies Poulton boon. 11519

Simon t Garfunkel Sounds of Alec. 09769 tie /AN Ihrewite 010 Upping Street 40705
Heil Diamond Mortlight 31359 Bel lams Tourhdown 35591
Or z y Oshaurne No Rest for tire Bcke111215 Sm. Getz The Best of Iwo Worlds 33703
Owe Riot Mewl Health 31113 Pledge Deraktee Rerhopi It.. 37713
Ted Nugent Ted Nugent 33691 hrereferd Moselle Romano For Saxophone 12121
Marvin Gaye Midnight love 38197 Aides Priest Sr )Peel Sn 34117
liley Brothers Greatest Hok 161 I 39110 lmeril to I FOV011te Overtures 16713

To receive your al's, mail this coupon postmarked no later than May 5, 1992 along with the bar

code (with the model number on 01 from the carton of your Sony CD Portable Player, o copy of

your dated sales receipt and a check or money order (no cosh) for 52.00 (payable to Sony

(orporation) for shipping 8 hondling to. SONY NOT 000E8 PO Box 1147, Terre Houle.

Indiana 47811.

(leorly pont your selection numberls) below -

Nome

(

(optional choice if one of your

preferred titles is unavciloble)

Male female

Address

City

Age

State lip

Models Serial Number

Date purchased Sole

Offer good only on Sony Discman* Portable CD Players and Sony Portable CD/Rodio/(assette
Recorders -those models beginning with D and (FD. Sony reserves the right to substitute
compact discs based on supply or availability. Limit one Gih Package per qualifying Sony CD
ployer purchased Offer valid only in the Continental U.S. (Includes Alaska, excludes Hawaii)
Void where prohibited by law Misuse of offer will void coupon Please allow 6 8 weeks for
delivery. f:1992 Sony Corporation of Americo All rights reserved Sony. Discman. The Leader
in Digital Audio, and Compact Disc 10th Anniversary are trademarks DI Sony 0016
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A Kiss Is Just A Kiss. Except On Laser Disc.

GONE WITH THE WIND
Deluxe Colleoor's Edition
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BEN-HDR

Deluxe I cuchm [damn
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IT'S A MAD,MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD SINGIN' IN THE RAIN

Deluxe Letterbox Edition

11111

4111t1111W

itt)61 kr,
11)(JU

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD

( Isl

RAIN MAN

\()Rifi\iF.,1
Icluk: I cncrl-st Fdinon

WEST SIDE STOk1

Deluxe Letterbox Edition

COLDFINCER

2001: A SPACE UD1SSE1

Deluxe Letterbox Edition

THEL.MA & LOUISE

Deluxe Letterbox Edition

THE GOLDEN ACE OF LOONEY TUNES

Luscious images. Heart -pounding sound. An MGM/UA classic on Laser Disc is like no other experience outside of
a motion picture theatre. And now you can bring it all home for as little as $24.985' Over 350 of the best-known

and best -loved films from the MGM/UA library are available on Laser Disc. Ask your video retailer about
The Lion On Laser: Now, it's not just the feeling that lasts forever.

ADHOME VIDEO
SA

The Lion On Laser"

CM=
Design ("01992 MCM/UA Home Video, Inc. and Turner Entertainment Co. All Rights Reserved.

Distributed by MCM/UA Home Video, Inc. Available exclusively through Warner Home Video. 'Suggested list price. Some titles not available in Canada.



Why This Ad
Is Making The Other

Loudspeaker Company
Nervous.

'V* think the Ensemble 11 speaker system by Henry Kloss
is better than the BOSE AM -5 Series 11. And because

Cambridge SoundWorks sells direct...it's half the price.

Audio Hall of Fame member, Henry Kloss
All Cambridge SoundWorics products are designed by
our co-founder and chairman, Henry Kloss, who created
the dominant speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KU -I)
and '70s (Advent). Our high performance, high -value
speakers and systems are all manufactured in our
factory in Newton, Massachusetts.

Ensemble a performance for half the Bose price.
Ensemble *11 is the latest version of the subwoofer-
satellite speakers Audio magazine said "may be the best
value in the world." Unlike the Bose® system, it uses
two-way satellite speakers and acoustic suspension
subwoofers (with 35% more cone area). It can sound
identical to our original Ensemble system.

Audio experts on call 365 days a year.
Our helpful, knowledgeable audio experts (not clerks)
are on duty for advice, hook-up information or orders,
8AM-midnight, evey,day, including holidays. They
don't know the meaning of the phrase "hard sell:'
A customer wrote "The quality of your product is
matched by your attitude towards your customers."

Wye eliminated the expensive "middle -men."
All Cambridge SoundWorks components and systems
are sold factory -direct to the public, eliminating hug
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices-our products are wry well made, with premium
quality components throughout. With our 30 -day
satisfaction guarantee, you can't lose.

FREE catalog-Pioneer, Philips, Denon and more.
Our HI -color catalog is loaded with systems and com-
ponents from top name brands, including our own.
Our systems deliver a lot of performance for the money,
especially our Dolby Surround systems, which we feel
are the best values in the country. For your free catalog,
call 1-800-AKA-H1F1, 24 hours a day

. "i!!'117 4FIFIN
---

-",

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
A new kind Of Midi° company, with factory -direct savings.

154 California St., suit'. .0 ,2A. ,Newton, MA 02158 1 -800 -AM -11F1 (800-252-4434)

Fax: 617-332-5936 In Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Switchboard: 617-332-5936
o 1991 Carnto*ScuncIWorks CD Emetic. a nweeeed oedema o(CanbtaBr Safe/axle

Beer Is a name rradanark of Bow Corp AR & Achent ale aadertraksof Ineenanonal Oxen. Inc
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Pathological Science

Thank you, Ken Pohlmann, for shed-
ding the light of truth on the kind of
"pathological science" (and fads) that
affects the decisions of many audio
electronics consumers, and therefore
manufacturers. I was so excited by the
February "Signals" column that I con-
templated posting a sign, "Beware of N
Rays," above the entrance of my local
audio dealer.

JOHN MAYHAN
Harrisburg, PA

Ken Pohlmann's lesson on Blondlot's
N rays, which turned out to be nonexis-
tent, presumably like sonic differences
in speaker cables, put me in mind of X
rays and gamma rays. These, too, were
rejected by most contemporary authori-
ties, yet they were real. How do we
distinguish the truth when learned opin-
ion agitates against every new ray?

Ralph Hodges's column in the same
issue advocates a phenomenon once be-
longing exclusively to a lunatic fringe,
absolute polarity. Apparently several
academics and even one retailer can hear
polarity inversion and have listening
tests to prove it. Not long ago this simple
cure for muffled sound had the stature of
N rays. Now it's an X ray. A miracle!

TOM EDWARDS
Boston, MA

Laserdiscs and HDTV
Thank you for Julian Hirsch and Mi-

chael Riggs's excellent article on CD/
laserdisc combi-players in January, but I
have a question regarding the future use
of these players. With the arrival of high -

definition TV (HDTV), or at least a
widescreen version of the current broad-
cast standard, will letterboxed video-
discs fill the entire screen?

MICHAEL JACKERT
Chicago Heights, IL

Michael Riggs replies: One of the greatest
benefits of HDTV, when it finally arrives
(probably starting around 1996), will be its
wider 16:9 aspect ratio, which will be a
better match to that of widescreen movies
than the current 4:3 ratio. This will proba-
bly reduce the number of letterboxed vid-
eo releases, since it will be possible tofu in
more of the width of a film image while
still filling the entire screen vertically. In
addition, HDTV sets will probably be able
to display current letterboxed NTSC-stan-
dard video releases full -screen by elec-
tronically expanding them. Even before
HDTV becomes available, you will be
able to buy 16:9 aspect ratio 7V monitor/
receivers that will do this trick. The first
such sets should be available later this
year, although at very high prices.

Find out how good we are: experts on call 8AM-midnight (ET) every day 1-800-AKA-HIFI
CIRCLE NO 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Vinyl Art
I'm glad to see that you still list turnta-

bles in your annual "Equipment Buying
Guide" (February), but I don't under-
stand why you review the new Michael
Jackson and Public Enemy albums in the
same issue without noting that both were
released in LP versions-which are not
only less expensive but also better
sounding than their CD counterparts.
Also, some fans still appreciate cover
art. Jackson's LP shows amazing detail,
and the LP cover of U2's latest album,
unlike the CD, has embossing and is
uncensored.

JUDSON KILPATRICK
Brooklyn, NY

U2 and P.P.
Parke Puterbaugh totally missed the

mark with his critical review of U2's
"Achtung Baby" in February. How
easy it would have been for U2 to release
a follow-up to "The Joshua Tree" tar-
geted at the mainstream majority. It is
wonderful that a band of this stature
would create such an innovative and
personal album as 'Achtung Baby,"
their finest to date.

JIM BARTASAVICH
Frostburg, MD

I know that serious relationships and
other grown-up things dealt with in
"Achtung Baby" are scary for some of
us. Please tell Parke Puterbaugh that it's
perfectly okay for him to stay in the
nursery and leave U2 to the adults.

JOHN B. CHILDS, JR.
Garden City, KS

I think the review of U2's "Achtung
Baby" signed "P.P." is B.S.

P.S.: My sister thinks the only good
thing about the review is the photo of
the band.

NANCY E. KUESTER
Elkridge, MD

Parke Puterbaugh's review of U2's
"Achtung Baby" was right on. I thought
I was the only one who felt that the
band's latest release bordered on awful.
The couple of minutes of fine music are
overshadowed by hyperactive, annoy-
ing, distortion -laden guitar work and vo-
cals in the rest of the album. Daring and
brave? No. Ugly and disappointing?
Definitely.

DEAN FLEISCHMANN
West Bend, IN

Matthew Sweet
I agree wholeheartedly with Parke Pu-

terbaugh's review of Matthew Sweet's
"Girlfriend" (February "Best of the

Month"). The album is cleverly record-
ed, evenly paced, and sounds great
cranked up. But 1 do have one criticism
of your record -review section-it's just
too short!

MIKE POCHKOWSKI
N. Augusta, SC

Records of the Year
Hats off to STEREO REVIEW for the

1991 Record of the Year Awards (Febru-
ary), particularly the "Honorable Men-
tions." It's refreshing to see such talents
as Robyn Hitchcock, the La's, Matthew
Sweet, and Richard Thompson get the
recognition they so richly deserve. Two
recordings missing from the list, but
worth mentioning, are Chris Whitley's
"Living with the Law" and Robbie Rob-
ertson's "Storyville." While 1991 was
largely a year of musical nonevents,
these records showed the brilliance that
makes a few performers stand out from
the crowd.

RICH FARRELLY
Huntington, CT

Chestnuts
David Patrick Stearns's February re-

view of the new Deutsche Grammophon
recording of the Saint -Satins Violin Con-
certo No. 3 and the Paganini Violin
Concerto No. 1 begins with the words,
"These two rarely heard concertos.
. . ." Rarely heard? As a musician in one
of America's major symphony orches-
tras, I have heard and played both of
these concertos more times than I can
count!

THOMAS L. MOLLOY
Kingwood, TX

Marshall Crenshaw
As a Marshall Crenshaw fan for nearly

ten years, I was thrilled to see the feature
article on him in the January issue-and
his name on the cover! The "Good Eve-
ning" collection, however, was pro-
duced by David Kershenbaum, noted for
his work with Joe Jackson, Joan Baez,
and Tracy Chapman. David Kahne, al-
though a fine producer, has not yet
worked with Crenshaw.

JAMES KAPLAN
Berkeley, CA

The producer credit was an editorial error
for which we apologize.

We welcome your letters. Please address
corresi fence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW,

1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You sl Id include your address and
telepl number for verifii at' . Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

5 -Year
Parts& Labor .1

Warranty
Unlimited Wbrnanty

Canixtlge Saw% ks
31:makers

E
Audio Catalog
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

 Save hundreds on components and
systems from Cambridge SoundIkbrics,
Philips, Pioneer, Denon, Nakamichi,
Thorens, Koss and others.

 Audio Experts will answer all your
questions, before and after you buy...
8AM-midnight (ET), 365 days a year.

 30 -day total satisfaction guarantee.

"They were designed
to play music and
make it sound like
music. This they do
very well, in a most
unobtrusive way, at
a bargain price...it's
hard to imagine
going wrong with
Ensemble."

- Stereo Review.

1-800-FOR-HIFI*
24 hours a day 365 days a year (800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
S OUNDWORKS

A new kind of audio company,
with factory -direct savings.

154 California St.. Suite 102A , Newton. MA 02158
'In Canada call 1-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229

Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936
c 1991 Cambn*SouncMbrks Flung* a vaned indent* of

Cam:Ridge SoundWxics AR & &Ma are Radenalks of International Oren. K.
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SCIENCEZSCOPE®

Audiophiles can now get Hughes Aircraft Company's revolutionary 3-D sound enhancement system
as a stand-alone hi-fi component. Until now, the patented Sound Retrieval System (SRS®) has only
been available as part of selected Sony and GE/RCA television receivers. SRS brings a new level
of realism to home audio equipment, enabling two conventional speakers to produce a surround -type
sound from both broadcast and recorded sound sources. It does this without employing artificial
sound manipulation techniques, such as signal delay, encoding, reverb, harmonics regeneration, and
phase correction. In addition, its sound quality is not limited to a particular "sweet spot" in a room,
but is maintained even as a listener moves about.

Airline passengers will soon view movies on personal video screens directly in front of them,
make phone calls from their seats, and shop via credit card for in-flight merchandise from shopping
channels. These and other features, including satellite -delivered stock market reports and up-to-
the-minute news and sports highlights, are part of a new cabin communications and passenger
entertainment system that will bring new levels of comfort and convenience to air travel. A team
of Hughes, Sony Trans Com Inc., and Hughes subsidiary Avicom International is developing the
system for the new Airbus A330 and A340 jetliners.

A state-of-the-art on-line computer graphics projector helps to manage a network of 300 host
computers at General Motors' information services subsidiary. Seven Hughes -built Superprojectors,
operating around the clock in the EDS Information Management Center in Plano, Texas, give more
than 100 up-to-date network status reports (operations bulletins, maps) and other network management
information. The Superprojectors, connected to display -generating computers, project images with
resolutions in excess of 1,000 TV lines into 14x16 -foot screens. Originally used for displaying
information in military command -and -control centers, the projectors use Hughes -developed liquid
crystal light valve technology.

Hughes has introduced a new concept in home hi-fi speaker systems, featuring a unique, patented
wide -dispersion baffle that delivers smooth, phase -coherent sound. The new speaker technology,
Optimum Radiation Baffle (ORB), uses a vertical loudspeaker with two half -cone reflective sections.
These baffles reflect sound in a pattern centered around a horizontal plane, while dispersed uniformly
and laterally over 180 degrees. The ORB system eliminates the on -axis "hot spot" of conventional
speaker setups, as well as distortions and interference associated with speakers having a full conical
reflector. These speakers mark Hughes' second major thrust into consumer electronics, following
the revolutionary SRS" 3-D Sound Retrieval System.

A series of massive Hughes -built satellites can carry as many as 120,000 phone calls and three
TV channels simultaneously. These satellites, which are being used by the International Tele-
communications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT), stand nearly four stories tall and weigh
4.5 tons. In comparison, the world's first commercial communications satellite, Early Bird, built
by Hughes 27 years ago, was two feet tall, weighed 76 pounds, and could carry only 240 phone
calls or one TV channel.

For more information write to: 0.0. Box 80032. Los Angeles. CA 90080-0032

1992 Hughes Aircraft Company
CIRCLE NO 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HUGHES
Subsidiary of GM Hughes Electronics



NEI,*. PRODUCTS

Nady
Nady's WH-95 claims to be the first

wireless headphone system with audio-
phile -quality performance. The compa-
ny says that sound from the WH-95 is
indistinguishable from hardwire. The
system includes a compact receiver that
can work with any set of headphones, a
transmitter that accepts up to three pro-
gram sources, an AC adaptor, patch
cords, and a set of stereo earbud phones.
Nady claims that the system consistent-
ly provides a high -quality signal, even
around corners and through walls, up to
150 feet from the transmitter. Price:
$250. Nady Systems, Inc., Dept. SR,
6701 Bay St., Emeryville, CA 94608.
Circle 120 on reader service card

CD/Mate
CD/Mate's new ThermoFoarm tech-

nology, which bonds rugged, closed -cell
foam to fabric, then heat -shapes it to
form a protective shell, is used in the
forty -disc ThermoFoarm Carrier. The
lightweight case, which has molded fin-
ger grips and a detachable braided strap,
has two wells that hold twenty CD's
each in antistatic, nylon -fleece sleeves.
The washable shell is available in black
and several colors. Price: $59.95. CD/
Mate, Dept. SR, 19215 Parthenia St.,
Suite C, Northridge, CA 91324.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Yamaha
Yamaha's DSP-E200 is a three -chan-

nel amplifier designed to add surround
sound and ambience effects to a conven-
tional two -channel audio receiver or am-
plifier. It delivers 25 watts apiece to the
center and rear speakers. Aside from a
digital implementation of Dolby Pro
Logic designed to simulate cinema sur-
round sound, the DSP-E200 offers Con -

1111111M

cert Video, Mono Movie, Mono Music,
Rock Concert, and Concert Hall ambi-
ence modes. An adjustable digital delay
helps the user tailor effects to suit the
room the system is installed in. Price:
$499. Yamaha Electronics Corp., Dept.
SR, 6722 Orangethorpe Ave., Buena
Park, CA 90620.
Circle 122 on reader service card

.]!T
30- -
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Bang & Olufsen
The Beolab 8000 loudspeaker is the

first Bang & Olufsen speaker designed
for use with non-B&O components as
well as in an integrated B&O system.
The floor -standing, biamplified, bass -re-
flex system has two 4 -inch woofers, a 3/4 -
inch tweeter, and an 80 -watt amplifier in
each column. The tubular aluminum en-
closures, which stand 52 inches high on a

base 6 inches square, are magnetically
shielded for use near a video monitor.
Frequency response is rated at 50 to
20,000 Hz ±2 dB, with deeper bass
response in corner placements. Price:
$3,000 a pair. Bang & Olufsen of Ameri-
ca, Inc., Dept. SR, 1150 Feehanville Dr.,
Mount Prospect, IL 60056.
Circle 123 on reader service card



NEW PRODUCTS

Soundwave Fidelity
The Sonata 3 "baffieless" loudspeak-

ers from Soundwave Fidelity are said to
have a 180 -degree radiation pattern and
yet to provide a precise stereo image.
The drivers are decoupled from the five -
sided, acoustic -foam -filled enclosure to
eliminate panel resonances. Each speak-
er contains two 8 -inch woofers and two
1 -inch dome tweeters. Bandwidth is giv-
en as 49 to 20,000 Hz, power handling as
200 watts. Dimensions: 12 x 351/4 x 16
inches. Price: $1,790 a pair. Soundwave
Fidelity Corporation, Dept. SR, 3122
Monroe Ave., NY 14618.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Cerwin-Vega
Cerwin-Vega's DX Series loudspeak-

ers-from left in photo above, the DX -1,
DX -5, DX -9, DX -7, and DX-3-feature
newly designed woofers with die-cast
aluminum frames and vented magnet
structures. Power handling ranges from
100 watts per channel for the DX -I to 400
watts per channel for the DX -9. Nominal
impedance is 8 ohms for the DX -1, DX -

Soundstream
The Soundstream MC -120 car power

amplifier offers four 30 -watt channels
that are bridgeable into two 30 -watt
channels and one 90 -watt channel or into
two 90 -watt channels. The Chassink de-
sign is said to provide excellent heat

3, and DX -5, 4 ohms for the other two.
Dimensions range from 11 x 20 x 103/4
inches for the DX -I to 18 x 351/2 x 171/4
inches for the DX -9. Prices (per speak-
er): DX -1, $205; DX -3, $320; DX -5,
$345; DX -7, $410; DX -9, $555. Cerwin-
Vega, Dept. SR, 555 E. Easy St., Simi
Valley, CA 93065.
Circle 125 on reader service card

dissipation in minimal space. The MC -
120 can accept either preamp-level or
high-level inputs. Price: $369. Sound -
stream Technologies, Dept. SR, 120
Blue Ravine Rd., Folsom, CA 95630.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Cambridge
SoundWorks

The Surround speaker system from
Cambridge SoundWorks is said to have a
uniform integrated power response over
its entire range, radiating sound in such a
way that the listener can't easily locate
where it is coming from. The result is
said to be a more realistic ambience. The
enclosure houses one 4 -inch and two 3 -
inch drivers, each loaded by a sealed
acoustic -suspension cavity. The 3 -inch
drivers are connected out of phase, pro-
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jecting sound toward the front and the
rear of the room. The cabinet, made of
1/2 -inch -thick medium -density -fiber-
board, is available finished in gray Nex-
tel or white primer so it can be painted to
match a wall. Dimensions are 5 x 8 x 5
inches. Price: $400 a pair, factory direct.
Cambridge SoundWorks, Dept. SR, 154
California St., Newton, MA 02158; tele-
phone (800) 252-4434.
Circle 127 on reader service card



1

Two Reasons To Trade In
Your Speakers Now!

The Bose Acoustimass-5 Series II
speaker system. Technology that
sets a new standard for purer
sound with even smaller size.
The Acoustimass-5 Series 11 speaker system uses

Bose patented Acoustimass speaker technology

to simultaneously overcome the

placement limitations of large speakers

and the performance compromises of

conventional small speakers.

We believe this combination of full

fidelity sound and small size make it the best reason

to trade in your present speakers.

"Listening to a wide variety of compact discs, we

were constantly impressed by how much this system

sounded like a larger, much more expensive speaker'

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, September 1991

The new Bose Acoustimass-5 Series II

speaker system includes Direct/Reflecting'

cube speaker arrays and a hideaway

Acoustimass bass module (not shown).

2
A $100 trade-in allowance
from your Bose dealer.
For a limited time, our participating dealers nation-

wide will give you at least $100 as a trade-in for your

speakers-regardless of size, age, or condition -

when you trade up to the new Bose Acoustimass-5

Series II speaker system.

Bose dealers are also offering a generous trade-in

allowance when you trade up to a Lifestyle' music

system, the complete stereo system from Bose.

This offer ends March 31,1992. For the names of

Bose dealers near you, call toll -free:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext.98
Telephone Is airs during this event: USA, Monday-F[1a' ):

Weekends 9AM-5PM (ET); Canada, Monday -Friday 9:00AM-5:00PM (ET

.1917,ME
01992 BOW Corporation, The Mountain, Framingham MA 01701.9168 USA
Some dealers may offer these savings without a trask.in.

Better sound through research.



NEW PRODUCTS

JVC
JVC's XL-MG1800 eighteen -disc car

CD changer is nicknamed a "CD Tank."
The trunk -mounted changer is ruggedly
constructed, featuring a dual antishock
and antivibration isolation mechanism, a
brushless spindle motor, and a rubber
safeguard bumper. It can hold three six -
disc magazines at once, and it has an
expansion terminal that enables up to six

units to be hooked together for continu-
ous play of as many as 108 discs. Other
features include an eight -times -over -
sampling digital filter, dual 1 -bit D/A
converters, and a three -beam laser pick-
up. Price: $700. JVC Company of Ameri-
ca, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood
Park, NJ 07407.
Circle 128 on reader service card

R. F. Engineering
The VI2 automatic A/V switcher from

R. E Engineering enables a user to hook
up two different video sources to the
input of a single monitor. The switcher
automatically detects which source is
delivering a signal and routes it to the
monitor. If two signals are present, it
gives priority to the B connection. It can
detect audio signals as well and therefore
can also be used as an expansion input
on an audio preamplifier. Price: $90 with
RCA connectors, $120 with S -video con-
nectors. R. E Engineering Inc., Dept.
SR, 9215 Lowell Blvd, Westminster, CO
80030.
Circle 129 on reader service card

Marantz
Marantz's SM-80 is one of a handful of

power amplifiers to receive Home THX
certification for use in a home theater
setup. Marantz claims that the SM-80 is
capable of reproducing the wide dynam-
ic range of today's movie soundtracks
without clipping or overheating. The
dual -mono amplifier has two fully isolat-

ed power modules with Class A input
and driver stages and Class AB output
stages. Its rated output is 120 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, bridgeable to 350
watts in mono. Price: $699. Marantz
U.S.A., Dept. SR, 1150 Feehanville Dr.,
Mount Prospect, IL 60056.
Circle 130 on reader service card

Reel to Real Designs
The Focus speaker system from Reel

to Real Designs uses controlled directiv-
ity to improve imaging. The driver com-
plement includes two 7 -inch bass drivers
with two -layer Kevlar honeycomb con-
struction, a 11/4 -inch woven -dome tweet-
er, a 3 -inch ribbon supertweeter, and
three I2 -inch subwoofers with carbon -
filled polypropylene cones. Bandwidth
is rated as 16 to 28,000 Hz, sensitivity as
96.5 dB. Nominal impedance is 4 ohms.
Peak power handling is said to exceed
500 watts per channel. Dimensions are
14 x 56 x 15Y4 inches. Walnut, oak,
rosewood, black lacquer, teak, and rib-
bon mahogany finishes are available.
The Focus system comes with a ten-year
warranty. Price: $4,450. Reel to Real
Designs, Dept. SR, 3021 Sangamon
Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
Circle 131 on reader service card

All product informal' pro% bled by

the manufacturers and (lo, . not represent
the results of tests or evaluations by
STEREO REVIEW. Suggested retail prices
were current as of press t  but
are subject to change without notice.
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INXS: Live Baby Live
(Atlantic) 52528
Lisa Stansfield: Real
Love (Arista) 63189
The Cult: Ceremony
(Reprise/Sire) 11133
Paul Simon:
Negotiations And Love
Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros 120461
Boyz N The Hood/Sdtrk.
(Owes)) 24419
Trisha Yearwood
(MCA) 64033
Aretha Franklin: What
You See Is What You
Sweat (Arista) 72220
Dave Brubeck:
Quiet As The Moon
(Musicmasters) 40290
HI -Five (Jive) 10542
The Bonnie Raitt
Collection
(Warner Bros 00569

Cathy Dennis: Move To
This (Polydorl 25100
Queen Latifah:
Nature Of A Sista'
Tommy Boy) 21034
Smokey Robinson:
Double Good
Everything
(SBK) 91645
Kathy Medea:
Time Passes By
(Mercury) 44575
Fourplay
(Warner Bros 1 10723
Desert Rose Band:
True Love
(MCA,Curb) 53633
Anita Baker:
Compositions
(Elektra) 00921
Traveling Wilburys, Vol. 3
(Warner Bros I 24817

Dying Young/Sdtrk.
(Arista) 73769
Bon Joyl: New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
Horowitz At Home
IDG) 25211
Elvis Presley: Sings
Leiber And Stoller
(RCA) 44359
Bette Midler:
Some People's Lives
(Atlantic) 53568
Aaron Neville: Warm
Your Heart (A&M, 25194
Lionel Richie:
The Composer
(Motown) 24700

Boyz II Men:
Cooleyhighharmony
(Motown) 10930
Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise/The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304
Erasure: Chorus
(Reprise/Sire) 92228
Simply Red: Stars
(East-West America)
90658
George Jones: ...And
Along Came Jones
(MCA) 73708
Shadow King
(Atlantic) 43593
R.E.M.: Eponymous
(I R S /MCA' 00701
Whitney Houston:
I'm Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 10663
The KLF: White Room
(Arista) 23333
Stevie Wonder: Jungle
Fever/Soundtrack
(Motown) 54197
INXS: X (Atlantic) 64378
Vanessa Williams:
The Comfort Zone
(Wing/Mercury) 25066
Wilson Phillips
(SBK) 00726
Foreigner: Unusual
Heat (Atlantic, 34465
Guys And Dolls/
Original Cast
(MCA) 43962
Metallica) ...And Justice
For All iElektra) 00478
Janet Jackson: Control
(ABM( 34526
Bryan Ferry/Roxy
Music: Street Life
20 Greatest Hits
(Reprise) 10490
Led Zeppelin: In
Through The Out Door
(Swan Song) 53830
Carpenters: Lovelines
(ABM) 24763
U2: War ,isin,,,), 24619
David Peaston: Mixed
Emotions t)i/ A 84031

Londonbeat: In The
Blood .MCA. 44569
Bela Fleck & The
Flecktones: Flight Of
The Cosmic Hippo
(Warner Bros) 64436
Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros 100713
Chicago:
Greatest Hits 1982-1989
(Reprise) 63363

The Best Of Stevie
Nicks: Timespace
P,I(rdern) 10940

Bell Bin DeVoe: WBBD-
Boot City! -The Remix
Album (MCA) 54360
Barry Manilow:
Showstoppers
(Arista) 64323
James Ingram, The
Power Of Great Music
(Warner Bros 11131

Ratt: Ratt & Roll 8191
(Atlantic) 60098
Black Box: Mixed Up!
(RCA) 53463
Depeche Mode: Violator
(Sire) 73408
Skid Row:
Slave To The Grind
(Atlantic) 54433
The Who: Who's Better.
Who's Best
(MCA 00790
Glenn Miller:
Chattanooga Choo
Choo-The 91 Hits
(Bluebird) 11052

r

The Commitments/
Sdtrk. i(ACJV 74016
Marky Mark And The
Funky Bunch: Music
For The People
(Interscope) 53860
Scorpions: Crazy World
(Mercury) 14795
The Doors/Sdtrk.
(Elektra) 54289
Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation 1814
:ABM) 72386
Kix: Hot Wire (E,-istWest
America) 64398
,74tfilen4greatest Hits

(Asylum) 23481

ZZ Top: Recycler
'Warner Bros 73969
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596
Roger McGuinn,
Back From Rio
(Arista) 81997
Eric Clapton:
Journeyman
(Warner Bros ) 53940

The Big Chill/Sdtrk.
(Motown) 33970

Dire Straits:
On Every Street
(Warner Bros) 74151
Lisa Fischer:
Intense (Elektia) 71152
Sting: The Sot. I Cages
(ABM) 25218
Naughty By Nature
(Tommy Boy, 54559
Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339
Faith No More -
The Real Thing
(Reprise) 637'9
Led Zeppelin IV
(Atlantic) 12014
Neil Young: Ragged
Glory (Reprisal 34621
Hank Williams. Jr.:
Pure Hank
(WarnerCurb) 60351
Warner Bros.
Symphony Orch.: Bugs
Bunny On Broadway
(Warner Bros 70059
Kronos Quartet:
Black Angels
)Elektra) 62287
Best 01 Grateful Dead:
Skeletons From
The Closet
(Warner Bros 83892

New Edition:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 1
(MCA) 83623
AC/DC: The Razors
Edge (ATCO) 33379
Tom Petty: Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 33911
Eric Clapton:
Timepieces
(Polydori 23385
G ! T1h4e5 Future
(MCAT

Horowitz Plays Chopin,
Vol. 2 (RCA) 10814
Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 82983
The Best 01 Dolly
Parton (RCA) 51583
&need O'Connor:
I Do Not Want What I
Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512
Chick Corea Akoustic
Band: Alive
(GRP) 10721
Steve Winwood)
Refugees Of The Heart
(Virgin) 54232
Suzanne Ciani:
Hotel Luna
(Private Music) 34812
Emerson, Lake &
Palmer: Brain Salad
Surgery (Atlantic) 54608

Jesus Jones: Doubt
(SEM() 44654

David Sanborn:
Another Hand
(Elektra) 54527
Diamond Rio
(Arista) 10702
Seal
i Warner Bros 161992
Overkill: Horrorscope
(Atlantic) 10852
Jefferson Starship:
Gold (RCA) 64132
Keith Washington:
Make Time For Love
(Owest) 14677
Madonna (Sire) 64288
Deee-Llte: World Clique
(Elektra) 52050
Earl Thomas Conley:
Yours Truly
(RCA) 20033
Vangelis: The City
(Atlantic) 53304
Andy Summers:
World Gone Strange
(Private Music) 51756

START SAVING NOW - MAIL THIS' POSTPAID CARD TODAY!

MEW ./%01 o Es please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my
COMPACT 3 first four CDs (check box below 'or cassettes) as I have indicated here under

DISCthe terms of this offer. I need buy just one more CD at regular Club prices during the
next year - after which I can choose 3 mo-e CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs for the price of

"aCLUBM one ... with nothing more to buy, ever! (A shipping and handling charge is added.)
RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW

(indicate by number)INSTANT
50% -OFF
BONUS DISCOUNTS

FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs,

It's the BMG
difference!

You earn INSTANT
50°. -OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS every

time you buy a CD at
regular Club prices.

In a nutshell ... buy 1.
take another at half

price. With other
clubs. you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price and become a
"Preferred Member"

before you earn
savings like this!

l am most interested in the music category checked here - but I am always free to choose from any (check EMI ohlY):

1 LIGHT SOUNDS 2 11 COUNTRY 3 HARD ROCK 4 0 POP/SOFT ROCK
Barry Mamlow Reba McErtire Dire Straits Paula Abdul
Frank Sinatra Alabama Van Helen Paul Simon

L CLASSICAL
Luciano Pavarotti
Vladimir HorowiL

E CI JAll
Earl Klugh
Dave Grusin

7 HEAVY METAL
Motley Crue
Skid Row

mr.

C Mrs
C Ms.
Address

First Name Initial Last Name

City State

Telephone. please (

Area code

Signature

We reserve the right to request additional inform man or reject any application
Limited to new members, continental USA only One membership per family
Local taxes if any will be added

2 Cassette memllers will be serviced by the BMG Music Service current Music
Service members are not eligible

(,)-7(, are trademarks of General Electric Comt.any. USA
Ti)) BMG ago TM BMG Music

(PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

Zip

I] I PREFER CASSETTES!''
(You may choose
cassettes with the same
10 -day, no -obligation
privilege. Full member-
ship details will follow )

*Selections m

BODYF

arked ((id not available on Cassette



Start with

Buy just

Then get

Enjoy

COMPACT DISCS NOW
. 6 handhno rnernberShip

smash hit in one year's time

CDs of your choice. FREE'

CDs for the price of one

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

Extreme: Pornograffitti
(ABM) 43557
Judy Garland: The Best
Of The Decca Years,
Vol. 1 (MCA) 10497-k
Vanilla Ice: Extremely
Live (SDK) 70017
Britny Fox:
Bite Down Hard (East
West America) 53455
Southstde Johnny &
The Asbury Jukes.
Better Days
(Impact) 61604
Gerardo: Mo'ritmo
(Interscope) 43803
Eagles: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 2 (Asylum) 63318
The Best Of
The Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros) 43738
Diana Ross, The Force
Behind The Power
(Motown) 63680
Patti Labelle: Burnin'
(MCA) 63632

unursitili

Van "aleno7edge
Cana Bros.)1'3°16opi gone,

Pump Up The Volume/
Sdtrk. :MCA) 44606
Corina (ATCO) 24725
Jackson Browne,
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11056

Paula Abdul:
Spellbound
(Virgin) 73320
Lita Ford: Dangerous
Curves (RCA) 83922
Michael Feinstein
Sings The Jule Styne
Songbook
(Nonesuch) 70282
Neil Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 84050
Lynyrd Skynyrd 1991
(Atlantrci 34437
Vince Gill: Pocket Full
01 Gold (MCA: 73599
The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190
Billy Idol: Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 62264
Miles Davis: Amandla
(Warner Bros 160246
Voivod: Angel Rat
(Mechanic/MCA) 64027
Slatkln: American
Album (RCA) 20788

Arista Records' 15th
Anniversary Collection
(Arista) 54100
Lenny Kravitz: Mama
Said (Virgin) 10041
Bobby Bland: Midnight
Run (Malaco) 44333

Belinda Carlisle:
Live Your Life Be Free
(MCA) 93638
Carreras, Domingo.
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London( 35078
Heavy D & The Boyz:
Peaceful Journey
(Uptown:MCA) 10920
Jon Bon Jovi: Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 44490
Curtis Stagers
(Arista) 02038
Bobby Brown: Don't Be
Cruel )MCA) 00621
Air Supply: Greatest
Hits (Arista) 34424
Spinal Tap/Sdtrk.
(Polydor) 34691
Derek & The Dominoes:
Layla (Polydor) 25249
Amy Grant: Heart In
Motion (ABM) 25182
Oleta Adams: Circle Of
One (Fontana) 25028
Catching Up With
Depeche Mode
I Slr, 00560
Motley Crue:
Dr. Feelgood
(Elektrai 33928
Supertramp: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits)
(A&M( 04891
Kentucky Headhunters:
Electric Barnyard
(Mercury) 25138
Dirty Dancing/Sdtrk.
(RCA) 82522
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Paul Simon: The
Rhythm Of The Saints
(Warner Bros) 10455
The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles (ABM) 73924
Gladys Knight: Good
Woman r.ICA, 84390
Connie Francis:
Where The Hits Are

.r, 34739
Daryl Hall & John
Oates: Change Of
Season )Arista 00543
Best Of Robert Palmer:
Addictions
(Island) 10819
Peter, Paul And Mary
(Warner Bros 143698
The Best 01 The Velvet
Underground
(Verve) 62303
Big Band Bash
(Compose) 10458
The Drifters' Golden
Hits Atlantic 03859
Dwight Yoakam.
If There Was A Way

1 64310
Yes: Union
lAnstai 10735
Barry White:
Put Me In Your Mix
(ABM( 15248
Elvis Costello.
Mighty Like A Rose
(Warner Bros.) 60280

,tit,. thUrt.
tradskt."t

Red Hot Chili Peppers:
Blood Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros) 11127
The Judds:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(RCA) 74054
L.A. Guns:
Hollywood Vampires
(Polydori 54564
Ralph Tresvant
IMCAI 14889
Jane's Addiction:
Ritual de lo Habitual
(Warner Bros 110020
P.M. Dawn: 01 The
Heart, Of The Soul...
(Gee Street/Island) 15156
Kraftwerk: The Mix
(Elektral 54373
Patty Loveless:
On Down The Line
(MCA) 00553
Richie Sambora:
Stranger In This Town
(Merr, , 64685
Pat Benatar: Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319
The Best Of Baillie &
The Boys (RCA) 64623
Larry Carlton:
Collection
1GRPi 00838
Bob Marley: Legend
Island: 53521

at)ng 1"eRooms-CelebrgBermeong-
v° oiooy

Elton Jon
) 3540B
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With
Nothing More

to Buy
Ever!

Andrew Lloyd Webber:
The Premiere Collection
IMCAI 53868
MC Lyte: Act Like You
Know (First Priority
Music) 10737
The Alarm: Standards
(I R S 124765
Twin Peaks/TV Sdtrk.
(Warner Bros 1 63540
Jimi Hendrix
Experience:
Live At Winterland
(Rykodisc) 63650
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Bill & Ted's Bogus
Journey/Sdtrk.
(Interscoper 43812
Pixies: Tromp Le
Monde (Elektra) 80319
Roberta Flack:
Set The Night To Music
(Atlantic) 20518
David Bowie:
Changesbowie
(Rykodisci 43693
A Tribe Called Ouest,
The Low End Theory
(Jive) 24809
Savatage: Streets
(Atlantic) 11048
Kronos Quartet:
Piazzolla. Five Tango
Sensations
(Elektra) 63275
Linda Ronstadt: Lush
Life (Asylum) 33200
Atlantic Starr:
Love Crazy
(Warner Bros I 53312
Digital Underground:
This Is An E.P. Release
(Tommy Boy) 64104
Mancini: Cinema
Italian IRCA) 24736
Alan Jackson:
Here In The Real World
lAristai 53833

Jermaine Jackson:
You Said
La ,,e1 84326

Big Daddy Kane:
Prince Of Darkness
(ReprtseICold
43422

R.E.M.: Out 01 Time
(Warner Bros 124762
Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train
(Warner Bros ) 10708
Clint Black: Put
Yourself In My Shoes
(RCAI 24690
Another Bad Creation.
Coolin' At The
Playground Ya Know.
(Motown 10456

The Earl Klugh Trio,
Volume One
(Warner Bros) 72000
Reba McEntire:
For My Broken Heart
(MCA) 73624
Vann': Reflections
Of Passion
(Private Music) 24223
Thelma & Loulse/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 11146
The Best Of ZZ Top
(Warner Bros I 24040
The very Best Of
Humble Pie (ABM) 35183
The Very Best Of The
Righteous Brothers:
Unchained Melody

44658

START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
Yes, start with any 4 compact discs shown
here! (See box on order card for cassettes.)
You need buy just 1 more hit at regular
Club prices ($14.98 and up), and take up to
one full year to do it. Then choose 3 more
CDs Free. That's 8 CDs for the price of 1

with nothing more to buy...ever! (A shipping
and handling charge is added.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. You select
from hundreds of exciting CDs described in
the Club's magazine which is mailed to you
approximately every three weeks (19 times
a year). Each issue highlights a Featured
Selection in your preferred music category.
plus alternate selections. If you'd like the
Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be
sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an
alternate selection. or none at all, just return
the card enclosed with each issue of your
magazine by the date specified on the card.
You will have at least 10 days to decide or
you may return your Featured Selection at
our expense. After you've completed your
membership agreement you may cancel at
any time simply by writing to us. Or remain
a member and take advantage of instant
50% -off bonus discounts!

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL. Listen to your 4 intro-
ductory selections for a full 10 days. If not
satisfied. return them with no further obliga-
tion. You send no money now, so complete
the postpaid card and mail it today.

'A shipping and handling Charge is added

CD775 BMG Compact Disc Club. 6550 E 30th St Indianapolis.
IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN THIS ADV'T ARE THE
PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS

© 1992 BMG Direct Marketing, Inc



Where Did
DAT GoWrong?

THE forecasters were confident.
By 1992 digital audio tape (DAT)
would be fiercely competing with
analog cassettes for rack space in
record shops. Likewise, DAT re-
corders would dominate the hi-fi

stores, pushing aside cassette ma-
chines. Within another seven years,
DAT was supposed to replace the ana-
log cassette entirely. Clearly, the fore-
casters were wrong. As a consumer
product, as heir -apparent to the analog
cassette, DAT appears to have failed.

The first time I saw a DAT recorder
was in 1984. After three years of devel-
opment, the boys in the lab were confi-
dently demonstrating both stationary -
head (S-DAT) and rotary -head (R-
DAT) models. The fact that ten
engineers were hovering over the R-
DAT version, while the S-DAT ver-
sion had only two, convinced me that
someone toward the top of the compa-
ny had already decided that R-DAT
was going to get the nod. I asked a
number of questions regarding the
complexity of a rotating -head design
and whether DAT could ever be re-
motely as cheap as the much more
elegant CD format. I never got solid
answers to those questions.

The introduction of DAT into the
U.S. marketplace was as auspicious as
the maiden voyage of the S.S. Titanic:
The Titanic struck an iceberg, and
DAT struck lawsuits. The idea of a
device that could clone the data from a
prerecorded digital source (such as a

SIGNALS
by Ken C. Pohlmann

CD), and thus enable consumers to
make perfect copies, made the record
companies go atomic. The upshot was
chaos in the ranks of hardware manu-
facturers and many improbable plans
to resolve the impasse. One of the
most ill-conceived ideas was the Copy
Code notch. A narrow band of fre-
quencies would be sliced out of music
recordings, whether on DAT, CD, LP,
or any other medium, and DAT re-
corders would be designed to detect
the presence of this notch and refuse
to go into recording mode. In general,
anyone who owned a CD player, or
had ever remotely considered buying
one, thought this was an astoundingly
bad idea. When the National Bureau
of Standards actually tested the Copy
Code system and found that it audibly
degraded the quality of recorded mu-
sic, the notch was finally nixed. Notch
or no, sales of DAT recorders in open
markets such as Japan were poor.

Other problematic solutions includ-
ed making DAT recorders that could
not record at the 44.1 -kHz CD sam-
pling frequency or make direct digital
copies from any source that had its
copy -prohibit bit turned on, regardless
of sampling frequency. All early con-
sumer DAT decks operated this way,
effectively eliminating one of the ma-
jor incentives for buying one. Dissatis-
fied with this approach, hardware and
software manufacturers held discus-
sions that yielded the Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS). This
tinkering with the DAT data protocol
would enable digital copying of a pre-
recorded tape or disc but inhibit copy-
ing of the copy. After handshaking all
around and introduction of bills in
Congress to make SCMS mandatory
in DAT decks, Sony formally intro-
duced DAT to the U.S. market-and
was promptly slapped with a lawsuit.
By this time, the equipment manufac-
turers were probably as confused as
consumers.

Another year passed, and more
talks between hardware manufactur-
ers and record labels culminated in an
announcement on August 11, 1991-
the same day that a solar eclipse dark-
ened portions of North America-that
the parties had agreed to seek, in addi-
tion to SCMS, imposition of a royalty
of 2 percent of the manufacturer's
price to dealers or distributors on all

digital audio recorders (to a maximum
of $8 on single -well machines and $12
on dual -well machines) and 3 percent
on all blank media for those recorders.
The hardware manufacturers said that
they would pick up this extra cost,
thus saving consumers from a new tax.
Three weeks later, sponsors intro-
duced the necessary bills into Con-
gress.

With this back -room deal in place,
the suit against Sony was quickly with-
drawn, and DAT finally sailed into
open water last fall-ten years after its
inception. Of course, by then, with
previews of DCC and Mini Disc fresh
in their minds, consumers ignored
DAT. As a mass consumer product,
DAT is history.

What went wrong? Was DAT a bad
idea or merely a victim of unfortunate
circumstances? Probably a little of
both. Although not a bad technology,
DAT is certainly a complicated one.
The task of storing audio data at a
density of 114 megabits per square
inch requires a very tricky mechanical
design. And while the cost of sophisti-
cated electronics can be easily amor-
tized with high production, it's not so
easy with complex mechanisms. This
dictated relatively high cost both for
home DAT recorders and for mass
duplicators. In other words, DAT
hardware and software were both des-
tined to be expensive.

The other obstacle was the record
companies. After years of fuming
about sales lost to home taping, they
drew the line at DAT and dug in their
heels. They knew that without the
support of prerecorded tapes, DAT
would never prosper. Besides, with
strong CD and cassette sales, they had
little to gain from DAT. The lack of
prerecorded software combined with
lawsuits, debacles such as the notch,
and high prices to work against DAT's
success.

In the wake of the disaster, DAT has
left us with two dubious legacies: the
Serial Copy Management System and
a substantial tax on digital recording
formats. But are we any wiser? Will
this year's anticipated DCC and MD
launches prove more successful? Now
that many record labels are owned by
hardware manufacturers, will things
go more smoothly? That's for the con-
sumer to decide.
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Hi-Fi VCR Speeds
I have been told that recording audio
on a hi-fi VCR will produce near -CD
quality even at the slowest speed, giv-

ing 6 hours of music per T -I20 tape.
Others say that only the fastest speed
should be used. Which is correct?

MICHAEL CRUTCHER
Lowell, MA

Theoretically, the only thing that af-
fects the hi-fi performance of a VCR
is the writing, or tape -to -head, speed

of the revolving head, and that doesn't
change from one linear speed to another.
The slower tape speeds pack the record-
ed tracks closer together, but the num-
ber of magnetic particles that pass the
head with each rotation remains about
the same.

The greater proximity of the tracks at
the slow speed might increase noise
slightly, but this is minimized both be-
cause the recording system uses fre-
quency modulation (FM), and is thus
fairly immune to noise problems, and
because adjacent tracks have different
azimuth angles and are thus less likely
to interfere with each other. Many au-
diophiles who have experimented with
slow -speed hi-fi recording have found it
practically indistinguishable from the
standard -play equivalent, although the
very mass of material on a tape is some-
times hard to manage.

Polarized Plug
Until now, I have been able to plug all
my audio components into one anoth-
er and turn the AC power on and off

with a single switch. My new CD player,
however, has a polarized plug with one
prong wider than the other, and the out-
lets on my other components can't ac-
commodate it. I have been plugging the
player into the wall and turning it on
separately, but that's not very convenient,

AUDIO (l&A
by Ian G. Masters
so I am considering using an adaptor that
will accept the unequal -size prongs but fit
the existing outlets. Is there a chance of
orienting the plug incorrectly and damag-
ing my system?

M. LEE MARSHALL
San Gabriel, CA

That's very unlikely. More and more
pieces of electrical equipment have
polarized connections for safety rea-

sons, but in truth the possibility of there
being any hazard in an audio component
is slight. In any event, since your other
components are already plugged into the
house current with random polarity, and
that isn't a problem, using the adaptor
you describe to attach the CD player to
the other components will pose no risk.
If you're worried about shock hazard,
however, check each of the components
in the chain by running your finger very
lightly over an exposed metal surface; if
there's a slight tingling sensation, or if
the metal seems to impede the motion of
your finger ever so slightly, reverse the
plug for that component. Do this for
everything in the system; in the end, all
components will be properly grounded.

Car Changer Mounting
I want to install a trunk -mount CD
changer in my hatchback car, but the
available space is limited. My dealer

has suggested a kicker box containing a
I5 -inch upward -firing subwoofer with a
space at the bottom for mounting the
changer so its loading door is accessible.
Would that be a good arrangement?

ANTOINE P. COBB
Portsmouth, VA

AIt sounds like a recipe for disaster to
me. For one thing, although automo-
tive CD players are usually very

good at dealing with vibration, it's a rare
unit that could share a box with a pound-
ing, throbbing 15 -inch subwoofer with-
out misbehaving. Also, the insides of
speaker enclosures, particularly sealed
ones, can become very hot; both your
player and your precious discs could
suffer damage. And the back wave from
your enormous speaker will probably
vent through the exposed loading open-
ing, dragging dust, smoke, and whatever
else is floating around the interior of
your car through the changer mecha-
nism. If you take steps to prevent this by
isolating the changer in an enclosure -
within -an -enclosure, the reduction in in-
ternal volume is likely to affect the
subwoofer's performance. It would
probably be preferable, therefore, to
choose a pair of smaller subwoofers in
modest boxes and give the changer an
enclosure of its own.

Replacing Foam
Grilles

aMy speakers are about fifteen years
old, and I am still satisfied with their
performance. Their foam grilles have

deteriorated badly, however, and won't
even stay attached to the cabinets. The
speaker company no longer exists, and I
don't know how to go about getting re-
placements. Is there a source for parts for
extinct speakers?

CRAIG A. STREM
Towson, MD

AAcoustically transparent reticulated
polyurethane foam was a very popu-
lar grille material during the 1970's.

Most of it was produced by the foam
division of Scott Paper Company, which
called it Polycoustic Foam, and for a
while it largely replaced cloth-until,
that is, it turned out that foam had a
relatively short life and tended to break
down after a few years. It is possible that
Scott might still be able to supply foam of
some sort, although it's unlikely to
match your present grilles. It's probably
worth a try, however, as foam had some
real advantages: It was 97 percent air, so
it really was acoustically transparent.

Head Wear
I'm worried about excessive wear of
the tape heads in my open -reel record-
er, particularly since they stay in con-

tact with the tape during fast winding. Will
worn heads damage tape? And if so, how
will I know when to buy new heads?

OBIN ROBINSON
Corning, NY

AHead wear can indeed be a problem,
but usually it doesn't physically af-
fect the tape itself. I have seen ex-

treme cases where worn heads have
damaged a tape's edges, or even created
a faint crease down the middle of the
tape, but these are rare instances. Nor-
mally head wear will affect the sound,
particularly on playback, by disrupting
tape -to -head contact and hence degrad-
ing high -frequency performance. Wear
may also enlarge the size of the gap in the
playback head, again affecting high -fre-
quency response. Often the wear is un-
even, resulting in a wedge-shaped gap; if
you can see that under a magnifying
glass, it's a safe bet that your heads need
replacing. Ditto if the tape has dug a
tape -width path in the head surfaces or
the tape guides over the years. If you
suspect you may have problems of this
sort, it's worthwhile having your record-
er checked out while replacement heads
are still available.
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Introducing the
300-watt mo

Adcom stereo components
have a loyal and devoted
following, having earned

a reputation among audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance at
affordable prices. Now Adcom introduces its newest
amplifier, the no compromise GFA-565, for those
in pursuit of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying a king's ransom.

The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves from

the design of the critically acclaimed GFA-555,
greatly extending its capabilities. Representing
brute strength, it delivers 300 watts at 8 ohms,
450 watts at 4 ohms and an awesome 850 watts
at 2 ohms!' Most significantly, it will accurately
drive even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1 ohm.

Inspired by the GFA-555, the new GFA-565's
well -regulated, high -current power supply has an
enormous reserve capacity to meet tremendous
dynamic demands, resulting in distortion -free
reproduction on a continuous basis.



Adcom GFA-565
no amplifier.

Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power into

complex loads is a prerequisite for superior sound
reproduction. Power supplies capable of delivering
the energy necessary for high power, high -current
amplifiers are massive. But there are practical
limits to the size and weight of stereo amplifiers
designed for home use, as well as heat dissipation
and reliability constraints. Consequently, the use
of two Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and dynamics,
satisfying even the most demanding perfectionist.

More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom GFA-565

sounds superior to amplifiers costing two and three
times as much. It is so powerful and pure that it
may be the last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times over the
years. And that makes the GFA-565 an extraordinary
bargain considering its exceptional performance.

*Continuous power output, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <aca% THD,
measured in accordance with F7C specifications.

(over please)



The Adcom GFA-565:
details you can heat

High -Current
Output Stage

More and more of
today's high performance
loudspeakers exhibit very
low impedances and
particularly difficult loads.
Many so-called esoteric
amplifiers are incapable of
delivering large amounts
of undistorted power
continuously into these
complex loads thereby
defeating the objectives of
the loudspeaker's design.

The GFA-565's highly
advanced, triple Darlington
output stage featuring 20 rugged,
discrete output transistors is
designed to deliver extremely
high -current at low impedances
into reactive loads. No protection
circuitry or current limiting devices

0 0 0 0 0 C

Specifications
Power output, watts/channel,
continuous, 20 Hz - 20 kHz,
<0.02% THD: 8 ohms/300

4 ohms/450
2 ohms/850

Signal-to-noise ratio, A -weighted,
full output: >106 dB
Input impedance: 50,000 ohms
Input sensitivity:

For rated output: 2.15 V
For 1 watt: 130 mV

Damping factor (20 Hz - 20 kHz):
>1000 t 8 ohms
Dynamic headroom (at 4 ohms):
1.6 dB

Voltage: 120 V/60 Hz (available in
220 V/50 Hz on special order)
Dimensions: 17" x 8W x ll1/2"D
(432 mm x 210 mm x 292 mm D)
Shipping weight: 45 lbs (20.50 kg)
Available options:
565 FAN: Top mounted, automatically
variable, ventilating fan.
565 BAL: Rear mounted, symmetrical
(balanced line) input circuit.
RM-8 rack mount adaptors.
White front panel and switch.

Adcom components are also available with white front panels.
Shown: GFA-545 with GFP-555 preamplifier

and GFT-555 AM/FM stereo tuner.

are incorporated which would
restrict the delivery of full power
output. Protection against short
term overloads, short circuits
or long term, excessive output
is achieved by non -interfering
power supply fuses and thermal
circuit breakers.

Well Regulated,
High -Current Power Supply

Advancements in CD technology
and the introduction of digital audio
tape have created opportunities to
reproduce the full dynamics and
psychoacoustic experience of a
live musical performance. To
realize the full potential of this
technology, amplifiers and
loudspeakers must be capable of
delivering tremendous energy
continuously, not just for tiny
fractions of a second.

The massive power supply of
Adcom's GFA-565, featuring
70,000 microfarads of filter
capacitance and a huge 1.25kVA
toroidal power transformer, has
enormous reserve power capability.
This is a no compromise power
supply that eliminates all audible

limitations. Hum, vibration
and noise, the byproducts of
lesser power supplies, have
also been reduced to an
absolute minimum. For
most home applications,
the optional variable speed
cooling fan is unnecessary,
making the GFA-565 a
silent performer despite its
formidable power.

Instantaneous
Distortion Alert

A highly accurate LED on the
front panel is activated by a unique
monitor circuit if any form of
distortion-THD, IM, TIM, SID,
etc.-exceeds 1 percent. This will
provide ample warning that the
music system is being operated
beyond its design parameters.

Ask for a Demonstration

No amount of words or
technical specifications will
adequately describe the experience
of listening to a music system
featuring a pair of Adcom GFA-565
amplifiers. If you are one of those
few who are seeking real power
and sonic perfection, please
contact your authorized Adcom
dealer for a demonstration of this
most remarkable audio component.

ADCOMR
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Clarion 5770CD CD Receiver

THE Clarion 5770CD CD receiver
combines a CD player, an AM/
FM tuner, and four channels of
amplification rated at 12 watts
each into 4 ohms. It is housed in a
removable DIN chassis and bears

the unmistakable imprint of Clarion's
slightly funky yet tasteful styling.

Sporty dashboard units like this one
shun knobs, so volume, bass, treble,
balance, and fader are controlled with
pushbuttons on the left side of the
front panel. Simply press the A -M (au-
dio mode) button to select the desired
function, then use the front/right and
rear/left buttons to change the value of
the setting. A liquid -crystal display
(LCD) indicates the control setting
within a numerical range (0 to 33 for
volume, -7 to +7 for the tone con-
trols, and so forth). The audio -mode
control always reverts to volume after
a few seconds of being left alone. The
volume control, by the way, has two
adjustment speeds: It starts off slow,
then jumps to a faster speed, enabling
you to make big changes quickly with-
out sacrificing fine -adjustment capa-
bility.

There are nine buttons aligned
across the bottom of the front panel. A
power button turns the Model 5770CD
on and off. A pair of unlabeled buttons
(marked with a radio symbol and a disc
symbol, respectively) switch between
tuner and CD playback. The ISR (in-
stant station recall) button can be used
to memorize a single radio preset and
CD track; when you hit the button, the

Ken C. Pohlmann, Hammer laboratories

5770CD goes to the stored station or
track, depending on which mode it's in
at the time. A mute button reduces
volume by 20 dB, a loudness -compen-
sation button engages bass- and treble -
boost contours, a display -color button
switches the front -panel lighting be-
tween green and amber, a tuning -
mode button switches between auto-
matic seek and manual tuning, and a
band button selects AM or any of three
banks of FM station presets.

A pair of up/down buttons at the
right side of the unit are used to tune
the radio up and down the frequency
band, to skip between CD tracks when
pressed lightly, or, when held down,
to provide audible forward or reverse
fast search. An array of five centrally
located buttons is used for selecting
station presets-five AM and fifteen
FM stations in three banks of five.
A sixth button, labelled PS/AS, enables
you to scan the station presets or
to load stations into the presets
automatically.

When a CD is playing, four of the
five buttons that choose station pre-
sets in tuner mode change function to
select track repeat, playback of the
first 10 seconds of each track, return to
the first track on a disc, and random
track playback. A disc -eject button is
nestled near the left side of the CD
loading slot. If an ejected disc is not
removed from the loading slot within
15 seconds, the unit thoughtfully re-
loads it for safekeeping.

The Model 5770CD is a removable

head unit. When a button at the upper
right corner is pressed, a handle levers
forward so that the unit can be slid
from its mounting bracket. Twenty
pins on two connectors mate with two
sockets on the back of the head unit.
Power, audio signals, and even the
antenna lead all feed through these
connectors. The sockets float on the
mounting bracket to accommodate
small variations in alignment between
the bracket and the head unit. As with
most removables, the 5770CD has an
internal battery to save its memory of
station presets and the last CD track
played before power was interrupted.
Finally, the unit has a 10 -ampere fuse
on its back panel.

Nighttime illumination of the front
panel is quite good, with highly legible
back -lighting for most buttons. The
mute, loudness -compensation, dis-
play -color, and tuning -mode buttons
are not lighted, but they have good
tactile identification. The LCD is typi-
cal of those on most head units. In the
tuner mode it shows station frequency
and preset numerals and identifies ra-
dio band, stereo reception, scan, and
other functions. In the CD mode, the
display briefly shows track number,
then reverts to elapsed time within the
current track. Other indicators mark
repeat, scan, random -track playback,
and other CD functions.

Like most other current tuners, the
Model 5770CD's Magi -Tune tuner
section uses a field -effect -transistor
(FET) front end with quartz -locked
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 Removable chassis for theft
prevention

CAR STEREO

FEATURES

 Internal battery to preserve station
presets and memory of last CD track
played

 Twenty station presets (five AM and
fifteen FM)

 Automatic seek and scan tuning

 Automatic stereo/mono and local/
distant switching

 1 -bit D/A converters

 Front/rear fader control

 CD track skip, audible fast search,
intro -scan, and random -order track
playback

 Switchable loudness compensation

 Two -speed electronic volume control

 Display color switchable between
amber and green

 Mute button

 Triggered audio mute for use with
cellular telephones

 Line outputs for external amplifiers

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

 Compact Disc Player

Maximum output level: 2.13 volts

Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 Hz
+0.45, -0.90 dB
De -emphasis error: -0.04 dB at
16,000 Hz

Channel separation: 74.2 dB at 1,000
Hz, 69.2 dB at 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (A -weighted):
108.5 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
93.2 dB

Harmonic distortion (THD + N at
1,000 Hz): 0.019% at 0 dB, 0.12% at
-20 dB

Linearity error: + 1.4 dB at -90 dB

Interchannel phase shift: 4.9 degrees
at 20,000 Hz

Defect tracking: tracked 1,500 -
micrometer errors on Pierre Verany #2
test disc

 Tuner Section (all measurements for
FM only except frequency response)

Usable sensitivity (mono, 75 -ohm
input): 14.4 dBf

50 -dB quieting sensitivity (mono,
75 -ohm input): 17.0 dBf

Harmonic distortion (THD + N) at
65 dBf: mono, 0.41%; stereo, 1.32%

Signal-to-noise ratio at 65 dBf:
mono, 71.6 dB; stereo, 47.0 dB

Channel separation at 1,000 Hz
(65 dBf): 29.3 dB

AM rejection (65 dBf): 49.5 dB

Capture ratio (65 dBf): 3 dB

Selectivity: alternate -channel,
79.0 dB; adjacent -channel, 19.5 dB

Image rejection: 45.1 dB

Frequency response: FM, +0.33,
-0.16 dB, 30 to 15,000 Hz; AM,
+ 1.9, - 5.7 dB, 30 to 3,000 Hz

Maximum output voltage (100%
modulation): 0.98 volt

 Amplifier and Control Section
(all measurements made with 14.4 -volt
DC power supply and with all channels
driven into 4 ohms unless otherwise
noted)

1,000 -Hz output at clipping: 14.8
watts into 4 ohms, 7.9 watts into 8
ohms

Harmonic distortion (THD + N at
1,000 Hz, 1 -watt output): 0.047%

A -weighted noise (referred to 1 -watt
output): - 75.2 dB

Frequency response: +0.80, -1.26
dB, 20 to 20,000 Hz

Tone -control range: 100 Hz, -10.3
dB; 10,000 Hz, + 10.1, -9.9 dB

phase -locked -loop (PLL) digital tun-
ing. In addition, it provides automatic
local/distant sensitivity switching and
automatic stereo/mono switching. The
CD section incorporates a three -beam
pickup, an eight-times-oversampling
digital filter, and dual 1 -bit digital -to -

Besides a CD transport
that operates with rare
smoothness, Clarion's
engineers have included a
number of features in the
Model 5770CD that make
listening more convenient.

analog (D/A) converters. Although 3 -

inch CD's are a rarity in this country,
they are quite popular in Japan, and
the 5770CD's transport accepts both
regular and small -diameter discs.

Lab Tests
The Clarion 5770CD measured well

on the test bench. The CD section's
frequency response was up 0.45 dB at
20 Hz and down 0.90 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Dynamic range and signal-to-noise ra-
tio (S/N) were also very good. Distor-
tion was low, and D/A conversion
linearity was excellent, especially for
a car player. Defect -tracking perfor-
mance, though acceptable, was the
unit's weakest point.

The FM tuner section's sensitivity
was very good, as was its alternate -
channel selectivity; adjacent -channel
selectivity was outstanding, surpass-
ing that of most home tuners. Image
rejection (important mostly in the vi-
cinity of airports) was okay, as was
AM rejection. Total harmonic distor-
tion plus noise (THD + N) and S/N,
which were good in mono, deteriorat-
ed more than we would ordinarily ex-
pect in stereo, at least partly because
of 19 -kHz stereo pilot -tone leakage.
The Model 5770CD's power -amplifier
section exhibited low noise and distor-
tion and comfortably exceeded its
power rating, delivering 14.8 watts
into 4 ohms.

Installation
Installing the Model 5770CD did not

pose any unusual problems. As with
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ON -970 CD CART ' MACHINE. THE
BROADCAST INDUSTRY STANDARD.

5 DISC AUTOMATIC [MSC LOADING SYSTEM

Before we built a CD changer to

play 6 hours a day, we built a CD

transport to play 24 hours a day.
Many people think building a CD player and a CD changer is ihe same. Not Denon. Denon

engineers recognize that people who buy CD changers usually play them for longer periods of time.

Thus, Denon set out to build the most reliable CD transport possible, using experience gained

from designing the Denon DN-900 Series CD Cart' machines. These professional CD players operate

day and night, day in and day out, in thousands of radio stations throughout the world.

The essence of the Denon CD Carousel Changer transport is its absolute simplicity; fewer parts mean less to go

wrong. To the DCM-Series' fine transport design, Denon added its legendary

digital audio quality. The DCM-320 and DCM-420 have dual 18 -bit D/A con-

verters to bring out fine musical detail. The DCM-520 employs Denon's

remarkable dual 20 -bit LAMBDA D/A converters for ultra -high resolution

with Jltra-low noise and distortion.

Then, Denon added convenience features such as remote control. random and repeat play modes, the ability to change

four of the five discs while the fifth continues to play, and bi-directional carousel rotation for quickest disc access.

Before you choose any changer, get to the heart of the matter-the transport

mechanism itself. Then, the one thing you won't have to change is your changer. DENON

0

Denon America, Inc., 222 New Road, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201)575-7810.
For Dealer larcataon

Call 1 -800 -SK -8774 En, 11504

DCM 520 CD CHANGER COMBINES MAXIMUM RELIABILITY,
CONVENIENCE AND SOUND QUALITY.

Toe first name in digital audio.



CAB STEREO
most removable head units, it was a
fairly easy matter to slide the mount-
ing bracket into the dashboard and
secure it by bending tabs on the top,
sides, and bottom and attaching a rear
mounting strap.

Electrical wiring was typical. The
Model 5770CD has four gold-plated
RCA phono jacks for line -level output,
eight pigtails for the amplifier outputs,
and an antenna lead. There are also
leads for battery power, ignition and
ground, power antenna turn -on, and a
triggered audio mute for cellular tele-
phones. The battery lead has an in -line
noise filter to help suppress interfer-
ence from your car's electrical system
before it reaches the head unit. For
this particular test, I initially connect-
ed the 5770CD's internal amplifiers to
the car's reference loudspeakers, then
for more critical listening disconnect-
ed these leads and instead attached the
unit's line outputs to more formidable
external power amplifiers.

Road Tests
Following installation chores, I hit

the South Florida roadways near my
home. I first turned my attention to the
receiver's internal amplifiers. Al-
though relative lightweights compared
with what you'd find in a typical sepa-
rate amplifier, they did a good job of
driving four loudspeakers. Frequency
response was good, and distortion at
low listening levels was minimal. Am-
plifiers of their size cannot drive an
audio system to very loud levels or
deliver the power needed to reproduce
low frequencies in their full glory, but
they are sufficient for casual listening.
And if you do find them inadequate,
it's easy to upgrade to more powerful
external amplifiers.

The tuner section performed well
even in dense urban areas. Frequency
response was excellent, and overall
fidelity of sound reproduction was
good. The automatic local/distant and

stereo/mono switching circuits did an
excellent job of adjusting the tuner to
the prevailing signal conditions. For
example, it was never overloaded by
strong signals and did a good job of
fishing out weak signals. As with any
tuner, multipath interference occa-
sionally posed problems, but overall
the Model 5770CD's tuner still outper-
formed most other mobile radios I
have used or tested.

The CD player was very impressive.
Its transport operated with barely a
whisper of mechanical noise, and it
loaded and unloaded discs with a
smoothness that I've rarely seen.
Compared with some other CD trans-
ports that sound like a driver's ed
student grinding the gears of his dad-
dy's manual transmission, this one
certainly gives the impression of supe-
rior mechanics, and I have to believe it
will work longer without deterioration
or failure.

Further proof of the transport's

There's only one company out of the
hundreds of speaker manufacturers that also
makes musical instruments.

Yamaha.
Our grand pianos grace the stages of the

major concert halls throughout the world.
Yamaha, in fact, is the largest manufacturer

of musical instruments in the world.

For over 100 years
we've been making music.

No surprise then that we're a bit particular
about how all that wonderful music gets
reproduced.

Our new R/2 Series embody a simple,
elegant design that optimizes the location of the
drivers and minimizes edge diffraction.

They also utilize Yamaha's exclusive Multi -

layer Microcell Tweeter. A new design that

eilhr"w4

YAMAHA

sae* RIO..
SMA+.

OlouPtreespsii



quality could be found in its stability:
It was never affected by rough roads,
and the laser never skipped a beat. In
addition, Clarion's engineers have in-
cluded a number of CD features that
help make your listening more conve-
nient. For example, you can eject a
disc even after you've shut off the
ignition, and when you return to disc
playback after pausing or switching to
radio, the laser pickup returns exactly
to the point in the music where it left
off earlier.

The CD player's fidelity was top-
notch, with no audible distortion even
at very low signal levels. I listened to a
wide variety of music and found that
the frequency balance sounded cor-
rect, distortion and noise were inaudi-
ble, and overall sound quality was
excellent. For example, the female
operatic voice is very challenging to
reproduce, but the Model 5770CD
sailed through a recording of Kiri Te
Kanawa singing Richard Strauss's

Four Last Songs with incredible clarity
and presence.

In case anyone is still wondering, 1 -
bit D/A converters (such as those in
this unit) have clearly surpassed all but
the most expensive multibit convert-
ers. In car components, 1 -bit designs
are particularly desirable because they
are much more immune to perfor-
mance drift caused by changes in tem-
perature or supply voltage-which
can sorely affect multibit converters.
Because 1 -bit D/A converters will not
lose calibration, their sound quality
will not deteriorate over time.

I judged ease of use to be very good.
In particular, tactile identification was
very good. After a few minutes of
acclimation, it was easy to find and
operate controls without looking. I
wonder, however, why the display is
so stingy-showing track numbers
only briefly before switching to
elapsed time. I prefer to see both si-
multaneously. And I still don't under-

stand why designers persist in putting
color -switching buttons on front pan-
els. I guess it's a good gimmick for
salespeople to demonstrate, but, at
least in South Florida's bright sun-
light. regardless of the car's color
scheme, most head units are perma-
nently switched to amber because it is
more visible than green.

Minor quibbles aside, there is no
question that the Clarion 5770CD is a
fine example of a state-of-the-art CD
receiver. It costs somewhat more than
low -end CD models, but the difference
in quality is clearly visible and audible.
The tuner was reliable with both
strong and weak signals, even in radio -
nightmare urban areas, the CD play-
er's transport operated like a Swiss
watch, and its I -bit D/A converters
will sound great for years to come. But
please be sure to use this unit's remov-
ability feature religiously. The bad
guys are also fine judges of quality
technology. 0

uses a remarkably light yet rigid microcell
diaphragm material. Creating a tweeter that
recovers and responds virtually instantly
to any audio signal.

Resulting in a line of speakers with excep-
tionally smooth tonal balance and superior
imaging characteristics.

Speakers as transparent to the ear as they

Introducing four new ways
to appreciate it.

are appealing to the eye.
Stop by your Yamaha dealer and hear the

remarkable new R/2 loudspeakers for yourself.
But don't be surprised at how great they sound.

After all, we've been practicing for well over
100 years.

YAMAHA

YAMAHA

Yamaha's R/2 Series Loudspeakers.
Available in either oak or black finish.

Vim& Electronics Corpora ion. P0. Box 6600. Buena Park. CA 90622
1991 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA



Audio Trends

Ar

the annual Winter Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) held in
Las Vegas in early January, a
vast array of products, ranging
from watches to eleborate au-
dio/video home theaters, is

shown to dealers, sales representa-
tives, and the press. Like most of the
other attendees, I am always on the
lookout for innovative or novel prod-
ucts, but major advances do not neces-
sarily appear every year. At the pre-
ceding summer CES in Chicago last
June, two new developments made
headlines: the Digital Compact Cas-
sette, or DCC, from Philips, and the
Mini Disc, or MD, from Sony. In Las
Vegas, nothing new was divulged
about MD. Although some tape manu-
facturers announced blank DCC's, it
appears that the hardware (from Phil-
ips, Matsushita and Tandy, initially)
will not be with us until later this year.

A strong trend was visible in the
home -theater category, with many
companies offering A/V receivers,
add-on amplifiers, or surround -sound
signal processors. This trend was also
evident among speaker manufactur-
ers. Many were showing, for the first
time, products designed specifically
for home -theater use, including
center -channel speakers and small
surround speakers with directivity
characteristics optimized for that
application.

I saw a distinct trend toward small,
inexpensive speakers of surprisingly
good quality from companies normally
known for much more expensive

TECHNICAL TALK
by Julian Hirsch
speakers. Naturally, no firm quality
judgment can be made from a demon-
stration in a show environment, but
considering that these speakers were
typically priced between $200 and
$250 a pair (retail), their sound quality
was remarkable. I saw and heard such
speakers from several manufacturers,
including PSB and KEE

The Consumer Electronics Show
offers an excellent opportunity to
look at and listen to components
aimed at people who are able to make
a very large investment in their audio
systems. A number of the high -end
audio exhibits featured large and very
expensive amplifiers paired with of-
ten strange looking, sometimes large,
and almost always very expensive
speakers. Frankly, I rarely find the
sound of these audio systems to be
unusual, although their workmanship
and constuction quality are typically
outstanding.

Notable exceptions were several
new components from Linn Products
of Glasgow, Scotland. We have re-
viewed Linn components in the past
and have found them to offer novel
design and good performance, though
at a fairly high price. At the show, the
company was demonstrating an all -
Linn system, including the CD record-
ing and the A/D converters used to
make it. There was a new two-piece
CD player, an FM tuner, a preamplifi-
er, and a power amplifier driving a
new top -of -the -line loudspeaker. The
whole system would cost close to
$20,000 (more than half of that for the
speakers), and it sounded like it. It
also had a surprisingly simple full -

system remote control.
In sum, although there was little that

was revolutionary announced at this
winter's CES, I saw a clear trend
toward affordable-and listenable-
speakers plus a continuing increase in
the availability of moderate -price
home -theater systems.

0
\ a totally unrelated matter, a
recent letter from a reader asks
why our loudspeaker test reports
refer to aberrations in loudspeak-
er response that are obviously
the result of the interaction be-

tween our room and the speaker's
intrinsic frequency response. He con-
siders this information pointless, since

anyone else would be using a different
room.

I understand his concern and dearly
wish that I (or anyone else) could
measure the response of a speaker
totally independent of its surround-
ings. Unfortunately, under real -world
listening conditions, speakers do not
have any uniquely definable frequen-
cy response. Like it or not, the room
(and the placement of the speakers
within it) unavoidably affects the over-
all frequency response.

Most of these aberrations are inher-
ent in the presence of natural acoustic
boundaries (walls, floor, ceiling, win-
dows, doors, etc.). Some of them are
predictable, but many are not. The
modern measurement techniques that
we use can reduce the effects of the
environment on response measure -

At the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show,
I saw a distinct trend
toward small, inexpensive
loudspeakers of
surprisingly good quality.

ments, but they cannot be eliminated
within a normal listening room.

Through hundreds of speaker tests
in our room, I have been able to identi-
fy some of the simple interactions. In
most cases I just leave them in the final
curve, from which I draw whatever
conclusions seem reasonable. Some-
times, by comparing my results with
similar measurements made by the
speaker manufacturer, I can identify
which aberrations are inherent in the
speaker and which are peculiar to my
test room.

The bottom line is that a true, valid
judgment of a speaker's merit as a part
of your music system can be made only
in your own listening room. Tests or
subjective comments by any other in-
dividual can never be more than a
rough guide. They may help you to
focus your attention on a speaker's
weaknesses or strengths, but they can-
not give a truly objective description
of its performance in your home.
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 BLAUPUNKT
Bosch Telecom

The Blaupunkt name and BLUE DOT symbol are registered
trademarks of Blaupunkt - Werke GmbH Bosch Telecom.

The new Santa Fe DCM 42

FM/AM cassette receiver with

CD control stands out as a

triumph of European design,

the extraordinary integration

of ergonomics and economics.

The Santa Fe DCM 42 boasts a

High Definition FM Tuner,

a high frequency response

autoreverse cassette deck and full

featured CD Changer control

circuitry It's just one of all

the new wry sophisticated and

very affordable Blaupunkts

available at a dealer near you.

Admittedly, the technology and

design may be copied in a few

years. But there will be pleasure

in knowing you own an original.

For the nearest dealer, call

I-800-950-BL4U, and start driving

with the sound that's worlds apart.

tibrlds apart in car audio 
cellular  navigation
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Henry Moss Does It Again.
And Again. And Agaui.

Henry Kloss, creator of
the dominant speaker
models of the '50s (AR),
'60s (KLH), and '70s

(Advent), bringsyou
Cambridge Soundl4brks,
a new kind of speaker
company-withfactog-
direct savitigs-for the '90s.

Introducing Surround" II.
A Major Price Breakthrough

In A Dipole Radiator
Surround Sound Speaker.

Our Surround II speakers are specifi-
cally designed for use as side speakers in
surround sound systems. The purpose of
side speakers in a Dolby Surround or DSP
system is to "surround" the listener with
non -directional ambient sounds, unlike
conventional speakers that are designed to
create a precise stereo "stage."

Surround II delivers dipole radiator, surround
sound performance at afraction of the cost of
competing speakers using similar technology

The Surround II is a dipole radiator.
When mounted on the side walls of your
listening room, the sound is directed
towards the front and rear of the room,
using phase cancellation to create a null in

the direction of the listener. The sound
then reaches the listener from all direc-
tions, the way it was meant to be heard.
The performance of Surround II is es-
sentially identical to that of our original
Surround * which represents an outstand-
ing value compared to other speakers
using similar technology.

At our introductory price of $249 pr.,
Surround II is the value on the market in
a surround sound speaker.

Introducing The In -Wall
Ambiance" Speaker System.
Ambiance In -Wall provides overall

performance (particularly deep bass
response) unmatched by its competitors.
Unlike many in -wall speakers, Ambiance
In -Wall uses a true acoustic suspension
enclosure. We know of no other in -wall

system that can match its
bass perfor-

Our Ambiance
In -I4011 speakers

use wide -dispersion

tweeters to deliver balanced
stereo sound throwhout your listening room.

mance. Henry Kloss designed Ambiance
In -Wall with a very wide dispersion
tweeter that delivers accurate response
over a very wide area. So you can place
Ambiance In -Wall where it looks right in
your wall (or your ceiling), and still have it
sound right no matter where you are in
the room. Stereo Review said Ambiance

"easily held its own against substantially
larger, more expensive speakers."

Ambiance In -Wall is also very simple
to install-it's a custom installer's and do-
it-yourselfer's delight. For those who want
all-out bass response, it is also compatible
with our Ensemble subwoofer systems.
At $329 a pair ($165 each), direct from
the factory, it's an outstanding value.

The Ensemble II subwoofer-satellite speaker
system is the latest version of what Audio m a-
zine said, "may be the best value in the world "

What Stereo Review Has To Say
About Ensemble® II.

Stereo Review said "The Ensemble II,
like its companions in the Cambridge
SoundWorks lineup, performs so far be-
yond its price and size class that it can
be compared only with much larger
speakers at substantially higher prices.
The Ensemble II is appreciably cheaper
than its competitors, yet in our opinion it
can hold its own against any of them in
overall performance. It represents an out-
standing value."

Apparently the buying public agrees
because Ensemble U, at $399 pr., is well
on its way to becoming one of the best-
selling speaker systems of all time.

For Your Free Catalog, Call
1-800-FOR-HIFI.

We'll send you our latest color catalog
with components from Cambridge
SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Denon and
others. 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S.
or Canada: 617-332-5936.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

A new bid of audio company,
with factory -direct savings.

154 California St., Suite 102A, Newton, MA 02158

C 1992 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensembk is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWirks. Ambiance and Surround are trademarks of Cambridge
SoundlAbrks. AR & Advent are trademarks ofiertsen Laboratories.

 Except for overall power -handling capability.
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TEST REPORTS

PS Audio 5.6 Preamplifier
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

THE Model 5.6 preamplifier from
PS Audio of Grover City, Califor-
nia, is a somewhat unconvention-
al stereo control center that
provides an exceptional mix of
functionality, performance, and

component quality at a price far below
those of many other high -quality com-
ponent preamplifiers.

The Model 5.6 has five high-level
inputs, identified as tuner, DSP (digi-
tal signal processor), CD, tape 1, and
tape 2, plus a phono input whose gain
and input resistance can be switched
(at the back of the preamplifier) for
either a moving -magnet (MM) or a
moving -coil (MC) cartridge. The rear
apron also contains two sets of main
outputs and two pairs of tape -recorder
inputs and outputs. All input and out-
put jacks are gold-plated.

The primary front -panel controls
are three knobs-for input selection,
balance, and gain (volume)-that op-
erate with a silky -smooth feel. The
gain control is actually a thirty -two-
step, multiwiper, 1 -percent -precision
attenuator. Furthermore, the Model
5.6's unique control system avoids
unnecessary use of mechanical
switches, replacing them for several
functions with four small, gold-plated
contact buttons that require only a
momentary touch to perform their
switching action. The system operates
by sensing the 60 -Hz hum pickup on
one's body from nearby AC power
lines and using this to operate internal
precious -metal relays located close to
the circuits they control. Green LED
indicators on the panel show the status
of these touch switches.

The contact -operated functions in-
clude on/off switching, tape -monitor
activation, and two others designated
STRAIGHTWIRE and BYPASS. Except for
the monitor function, all of these are
somewhat unconventional. Even the
ON switch is not what it seems to be,
since the preamplifier's circuits are
powered whenever the component is
plugged into a live electrical outlet.
The switch merely mutes and unmutes
the output of the audio circuits, which
remain operating at all times.

Signals entering the PS Audio 5.6's
high-level inputs, following input se-
lection, normally pass through a ten -
times (20 -dB) voltage -amplifier stage
and then the tape -monitor switching
and balance -control circuits. In the
straightwire mode, the high-level gain
circuits are bypassed, leaving only the
phono preamplifier and the output
stage as the active circuits. The bypass
mode, which operates independently
of the straightwire switch, circum-
vents the tape -monitor and balance -
control circuits. When both modes are
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TEST REPORTS
engaged simultaneously, the Model
5.6 effectively becomes a "passive
preamplifier" that provides only sig-
nal switching and attenuation.

Phono equalization is achieved pas-
sively instead of in the negative -feed-
back loop of the gain circuit (as in most
phono preamplifiers). To increase the
gain for use with a moving -coil car-
tridge, the preamp's MM/MC switch
reduces the amount of negative feed-
back rather than adding more gain
circuits. The standard 100 -ohm input
resistance in the MC mode can be
changed as desired by means of plug-
in resistors available from the manu-
facturer or dealer.

The PS Audio 5.6 measures 17 inch-
es wide, 9 inches deep, and 21/2 inches
high. It weighs about 10 pounds. The
front panel is fitted with handles, and
the entire unit is finished in black with
gold markings. Price: $799. PS Audio,
Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1119, Grover
City, CA 93483.

Lab Tests
The PS Audio 5.6's sensitivity

(through a high-level input) was 58

millivolts (mV) for a reference output
of 0.5 volt. The MM phono sensitivity
was 1.4 mV, and the MC sensitivity
was 0.026 mV. The respective A -
weighted noise levels through these
inputs were -84.2, -79, and -73 dB
(referred to 0.5 volt). The preamplifi-
er's output clipped at a much more
than adequate 9.4 volts.

The phono-input (MM) overload
level, referred to the 1,000 -Hz gain,
was 94 mV at 20 and 1,000 Hz, 57 mV
at 20,000 Hz. The phono section's
input impedance in the MM mode was
49,000 ohms in parallel with 98 pF of
capacitance.

Frequency response was flat within
+0.05, -0 dB from 15 to 20,000 Hz
through the high-level inputs. Channel
levels differed by 0.15 dB with the
balance control in its detented posi-
tion. In the straightwire mode, the
response rolled off slightly above
10,000 Hz, to -0.4 dB at 20,000 Hz.
The RIAA equalization differed slight-
ly between the two channels. One was
flat within 0.05 dB from 15 to 20,000
Hz, and the other varied 0.18 dB over
that range.

FEATURES

 Inputs for five high-level sources plus
phono, with phono gain switchable for
moving -coil or moving -magnet cartridge

 Tape -monitor loop

 Touch -sensitive switching for on/off,
Straightwire and Bypass modes, tape -
monitor functions

 Straightwire mode bypasses internal
amplifier stages

 Bypass mode bypasses balance and
tape -monitor circuits

 Volume (gain) control via a thirty-
two -step precision switch

 Gold-plated RCA -type signal jacks

 Circuits remain energized at all
times; on/off switch mutes and
unmutes the outputs

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Output level at clipping: 9.4 volts

Sensitivity (for a 0.5 -volt output): high-
level, 58 mV; phono (MM), 1.4 mV;
phono (MC), 0.026 mV

A -weighted noise (referred to a 0.5 -
volt output): high-level, -84.2 dB;
phono (MM), - 79 dB; phono (MC),
-73 dB

Distortion (THD at 1,000 Hz): 0.004%
at 0.5 volts, 0.0042% at 2 volts,
0.0037% at 8 volts

Frequency response (high-level
inputs): 20 to 20,000 Hz +0.05.
-0.0 dB

Phono-input overload (MM, 1,000 -
Hz -equivalent levels): 94 mV at 20
and 1,000 Hz, 57 mV at 20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance (MM):
49.000 ohms in parallel with 98 pF

RIAA equalization error: 20 to
20,000 Hz +0.05, -0 dB in one
channel, +0.18, -0 dB in the other

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
( l'HD + N) at 1,000 Hz reached a
minimum of 0.0022 percent in one
channel and 0.0037 percent in the oth-
er, at 8.6 volts output. Spectrum anal-
ysis of the harmonic distortion (ex-
cluding noise) at 1,000 Hz and at
several levels from 0.5 to 5 volts
showed readings between 0.0037 and
0.008 percent.

Comments
The PS Audio 5.6 is clearly designed

for the person who prefers a top-quali-
ty audio control center without the
numerous frills and extra features
found in most such components. It
would be difficult to imagine a simpler
stereo control center (if you feel that
even a balance control is superfluous,
a touch on the bypass button elimi-
nates that function). Although its ex-
ternal features have been reduced
nearly to the practical minimum, its
internal circuitry is as advanced as one
could wish, and its bench performance
is certainly on a par with the best you
are likely to find from a preamplifier at
any price.

I think the feature of this unusual
component that most appealed to me
was its smoothness-the solid feel of
its controls-and the total absence of
unwanted artifacts such as switching
clicks. The continuously powered
Model 5.6 is ready to go into action at
the lightest touch of the ON switch.
Since I never use tone controls, I
appreciate the contribution their ab-
sence makes to the front panel's un-
cluttered appearance (and perhaps to
the overall excellence of the preampli-
fier's performance).

As for how it "sounds," I simply do
not believe that electronic compo-
nents of this quality have any inherent
"sound." Once a product's perfor-
mance has reached this level of refine-
ment, its smoothness, reliability, ease
of operation, and freedom from unwel-
come noises become of prime impor-
tance to me.

The PS Audio 5.6 is priced between
the typical "mass -market" preampli-
fier and models that would be consid-
ered true high -end products, but its
overall quality and performance are
much closer to those of the latter than
of the former. It is an excellent value
and a component that will do full jus-
tice to the finest recordings and music
systems.
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TAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR 1
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD -FREE! complete details on other side.

U2-Achtung Baby. The
Fly. Mystenous Ways. One.
Zoo Station. plus many
more (Island) 431.213

Mariah Carey -Emotions.
Title cut. Make It Happen.
Can't Let Go, The Wind.
etc (Columbia) 428.029

Steve Winwood-
Refugees Of The Heart
(Virgin) 413.005

Chris Walker -First Time
(Pendulum) 431.676

Various Artists -New
York Rock 8 Soul
Review (Giant) 431.676

Murray Perahia Plays
Brahms-(Sony

431.379

Yo-yo Ma/Emmanuel Ax
Cello Sonatas by Prokoliev
and Rachmaninoff
(Sorry Cla,...-al) 431.288

Michael Bolton -Time,
Love & Tenderness. Title
cut. Missing You Now,
etc (Columba) 415.711

Yanni In Celebration Of
Life (Private Music)

431.247

Keith Sweat Keep It
Comm (Elektra) 431.130

George Michael Faith
(Columba) 362.228

Jodeci-Forever My
Lady (MCA) 430959
Path Austin -Carry On
(GRP) 430.686

David Benoit -Shadows
(GRP) 430.652

Neil Young 8 Crazy
Horse -Weld (Repnse)

430.645/390.641

The Earl Klugh Trio
Vol. 1 (Warner Bros )

430.561

Erasure -Chorus
(Sire/Reprise) 430.546

Frank Sinatra -The Very
Good Years
(Reprise) 430.363

Joe Sample -Collection
(GRP) 430.280

Bette Midler-For The
Boys (Atlantic) 430.876

r
Prince And The New Power Gen-
eration -Diamonds And Pearls.
Crean,. Gen On. Push, plus many
more (Paisley Park) 427.419

INXS-Live Baby Live
(Atlantic) 430.298

Kenny Loggins-Leap of
Faith (Columbia) 430.256

Ribs McEntire -
For My B oken Heart
(MCA) 430490

Rush-Orronicles:
Greatest -Ms (Mercury)

423480/393465
John Cougar
Mellenclenp-
Uh-Huh ( liva) 423.574

Bon Jovi-Slippery
When Wet (Mercury)

4236392

Bebe & Coca Winans -
Different Lifestyles
(Capitol) 423.137

Mariah Carey
(Columbia) 407.510

Amy Grant -Heart In notion. Baby,
Baby, many more (A8M) 424.457

John Mellencamp
Whenever We Wanted
(Mercury) 430.231

Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (Wing)

426.510

Congliano: Symphony
No I Barenboom cord.
(Erato) 426262

Natalie Cole -Unforgettable. Title
cut plus The Very Thought Of You.
Avalon. etc (Elektra) 422.279

Jerry Garcia Band
(Arista) 428.425/398420
Pixies Trompe Le Monde
(4Ad Ltd /Elektra) 429471

Red Hot Chill Peppers
Blood Sugar Sex Magik

(Warner Bros.) 428.367

Mark Whititeld-Patrice
(Warner Bros.) 428.342

The Cult -Ceremony
(Sore/Flepnse) 428.300
Branford Marsalis-The
Beautyful Ones Are Not
Yet Born (Columbia)

428.078

Ratt Ratt & Roll 8191
(Atlantic) 427.799

Simple Minds -Real Life
(A8M) 427.203

Rippingtons-Curves
Ahead (GRP) 426.874

Chick Corea Elektric
Band -Beneath The
Mask (GRP) 426.866

Eric Clapton-24 Nights
(Reprise/Duck)

430.249/390445

Tears For Fears -Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury) 423448

Seal (Sire/Warner Bros)
425427

Squeeze -Play
(Reprise) 425.777

The Best Of Stevie
Nicks (Modern) 425.694

Robyn Hitchcock 8 The
Egyptians -Perspex
Island (A8M) 425445
Aaron Neville -Warm
Your Heart (A8M)425.611

Wynton Marsalis-Thick
In The South, Vol 1

(Columbia) 425.687

Sting -The Soul Cages
(A8M) 424440
Shabba Ranks -As Raw
As Ever (Epic) 424.374

Dawn Upshaw -The Girl
With Orange Lips (Eleldra/
Nonesuch) 424.275

PM Dawn -The Utopian
Expenence (Gee Street/
Island) 430.207

John Williams & Boston
Pops -1 Love A Parade
(Sony Classical) 422.717
Crowded House -Wood -
face (Capitol) 422.253

Skid Row -Slave To The
Gnnd (Atantic) 422.220

The Allman Brothers
Band -Shades Of Two
Worlds (Epic) 422.212

Bad Engish-Backlash
(Epic) 422.170

Travis Tritt-It's All
About To Change
(Warner Bros.) 422.113

Alice Cooper -Hey
Stoopid (Epic) 422-063

The Psychedelic Furs -
World Outside (Columbia)

422-055

Tom Scott -Keep This
Love Alive (GRP) 422.022

Marc Cohn
(Atlantic) 421.552

EMF -Schubert Dip
(EMI) 421487
Spyro Gyra-Collection
(GRP) 420950

Tom Petty IL The Heart-
breakers -Into The Great
Wide Open (MCA)

429.795

Alan Jackson -Don't
Rock The Jukebox
(Ansta) 420.935

Midori-Live At Carnegie
Hall )Sony Classical)

420.570

Karr White -Ritual Of
Love (Warner Bros.)

420.356

Jean Luc Panty-
Tchosola (Epic) 420.224
The Manhattan Transfer
-The Offbeat Of Avenues
(Columbia) 420.208

The Crusaders Healing
The Wounds (GRP)

419-052

Anotner Bad Creation
Coolie At The Playground
Ya' Knowl (Motown)

419.903

Lanny Kravitz- --Mama
Said (Virgin) 418414
Vince Gill Pocket Full
Of Gold (MCA) 418459
Lee Ritenour Collection
(GRF) 425.876
Two Rooms -Celebrating
The Songs Of Elton John
And 3ernie Taupin (Various
Artis:s)(Polydor) 430421

)

Paula Abdul -Spellbound.
Title cis plus Rush Rush;
Promise Of A New Day:
etc (Vi -gin) 420.257

Jesus Jones -Doubt
(SEM., 417.691

C 6 C Music Factory -
Gonna Make You Sweat
(Colu-nboa) 416.933
David Lee Roth -A Little
Ain't Enough (Warner
Bros. I 416.610

James Taylor -New
Moon Shone (Columba)

429209

Kronos Quartet-
Piazzoila (Five Tango
Sensations) (E lektra/
Nonesuch) 416486

Yellolvjackets-Green-
house (GRP) 416.198

Gloria Estefan-Into The
Light (Epic) 415.943

Diane Schuur-Pure
Schuur (GRP) 415.331

Big Audio Dynamite II -
The Globe (Columbia)

414.649

Madonna -The
Immaculate Collection
(Warrior Bros /Sere)

414.557

The Traveling Wilburys--
Vol 3 (Warner Bros /
Wilbury) 413472
Paul Simon The
Rhythm Of The Saints
(Warner Bros.) 412409
Stevie Wonder -
'Jungle Fever (Sndtrk)
(Motown) 412.130

INXS-x
(Atlantic) 412.106

Whitney Houston -
I'm Your Baby Tonight
(Ansta) 411.710

4

Toto--Past To Present
1977-90 (Columbia)

411.71
AC/DC-The Razors
Edge (ATCO) 410.662

Classic
Allman Brothers Band -
A Decade of Hits
(Polydor) 430.439

Rod Stewart -Sing It
Again Red (Mercury)

423422
The Moody Blues -Gil
Hits (Polydor) 423.756
Eric Clapton-Time
Pieces (Polydor) 423.467
David Bowie-Changes-
bovne (Rikodisc) 412.247
Grateful Dead -Skeletons
From The Closet
(Warner Bros.) 378.406

Roy Orbison-The All -
Time Hots, Vols 1 8 2
(CSP) 377.945

The Best Of The Doors
(E lektra 1357.616/397.612

Rock's Greatest Hits
The Who -Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA)

376457

Buddy Holly -From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA) 348.110

The Byrds Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 342.501

A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341.073

Elton John Greatest Hits
(MCA) 319.541

Creedence Clearwater
Revisal -Chronicle -20
GA. Hits (Fantasy)

306.049

The Jimi Hendrix
Experience --Smash Hits
(Repr se) 291.641

James Taylor's Grt. Hits
(Warner Bros.) 291.302

Best Of The Duchies
(Warner Bros.) 291.278

The Steve Miller Band--
Gd Hots 1974 78 (Capitol)

290.171

Eagles -Their GO Hits,
1971-75 (Asylum) 287.003

Best Of ZZ Top
(Warner Bros) 279.620

Chicago'IX-Grt Hits
(Columbia) 260.638

Simon 8 Garfunkel's Grt.
Hits (Columbia) 219477

Bob Dylan's Greatest
Hits. Vol. 2 (Columba)

212654/392454

Divinyls
(Virgin)

"The Commitments"
417419 (Smirk) (MCA) 429.753

Bell Biv Devoe-Wbbd-
Bootcity (MCA) 429.217

COLUMBIA HOUSE: We Entertain America...One Person At A Time. MORE SELECTIONS >



Stevie Ray Vaughan And
Double Trouble -The Sky
Is Crying. Title cut, Little
Wing, etc (Epic) 429.258

Dire Straits -On Every
Street (Warner Bros )

428.359

The Vaughan Brothers -
Family Style (Epic/
Associated) 411.306
George Michael --Listen
Without Prelude°. Vol .1
(Columbia) 411.181

Brahms: The 3 Violin
Sonatas Perlman/
Barenboim (Sony
Classical) 409.367

Larry Carlton -Collection
(GRP) 407.825

Jane's Addiction -Ritual
De Lo Habitual (Warner
Bros.) 407-098

Harry Connick, Jr. -We
Are In Love (Columbia)

406.645
Horowitz -The Last
Recording (Sony
Classical) 405985
Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros ) 405-086

Depeche Mode Violator
(Sire/Reprise) 405.423

Harry Connick, Jr. -
Blue Light, Red Light.
Title cut, Just Kiss Me
more (Capitol) 429.191

M.C. Hammer Please
Hammer Don't Hun 'em
(Capitol) 403.477

Fourplay
(Warner Bros 1 428.334

The Very Best Of The
Righteous Brothers -
Unchained Melody.
(Verve) 423.772

Warrant -Cherry Pie
(Columbia) 411.389

Public Enemy -
Apocalypse 91 (Del Jarn/
Columbia) 428.003

The Platters-- Very Best
(Mercury) 430.611

The Best Of Atlanta
Rhythm Section (Polydor)

427.500

Rod Stewart --Down-
town Train/Selections
From The Storyteller
Anthology (Warner Bros)

425.322

TRF: UK:11WD' S BRO I 111
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Eddie Money -GM Hits
Sound Of Money
(Columbia) 403.428

Scorpions -Crazy World
(Mercury) 423.608
James Brown -CD Of JB
(Polydor) 425.025

Blind Faith (Polydor)
423.673

The Allman Brothers
Band -Brothers 8 Sisters
(Polydor) 423.624

The Very Best Of The
Everly Brothers (Warner
Bros ) 372.912

"Pretty Woman" (Sndtrk)
(EMI) 405.407

Color Me Badd-C.M.B. I Wanna
Sex You Up, I Adore Mr Amore,
A// 4 Love. Groove My Mind. Roll The
Dice. more (Giant/Reprise) 426.916

Phantom Of The Opera
Highlights (Ong London
Cast) (Polydor) 424-333

Bonnie Raitt -Luck Of
The Draw (Capitol)

423.186

I-
Ozzy Osbourne
No More Tears.
(Epic/Associated)

428.128

DJ Jazzy Jeff 11 Fresh
Prince-Homebase
(Jive/RCA) 421.024

Marvin Gaye's Grt. Hits
(Motown) 367565
Joni Mitchell -Court And
Spark (Asylum) 367-102

Traffic --John Barleycorn
Must Die (Island) 364-035

Yes -Fragile (Atlantic)
351.957

The Rolling Stones -
Sticky Fingers (Rolling
Stones Rec.) 350.645

Van Morrison-
Moondance
(Warner Bros ) 349-003

The Doobie Brothers -
Minute By Minute (Warner
Bros) 347-026

Motown's 25 81 Hits
From 25 Years (Motown)

319.996/399.998
The Best Of Carly Simon,
Vol. 1 (Elektra) 291.856

Linda Ronstadt's Grt.
Hits (Asylum) 286.740

Meat Loaf -Bat Out Of
Hell (Epic) 279.133

Boston (Epic) 269.209
Bruce Springsteen -
Born To Run
(Columbia) 257.279
Jim Croce -Photographs

Memones-His GO Hits
(Sala) 246.868

Billy Joel --Piano Man
(Columbia) 239.863

R.E.M.-Out Of Time
(Warner Bros 1 417-923

Firehouse (Epic) 414.318

Nine Inch Nails -Pretty
Hate Machine (TVT)

402.438

Kenny G Live
(Arista) 401.05
Robert Palmer -
Addictions. Vol 1

(Island) 400.937

Eric Clapton--Journey-
man (Reprise) 400.457

Janet Jackson -Rhythm
Nation 1814 (ABM)

388.918

Billy Joel -Storm Front
(Columbia) 387.902
Chris lsaak Heart
Shaped World (Reprise)

386.144

Michael Bolton Soul
Provider (Columbia)

383.083

Tom Petty -Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 382.184

Fleetwood Mac -GA Hits
(Warner Bros ) 375.782

Journeys Grt. Hits
(Columbia) 375.279

The Bernstein
Songbook. Music from
'West Side Story", more
(CBS) 371.088
The Clash The Story Of
The Clash, Vol 1

(Epic) 368.697/398.594
Pretenders The Singles
(Sire) 362.541

Extreme Pornograttitti
(ABM) 409.003

Bryan Adams -Waking Up
The Neighbours. Can't Stop
This Thing We Started. plus
many more (ABM) 429.779

110111111M11410111 VP le

David Sanborn -Another
Hand (Elektra/Musician)

423.103

The Police -Every
Breath You Take- The
Singles (ABM) 348.318

Kiri Te Kanawa-Verdi
Puccini (CBS Masterworks)

343.269

The Cars Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 339.903

Best Of Elvis Costello
& The Attractions
(Columbia) 340-096

Bob Marley 8. The
Wailers --Legend (Island)

337.857

U2 -The Joshua Tree
(Island) 354.449

Pretenders -The Singles
(Sire) 362.541

Billy Joel -Grt. Hits,
Vols 1 8 2 (Columbia)

336-096/396.390
Tom Petty 8 The
Heartbreakers Damn
The Torpedoes (MCA)

324.442

R.E.M.-Murmur
(I R S ) 320.473
ZZ Top -Eliminator

Bros.) 319-024

Foreigner -Records
(Atlantic) 318.055

Squeeze --Singles 45's
Under(A8M) 317974
Dan Fogelberg-Grt Hits
(Full Moon/Epic) 317.149

Wilson Phillips (SBK)
406.793

TAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR 1'
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD -FREE! See details below

Seth Vent, tin, ,,,ruin.-. ,:,reran 1 C15 anrIrfrunt 2 4, WI. Pr, t.14,0 1992, The Columbia House Company

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement I am enclosing check or money order for $1.86 (that's lc for the 8
CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing so.
My main musical interest is (check one): (But I may always choose from any category)
I Hard Rock Soft Rock Modem Rock Light Sounds I I Rap
Van Haien. Michael Bolton. R E M Red Hot Bette Modler. L L Cool J.
ZZ Top Manah Carey Chili Peppers James Taylor Public Enerrry
I I Heavy Metal I R&B/Soul Easy Listening Jazz Dance Pop
Skid Row Boyz II Men. Frank Sinatra. Earl Klugh. C&C Music Factory.
Ozzy Ostonionki Luther Vandross Ray Conniff The Rippingtons Jody Walley
I Country: Randy Travis. Rocky Van Shelton Classical: V Horowitz. J Rampal

Mr.

i Mrs.
I !Miss

Address

City

Print fors/ Nome loonor

State Zip
Do you have a VCR? 104) I I Yes No
Do you have a credit card? (03) Yes No

A9etuv hors

Apt.

416/592
Note we reserve the nght k, mod airy applearein or cancel any membership These r hers not available n APO. FPO.
Mash.. Hamm Puerto Flico wale for shads a alien -ohm neer Cartactso residents serviced from Toronto
Apple bile sales tax added io all orders

 Just mail the coupon together with check or money
order for $1 86 (that's lc for your first 8 CDs, plus $1 85

Send these 8 CDs for 1c for shipping and handling)
Write one miinnrri la each box  You agree to buy lust six more selections in the next

three years, at regular Club prices (currently $12 98 to
$15.98, plus shipping and handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities),
 Buy only what you want! If you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing it will be sent automatically
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, Just
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified
 You always have 10 days to decide: if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense
 Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue your
membership after fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible
for our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half-price for each CD you buy at regular Club price
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory package. If not
satisfied. retum everything within 10 days for a full refund
and no further obligation,
 Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6 95 and you are
then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections a total of 10 CDs in all!
 tt the application is missing, write to: Columbia House.
1400 N Fruitndge Ave., Terre Haute, IN 4781 1-1 129

Extra Bonus Offer:
also send one more CD

now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6 95

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

N95 -8F -RN
COLUMBIA HOUSE:

nineeLpetertaninmAir



TEST REPORTS

Lexicon CP-3
Digital Surround Processor

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

LEXICON, of Waltham, Massachu-
setts, for more than twenty years a
manufacturer of highly sophisti-
cated digital signal -processing
devices for professional audio ap-
plications, has also applied its ex-

pertise to the development of related
products for the consumer market.
The company's latest entry is the CP-3
digital surround processor, arguably
the most advanced such device to be-
come available to nonprofessionals.

The Lexicon CP-3 has two basic
functions: as a Dolby Pro Logic pro-
cessor that also meets the special pro-
cessing requirements for the Lucas -
film Home THX sound system, and as
a music enhancer capable of simulat-
ing a number of acoustic environments
that effectively transform any listen-
ing room into a more realistic or satis-
fying acoustic space.

Devices with apparently similar ca-
pabilities have been available for
some time from several audio equip-
ment manufacturers, but the CP-3
takes a giant step beyond its predeces-

sors in the fidelity with which it can
simulate a desired acoustic environ-
ment and in the degree of control it
offers the user. Once set up for the
desired characteristics, it is also ex-
traordinarily easy to operate.

The Lexicon CP-3 has four basic
classes of operating modes: SUR-
ROUND, REVERB, AMBIENCE, and PAN-
ORAMA. SURROUND processing pro-
vides the now -familiar cinema -type
effects associated with Dolby Pro
Logic through additional speakers at
the rear and center front of the room.
Within SURROUND are several modes,
including Television, Music (a seven -
channel ambience -extraction mode
for playing unencoded recordings that
makes use of two extra speakers at the
sides of the room), Mono Logic (for
simulating effects at the rear and sides
from mono sources while keeping dia-
logue at the front), and a fully digital
implementation of Dolby Pro Logic.

AMBIENCE generates simulated ear-
ly reflections, mimicking those of any
of six different kinds of concert halls

(rectangular and fan -shaped halls of
small, medium, and large size). RE -
VERB simulates a space with a long
reverberation time, such as a reverb
chamber or a church. If no side speak-
ers are used, REVERB can also create a
version of PANORAMA that expands the
stereo image, with added reflections,
through the front speakers.

PANORAMA extracts the natural am-
bience from recorded music and
moves it outward to expand the stereo
image and add spaciousness to the
sound. PANORAMA requires only the
two front loudspeakers of a standard
stereo system, but if rear speakers are
also available, it will send them a
difference signal. Another feature of
PANORAMA is interaural-crosstalk can-
cellation, which compensates for the
normal stereo situation in which both
ears receive signals from both speak-
ers. By effectively allowing each ear to
hear only the sound from its corre-
sponding speaker, the sound stage can
be dramatically widened for listeners
equidistant from both speakers (this is
also the basic operating principle of
the Carver Sonic Holography system
and Polk Audio's Stereo Dimensional
Array loudspeakers).

The Lexicon CP-3 presents a dis-
armingly simple external appearance.
A black box that measures 171/2 inches
wide, 141/4 inches deep, and 33/4 inches
high, it weighs a solid 181/2 pounds.
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Critics called it
"lascivious, unmusical,

and
tasteless:' Hear

it in
all its grandeur.

Jesus Lopez-Cobos
In 1875, the reviews of Carmen were so bad

that after 33 performances Bizet became ill

and depressed, and died.

One critic said it was licen-

tious, an incarnation of vice.

Another (Tchaikovsky) said it

would become one tithe most

popular operas in history.

"They were both right:' says maestro Jesus

Lopez-Cobos.

"As a Spaniard, I can empathize with the

themes. But as one whose background is most-

ly operatic, I know the motivation of the music.

For instance, Don Jose's music should sound

`sarcastic. And Carmen's themes should, in-

deed, be sexy. The work should evoke visual

as well as musical images. Listen, and you

will see them."

The job of recording engineer Jack Renner

was to sit you in the best seat in the house.

Jesus Lopez-
Cobos,
Conductor.
Cincinnati
Symphony
Orchestra.

"And to re-create, as accurately as possible.

what happened in time and space:'

"Re-create" is the operative word. Unlike

rock, which is typically massaged and 'fixed

in the mix,' orchestral music is best captured

the way it sounds in the hall. A combination

of direct and reflected sound that comes first

from the musicians and, nanoseconds later,

from the room.

"We used three meticulously placed omni-

directional mikes going direct to digital two -

track and then straight to CD. There is no

mix, no EQ, no compression, no processing

of any kind:' What there is, is Bizet. At his

most lascivious.

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer and listen

to this Telarc disc on a pair of T930 II loud-

speakers.

Music this good should be heard on speak-

ers this good.

BostonAcoustics

True audiophile
speakers. the

Boston T930 II
Towers are
among the

finest in the
world at any

price -despite
the price. They

are worthy of
Bizet, of Lopez-

Cobos, and of
the best seat

in the concert
hall provided

by Renner.

GET AN UP CLOSE CD OF BIZET'S CARMEN SUITE, L'ARLESI ENNE, AND SYMPHONY NO. 1 IN C MAJOR PERFORMED BY THE CINCINNATI SYMPHONY.
Send check for $5.00 (U.S) for shipping to: Boston Acoustics. Dept. S. Bc 625. Holmes. PA 19043. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Offer good until April 30, 1992 or while supplies last.



TEST REPORTS
The front panel has a row of pushbut-
ton controls along its bottom and two
luminous displays, an input -level indi-
cator and an alphanumeric setup win-
dow, in its upper half. The buttons
include four input -source selectors, a
pair of program selectors that step
through a number of operating modes,
up/down volume control, mute but-
tons for the effects program only and
for both main and effects programs,
and an on/off switch. Although the on/
off switch does shut down the CP-3, its
signal -processing circuits are ener-
gized whenever the unit is connected
to a power source.

The back of the CP-3 is relatively
simple, with four pairs of input phono
jacks, a pair of tape -output jacks that
carry a buffered version of the select-
ed source, pairs of line -level outputs
for main front, rear, and side speakers,
and single line -level outputs for a cen-
ter speaker and a subwoofer. There
are also three composite -video inputs,
which are switched with their corre-
sponding audio sources and suppied to
a video -out jack that connects to a
monitor's video input. A master pow-
er switch on the back disconnects all
power from the CP-3's circuits.

An unusual feature of the Lexicon
CP-3 is its inclusion of two different
remote controls, an Expanded Re-
mote for complete control and a much
simpler Standard Remote for basic
operating functions only. In conjunc-
tion with menus that appear on the CP-
3's front -panel display (or on a video
monitor connected to its video out-
put), the Expanded Remote provides
an almost indescribable degree of con-
trol over the processor's many operat-
ing parameters. Some thirty-five to
forty pages of the comprehensive in-
struction manual are devoted to initial
calibration of the CP-3, and space does
not allow even a brief listing of its
several dozen setup adjustments,
many involving a choice from a large
number of settings. Suffice it to say
that with enough patience and exper-
tise-which can be provided by the
dealer who sells the unit-the CP-3
can be set up to simulate almost any
imaginable acoustic environment in
almost any room.

Once the necessary setup adjust-
ments have been made, the CP-3's
memories can be locked to prevent
them from being changed accidental-
ly. If you decide you want to make

changes the memories can be un-
locked at any time.

The Expanded Remote can be used
for normal operation of the CP-3.
Among other things, it duplicates the
functions of the front -panel controls,
and its thirty-six buttons seem almost
ridiculously sparse compared with
those of many other hi-fi component
remote controls, which may have
twice that number. Nevertheless,
Lexicon decided (rightly, I think) that
effective use of the CP-3 by most
people requires the fewest possible
unfamiliar operating controls.

The Lexicon CP-3's
Concert Hall simulat ion
produced the most
realistic sense of space I
have experienced outside
of real halls.

Therefore, the CP-3 also comes with
a Standard Remote control providing
only the most basic operating func-
tions. It has buttons only for on/off
switching, volume adjustment, four-
way system balance (to set the relative
levels for the various speakers), sepa-
rate muting of the effects and main
program signals, input selection, and
mode selection.

The five mode buttons on the Stan-
dard Remote are marked Night Club,
Concert Hall, Music Surround, Tele-
vision, and Movies (for Home THX
Cinema). The many settings used for
each of those modes are stored in the
CP-3's memories and recalled at the
touch of the corresponding button.
Lexicon suggests that when the instru-
ment has been calibrated to the user's
satisfaction, the Expanded Remote
should he put away and the Standard
Remote should be used for operation.

If one is experimentally inclined,
however, it is easy to use the Expand-
ed Remote at any time to change the
unit's operating parameters. An inter-
esting safety feature has been built
into the system. It will respond only to
the remote control that was used to
turn it on (except for such basic func-
tions as volume adjustment). Attempt-
ing to use the other remote unit will
bring up a WRONG CONTROL warning

on the display. Changing from one
control unit to the other is simple,
however. You merely shut off the CP-
3 with one control and turn it on with
the other.

The Lexicon CP-3 is furnished with
a comprehensive fifty -seven -page
owner's manual, a twenty -seven -page
booklet explaining the theory and de-
sign principles behind it, and a single -
page Quick Reference Guide. Its spe-
cial design features include automatic
setting of input level, input balance,
and azimuth correction, along with
other adjustments that earlier digital
signal processors either ignored or re-
quired to be set by the user. Having
these adjustments done automatically
by the CP-3 contributes to its surpris-
ingly simple operation (as distin-
guished from its rather complex setup
and calibration). This level of sophisti-
cation and performance does not come
cheaply, however. The price of the
Lexicon CP-3, including both remote
controls, is $2,995. Lexicon, Inc.,
Dept. SR, 100 Beaver St., Waltham,
MA 02154.

Lab Tests
As with most digital signal proces-

sors, little about the Lexicon CP-3 can
be determined through conventional
performance measurements. Even for
the few electrical performance param-
eters that can be measured externally,
the sheer number of possible settings
make measurement a largely fruitless
task.

Our measurements were, therefore,
limited to such items as the front -
channel frequency response, noise
levels, and distortion in several oper-
ating modes, plus the frequency re-
sponse of the center and subwoofer
channels. The balance of the evalua-
tion (and by far the most significant
portion) was done purely by listening.

We noted one peculiar characteris-
tic of the CP-3. Following the instruc-
tions, we left the unit energized but
shut it off with the front -panel switch
when it was not in use. Usually, but
not always, we would find it on and
fully operational the next morning.
Our power line is exceptionally con-
stant and free of transients. Nonethe-
less, Lexicon told us, the most likely
cause of this annoying but harmless
behavior is an overnight sag in the
power -line voltage. The company says
that CP-3's now available to consum-
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ers incorporate a revision (a new sys-
tem ROM chip) that prevents it from
restarting itself under such conditions
and displays a warning when the line
voltage drops significantly.

The 1,000 -Hz front -channel output
at clipping was slightly over 9 volts,
and the total harmonic distortion
(THD) plus noise was about 0.03 to
0.05 percent just before clipping oc-
curred. A spectrum analysis of the
front channels at 1,000 Hz and 0.5 volt
output showed small amounts of third,
fifth, ninth, and eleventh harmonics,
each from -90 to -95 dB relative to
the output level. The total distortion
(excluding noise) was 0.049 percent.
The noise level was very low, from
-110 to -120 dB relative to 1 volt
across the audio spectrum. Power -line
hum was -107 dB.

The front -channel frequency re-
sponse in the Concert Hall mode var-
ied less than 0.2 dB from 20 to 20,000
Hz. In the Television and Movies
modes, the highs are intentionally
rolled off above 1,000 Hz, to -3 dB at
8,000 Hz and - 4.5 dB at 10,000 Hz, in
conformance with Home THX specifi-
cations. In the Night Club mode, the
response extended from 20 to about
17,000 Hz, with small variations of ± 2
dB at middle and high frequencies.
The center -channel response in Dolby
Pro Logic mode was flat over most of
the audio range, within -±1 dB from
100 to 17,000 Hz, and rolled off at
lower frequencies to -3 dB at 80 Hz
and -10 dB at 50 Hz. Response was
similar in the Television and Movies
modes except for a slight high -fre-
quency rolloff, to -3 dB at 8,000 Hz
and -6 dB at 17,000 Hz. All of this is,
again, in keeping with Home THX
requirements. The subwoofer out-
put's response was flat within 1 dB
from 10 to 60 Hz, falling to -3 dB at 70
Hz and -12 dB at 100 Hz.

Comments
Our measurements showed that the

Lexicon CP-3 essentially met the few
specifications for which we could test,
but they conveyed little about how it
actually performed. Since we lacked
space or facilities for an optimum
home -theater installation, we listened
to CD's and FM radio using a four -
speaker setup (front and sides).

Several days of experimentation
were needed for familiarization with
the CP-3's calibration procedure,
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which requires that the user be seated
at a normal listening location, facing
the front speakers. Since our equip-
ment rack is at the back of the room, I
had to aim the Expanded Remote con-
trol at the CP-3 over my shoulder,
while looking at the setup menus on a
video monitor at the front of the room.

Although the setup instructions are
quite specific, the terminology used is
peculiar to this unit, and it took a bit of
practice to reach a particular part of
the menu and make the desired adjust-
ment. All in all, the calibration was an
arduous task, and we did not attempt
to investigate those portions that were
not applicable to our speaker configu-
ration.

The results were impressive and
well worth the effort required to
achieve them. In particular, the Con-
cert Hall simulation produced the
most realistic sense of space that I

have experienced outside of real halls.
There was no artificiality nor any dis-
tinct echoes, merely a natural rever-
beration that was consistent with the
effect we were hoping to obtain. Simi-
larly, if less spectacularly, the other
modes each produced a distinctly dif-
ferent ambience effect. Lacking a suit-
able video source or Home THX
speaker setup, we could not judge the
Movies modes, but the very fact that
the CP-3 is licensed to carry the THX
logo indicates that they should be
equally satisfactory.

While setting up and calibrating the
Lexicon CP-3 was probably the most
involved and time-consuming process
we have ever gone through to use an
audio component, subsequent opera-
tion with the Standard Remote control
was simpler than with any of the other
high-performance digital ambience
processors we have used.

Although the CP-3 is certainly ex-
pensive, its performance easily justi-
fies that investment for anyone plan-
ning a serious home -theater system.
Lexicon points out that its authorized
dealers will install, program, and cali-
brate the system in the customer's
room, so that the end user need simply
refer to the Quick Reference Guide,
which shows exactly what every but-
ton on the Standard Remote control
does and how it is operated. He will be
able to put away the Expanded Re-
mote and enjoy the finest surround
sound and home -cinema sound that is
currently available. 0
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TEST REPORTS

Philips CDI-910
CD -Interactive Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

SINct, the compact disc was intro-
duced as a high-fidelity music me-
dium almost ten years ago, a num-
ber of related formats using
similar digital recording and play-
back standards have been devel-

oped. The CD -V (CD -Video) format,
which combined a short video pro-
gram with 20 minutes of music, never
became popular, but there are other
uses for graphics in combination with
sound, generally referred to as CD + G
(CD plus Graphics). CD + G discs,
which are rare in this country, provide
song lyrics, artwork, and other still
images that can be displayed on a
video monitor during music playback.
Meanwhile, the CD-ROM (read-only
memory) has brought the enormous
data -storage capacity and relatively
low cost of the CD to the computer
world, and it appears to be a growing
application for CD technology.

The latest CD variant to become a
marketable product is CD -I, or CD -
Interactive. It is "one-way" compati-
ble with music discs. A CD -I disc
cannot be played on an ordinary CD
player, but a CD -I machine can play
ordinary music CD's. The Model CDI-
910 from Philips is the first CD -Inter-
active player to reach consumers. Al-
though it can play audio discs, its main
purpose is to bring interactive audio/
video programs to the home user.

As its name implies, the CD -I sys-
tem requires user participation to se-
lect and control the information it pre-
sents. The Philips player looks much
like any standard home CD player,
with a rather plain front panel. Its most
prominent controls are three large but-
tons for initiating play and track -step-
ping in either direction. Small round
buttons open and close the disc draw-
er, switch the power, and control the

pause and stop functions. The front -
panel headphone jack has its own vol-
ume control.

The display window is strikingly
simple and uncluttered compared with
those of most ordinary CD players.
When a disc is loaded, large numerals
display its total number of tracks and
playing time; during play, they show
the current track number and its
elapsed time. Conventional symbols
identify the pause and play modes, and
the words SHUFFLE, REPEAT, SCAN,
and Frs (for Philips's Favorite Track
Selection system) appear across the
top of the window when applicable.
The type of disc being played is identi-
fied by the word GRAPHICS (for CD+ G
discs) or by COMPACT DISC followed by
DIGITAL AUDIO or INTERACTIVE.

The CDI-910 can be used alone as an
ordinary CD player. By itself, how-
ever, with no connection to a video
monitor, it is strictly a "no frills"
machine, lacking the fast -scan and
programming features we have come
to expect in even the least expensive
CD players. The supplied remote con-
trol does not appear, in any obvious
way, to correct this deficiency. It has
eight small buttons for the pause, stop,
and play functions, track skipping in
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either direction, and volume adjust-
ment (which is not provided on the
player's front panel). It also has a TV/
CDI button, to be used when the player
is connected to the antenna input of a
TV receiver, for switching between
broadcasts and the CD -I output.

An equal space is devoted to a small
joystick control whose function will be
apparent to anyone who has ever
played a video game. Around the joy-
stick, which Philips calls a "thumb -
stick," are four unmarked, curved
buttons-identified in the instruction
manual as "action keys"-that also
help in using the CD -I software.

The rear apron of the CDI-910 con-
tains audio and both composite -video
and S -video output jacks, a remote -
control jack for use with optional Phil-
ips accessories, threaded F -type an-
tenna input and output connectors, a
switch to select Channel 3 or 4 for the

RF output connection to a TV receiv-
er, and an input connector for use with
an external pointing device or key-
board. A covered opening marked Ex-
tension Socket is for use with future
accessories.

The video portion of the CDI-910 is
at least as important as its audio sec-
tion. Its video output is connected to a
TV receiver or directly to a video
monitor using the appropriate output
jacks. The stereo audio outputs can go
to the audio system of the TV set or
monitor (if available) or to an external
audio amplifier and speakers.

When the CDI-910 and the connect-
ed video display are turned on, the
screen shows several small squares or
rectangles, called icons. A white cur-
sor arrow on the screen can be moved
about with the thumbstick on the re-
mote control. Placing the arrow on the
INFO icon and "clicking" one of the

FEATURES

 Plays 3- and 5 -inch CD, CD + G, CD-
I, Photo -CD, and CD-ROM XA digital
recordings

 Stereo audio, composite -video, and S -
video outputs

 RF output on Channel 3 or 4 for
driving TV set without direct inputs

 75 -ohm TV antenna input and RF
output connectors

 Display of total tracks, total time,
current track number and elasped
time, operating status, type of disc

Front -panel controls for play, track
skipping, pause, stop

 Headphone jack with volume control

 Front -panel and rear -apron input
connectors for optional mouse or
trackball controller

 Wireless remote control duplicates
front -panel controls and has TV/CDI
button to control display source,
volume buttons, thumbstick control
lever, and four action keys

 Itear extension socket for future
lecessories

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

 Audio CD measurements only

Maximum output level: 2.7 volts

Frequency response: ±0.09 dB from
20 to 20,000 Hz

De -emphasis error: - 0.27 dB at
1,000 Hz

Channel separation: 90 to 92 dB from
100 to 1,000 Hz, 74 dB at 20,000 Hz

Dynamic range (A -weighted): 92.3 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted):
96.28 dB

Distort' (THD + N) at 0 dB:
0.007% from 20 to 2,000 Hz, 0.01% at
10,000 Hz, 0.03% at 20,000 Hz

Maximum interchannel phase shift:
+ 0.5 degree from 14,000 to 20,000 Hi

Linearity error: - 0.3 dB at - 70 dB
and -80 dB, +0.3 dB at -80 dB,
+ 3.6 dB at -90 dB

Defect tracking: tracked 2,000 -
micrometer errors on Pierre Verany #2
test disc

Impact resistance: top, B; sides, B

four action keys displays the message
that the player will handle 3- and 5 -
inch CD -Interactive, CD -Digital Au-
dio, and Photo -CD discs.

In general, clicking on an icon will
bring up new icons on the screen deal-
ing with different functions. Among
these are repeating the entire disc or
the current track, setting a scan time of
5, 10, or 20 seconds (the amount of
each track to be played in the automat-
ic -scan mode), and selecting the FTS
and shuffle -play modes. The instruc-
tions can be displayed in English,
Spanish, or French.

Clicking on the OPEN icon causes the
player's disc drawer to open; the icon
then changes to read CLOSE. After a
disc is loaded, clicking on the CLOSE
icon shuts the drawer, and a triangular
PLAY CD -I icon appears. Clicking on it
brings the opening portion of the disc
up on the monitor. Once a disc has
been loaded, its own instruction
menus come into play and must be
followed.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to be
more specific about the operation of
the system. Although some general
procedures are common to all CD -I
software, each disc has its own pecu-
liarities, which often must be learned
by trial and error.

The Philips CDI-910 measures 16'/2
inches wide, 153/4 inches deep, and 4
inches high. It weighs 16'/2 pounds.
Optional accessories include a mouse
or trackball to replace the remote con-
trol's thumbstick and a remote -control
receiver that plugs into the rear of the
player to extend the hand controller's
operating range. Price: $1,000. Philips
Consumer Electronics, Dept. SR, 1

Philips Dr., P.O. Box 14810, Knox-
ville, TN 37914-1810.

Lab Tests
Our measurements of the Philips

CDI-910 involved only its audio CD-
playing functions. We were also sup-
plied with fourteen CD -I software
releases (distributed by Philips Inter-
active Media of America) for a subjec-
tive evaluation of its interactive AN
performance.

The frequency response was flat
within ± 0.09 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
De -emphasis response error was a
maximum of 0.27 dB at 1,000 Hz.
Channel levels were balanced within
0.2 dB. Interchannel phase shift was a
maximum of 0.5 degree between
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14,000 and 20,000 Hz. Channel separa-
tion was 90 to 92 dB from 100 to 1,000
Hz, falling to 74 dB at 20,000 Hz.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) at a 0 -dB level was 0.007
percent from 20 to 2,000 Hz, increas-
ing to 0.1 percent at 20,000 Hz. Low-
level linearity was within 0.8 dB from
-60 to - 80 dB, increasing to only 3.6
dB at -90 dB. Dynamic range was
92.5 dB, quantization noise was - 90.5
dB, and the A -weighted noise level
was -96.3 dB. The maximum audio
output level from a 0 -dB track was
2.71 volts, and headphone volume was
very good.

The CDI-910's defect -tracking per-
formance was above average, en-
abling it to play the 2,000 -micrometer
errors on the Pierre Verany #2 test
disc without mistracking. The player
was quite resistant to impact, requir-
ing a moderately hard slap on its top or
side to cause momentary mistracking.

Comments
To judge the performance of the

in its primary function of
playing CD -Interactive discs, we
tried, at least in part, each of the
fourteen discs supplied to us. Most of
them were designed for young chil-
dren (ages three to ten), and we merely
played enough of those to judge their
content. Some of the children's pro-
grams, however, were excellent illus-
trations of the CD -I system's potential
as an educational tool. Especially no-
table was a Sesame Street disc, the
only one of the children's discs that we
viewed in its entirety.

A few of the discs were suitable for
adults of any age. Probably the best
was "Treasures of the Smithsonian,"
a comprehensive tour of the museums
and collections of the Smithsonian In-
stitution that includes high -resolution
pictures, CD -quality sound, and text.
We didn't count the various exhibits
and viewing options, but there seemed
to be hundreds-we didn't exhaust
them in our digital tour, which lasted
some hours. The order, pace, and
depth of the tour are entirely up to the
user.

A similar but slightly less elaborate
program, "The Renaissance of Flor-
ence," offered an overview of Flor-
ence and its treasures, many of which
could be viewed in close-up detail.
Less ambitious but potentially useful
adult educational discs were a Rand -

McNally Atlas of the United States
and one called "Stamps-Windows on
the World."

The Philips CDI-910 is a good CD
player. Its audio performance was
above the average of the players we
have tested in recent years. Neverthe-
less, it is clearly not a good choice for
someone who just wants to listen to
CD's. Most of its audio -playback fea-
tures are accessible only through the
remote control with the aid of a video
monitor. While it may be entertaining
to select CD tracks as though you were
playing a video game, it seems rather
roundabout to have to use a video
monitor to play music.

The CD -Interactive format itself has
enormous potential as a recreational
and educational tool. Although our
sample discs heavily emphasized chil-
dren's programs, the other programs,
such as the tours of the Smithsonian
and of Florence, show that CD -I can
have real appeal to adults as well. The
system is certainly habit-forming, as I
discovered in my brief experience
with it.

I also found some weaknesses in it.
The basic functions will seem perfect-
ly natural to anyone who has used a
computer-and probably confusing to
anyone who has not. The CDI-910's
supplied instructions are very specific
about how to install and use it, how-
ever, and all the CD -I software uses
the same basic command structure.
But the specifics differ rather widely
from disc to disc, and there are no

instructions with the discs themselves
other than what appears on the screen.
The situation resembles the differ-
ences between various computer pro-
grams using the same operating sys-
tem. If today's computer software
came with no operating instructions,
most of us would not be able to use it
effectively. I am not sure how young
children will react to the CD -I chal-
lenge (probably better than I did), but I
found that some of the supplied pro-
grams were less than clear in their
operation. Also, while most programs
treat all of the four action keys inter-
changeably, some require that you use
specific keys for different purposes.
You have to learn about this through
experience. Interestingly, the most
complex programs were among the
easiest to use.

Another drawback was that the
thumbstick on our sample's remote
control was occasionally erratic or im-
precise in its response (like some com-
puter joysticks I have used). It is easy
to see why Philips offers accessory
mouse or trackball controllers, which
presumably would operate more
smoothly.

In sum, the Philips CDI-910 is an
intriguing and capable first entry in
what could become a very important
new category of CD players. We en-
courage you to find a store that carries
the CDI-910 and try it out for yourself,
as it is not really possible to convey in
words alone what Philips has achieved
in the CD -I format.

...NEVER /411x112 Wtio THIS IS, JUST
PUT 50 BUCKS 0N YouR REAR P0ficti
off TEL -1 -YOUR WiFE You SPENT

4750 Fill. A PAA of IN7Efieofr4NEcTS!
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Sonance Model 45
In -Wall Loudspeaker

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

SONANCE, a pioneer in the devel-
opment of loudspeakers designed
for in -wall mounting, currently
manufactures an extensive line of
speakers and related accessories
designed to help people make

their audio systems as physically in-
conspicuous as possible. At the top of
the Sonance speaker line is the Model
45, a two-way system with an 81/4 -inch
woofer in a cast frame and a I -inch
soft -dome tweeter.

The drivers are mounted on an off-
white molded -plastic panel, which can
be installed between the 16 -inch -
spaced studs of a standard room wall
(the 3 -inch depth of the woofer magnet
structure enables it to fit within the
thickness of a 2 x 4 stud). The system
operates as a sealed enclosure whose
volume is defined by the inter -stud
distance and the room height.

The speaker assembly normally ap-

pears as a framed grille (both cloth and
perforated -metal grilles are available)
measuring 12 x 16 inches. The grille
can be pried out to reveal the drivers
and a three -position tweeter -level
knob. The woofer cone is formed of a
black plasticized material with a rub-
ber edge surround.

The specifications of the Model 45
include a frequency response of 35 to
22,000 Hz ±2 dB, a sensitivity of 90
dB sound -pressure level (SPL) at I

meter, and a recommended minimum
amplifier power of 5 watts. The cross-
over frequency is 2,700 Hz, and the
nominal system impedance is 6 to 8
ohms. Price: $695 a pair. Sonance,
Dept. SR, %1 Calle Negocio, San
Clemente, CA 92672.

Lab Tests
Because of its design, an evaluation

of the actual performance of the So-

nance Model 45 (or any other in -wall
speaker) requires that the speakers be
installed in a standard room wall. For
temporary use or testing, they can be
installed in a section of standard wall
and positioned much as one would a
large planar speaker.

Sonance mounted each speaker for
us in a wall section 32 inches wide, 78
inches high, and 4 inches deep. Base
extensions enabled the panel to stand
freely. The speaker unit was placed
slightly above the middle of the panel,
which put the center of the woofer
cone about 46 inches above the floor,
or approximately at ear level for a
seated listener.

The size and weight of these panels
(over 100 pounds each) allowed us
little latitude in placing them. They
ended up about 31/4 feet in front of a
wall, 3 to 4 feet from the side walls,
and 51/2 feet apart (measured from the
driver centers).

We tested the Model 45's as though
they were a pair of large panel speak-
ers (which, for all practical purposes,
they were). We set the tweeter -level
controls to their maximum positions.
The composite frequency response of
the left and right speakers showed a
±2.5 -dB variation from 80 to 1,500
Hz, a slightly lower but extremely flat
output from 1,500 to 11,000 Hz, and a
peak of about 5 dB between 11,000 and
20,000 Hz.

The close-miked woofer response
dropped off smoothly below 100 Hz,
to -10 dB (relative to average mid-
range level) at 30 Hz. The overall
response variation was an excellent
± 3 dB from 60 to 20,000 Hz. Quasi-
anechoic response measurements
confirmed the general features of the
room -response curves.

The tweeter -level control affected
frequencies above 2,500 Hz by a maxi-
mum of 5 to 6 dB. The high -frequency
dispersion was typical of a 1 -inch
dome, with the output 45 degrees off -
axis down about 5 dB (relative to the
on -axis response) from 9,000 to 10,000
Hz, 10 dB at 15,000 Hz, and 17 dB at
20,000 Hz.

The Model 45's impedance was rela-
tively constant, between 6 and 10
ohms over most of the audio range. It
reached 12 ohms at 50 to 60 Hz, 19
ohms at 1,700 Hz, and 13 ohms at
5,000 Hz, with minimum readings of
6.4 ohms at 200 Hz and 6 ohms at 3,000
and 15,000 Hz. The phase angle of the
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impedance (but not its magnitude)
showed a number of sharp jogs at 120
Hz and below, which may have been
associated with panel resonances in
the simulated wall.

Sensitivity was 92 dB SPL at 1 me-
ter with a 2.83 -volt input of pink noise,
slightly better than the 90 -dB rating.
With an input level of 2.23 volts,
equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL, the woof-
er's total harmonic distortion plus
noise was 0.6 to 0.7 percent from 150
to 1,500 Hz, rising at lower frequen-
cies to 1 percent at 140 Hz, 4 percent at
100 Hz, 6 to 7 percent from 80 to 45
Hz, and 10 percent at 40 Hz.

The Model 45 handled high -power
peaks easily. At 1,000 and 10,000 Hz,
our amplifier clipped at levels of 700 to
1,100 watts with no audible complaint
from the speaker. But a single -cycle
100 -Hz tone burst, which did not
cause the woofer cone to "bottom"
even at 750 watts, produced visible

and audible waveform distortion in the
loudspeaker's output at considerably
lower power levels. The gradual onset
of the distortion made it difficult to
establish a specific overload input lev-
el, however.

Comments
The Sonance Model 45 produced a

smooth, well-balanced sound that was
strikingly free of boominess or shrill-
ness. Compared with most of the other
speakers we have heard recently, its
sonic personality seemed almost
bland, without such characteristics as
"presence," "crispness," or special
directional pinpointing of various
sound sources.

Our measurements left no doubt
that the Model 45 is "all there" when it
comes to the key speaker characteris-
tics of wide, flat response, good dis-
persion, and relative freedom from
most types of nonlinear distortion. We

obtained the flattest overall response,
and the best sound, with the maximum
tweeter level. The only measurable
(and audible) weakness we found was
the relatively high distortion below
100 Hz at moderately loud levels. We
could not establish whether the distor-
tion originated in the speaker or in its
wall -segment enclosure, but it could
sometimes be heard as a buzzing
sound on sine waves and other sus-
tained signals.

Because of the in -wall application of
these speakers, it is not possible to
predict, except in the most general
way, how they might sound in other
installations on the basis of tests such
as ours (or anyone else's). But the
inherent response range, flatness, and
good dispersion of the Model 45 are
strong indicators that it can probably
deliver performance as good as you
can get at this time from an in -wall
installation.

ONLY ONE GREAT SOUND COMES SO MANY WAYS.
We make everything from thundering

towers to powerful Minis.
An outstanding example-the Advent

Heritage' tower. Dual woofer technology show-
cased in our signature handcrafted pecan. Stereo
Review critic, Julian Hirsch, said "...1 hated to
pack (it) up after tests were concluded:'

Also earning accolades is the new laureate'"
tower Dual 61/2" woofers supply the kind of tight,
accurate bass that's made our Co -active Woofer'"
technology legendary.

Even small Advent speakers are making
a big impactThe Mini turns a house into a home
theater because ifs the perfect rear channel for
surround sound. Also available in Eurostyle black
or white for indoor/outdoor use.

So whatever you need, one name has it
Advent Exceptional sounding speakers at an
affordable price. Call 1-800-477-3257.

///ADVENT
Sound as it was meant to be heard

O 1991 Advent. Heritage. Laureate and Co -active Woofer are
trademarks ,i1Intemanonal Jensen Inc. In Canada. SCL
Products 661-273-1095 ( B.C.) .116-89041298 (OW}
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SURROUND

Brealcilig through to t i rd di usiou

STEREO sound from two loudspeakers is often wonder-

ful. But with two more speakers and some added

circuitry, it can be dramatically more spacious and true

to life. "Stereo" is Greek for solid (that is, three-

dimensional), and surround sound is an enhanced form

of stereo that is more convincingly three-dimensional

and real. Audiophiles have been experimenting with

surround -enhanced stereo for a quarter -century, but I

the last five years have yielded substantial sonic

provements and impressive cost reductions.





1110- -Vourself' Surround

Twenty years ago it seemed obvious
that two -channel stereo would shortly
be obsolete. Experiments with four -
channel recordings were yielding sig-
nificantly heightened realism. The
sense of being there in the stadium or
concert hall was especially impressive
with large-scale music. Two -speaker
stereo seemed flat, unrealistic, and
stale by comparison. But within a few
years the four -channel revolution had
failed, aborted by three obstacles:

1. Incompatible formats. Four -
channel recording was not one system
but three, with mutually incompatible
decoders. SQ decoders from CBS
couldn't handle CD -4 records from
RCA, and vice versa.

2. Primitive technology. Four -chan-
nel records and decoders were rushed
to market before the technology was
fully developed. The final SQ and CD -
4 decoders were quite good, but con-
sumers had already given up on the
format's unfulfilled promises.

3. Colfusion about purpose. Four -
channel's original goal (to produce a
convincingly realistic sound field) was
co-opted and discredited by the paral-
lel development of quadraphonic re-
cordings that attempted to place in-
struments and voices in every
quadrant of the compass.

Four -channel records faded away,
but the appeal of surround sound did
not die. It just went underground while
engineers figured out ways to make it
work with standard two -channel re-
cordings. In the mid -1970's the foun-
dations were laid for the two major
classes of surround sound that are
becoming increasingly popular to-

day-concert-hall ambience for music
and Dolby Surround for video pro-
gramming.

The Sound of
Ambience

The aim of stereo reproduction is to
provide a realistic illusion of live mu-
sic. Should that be a "they are here"
illusion, putting the musicians in your
living room? Or do you want a "you
are there" illusion, producing the im-
pression that you are surrounded by
the spaces of the concert hall, cathe-
dral, or jazz club where the music was
performed? The you -are -there illusion
is the aim of ambient -surround tech-
nology.

Musical sound is shaped by the
acoustical character of the environ-
ment where you hear it. It has been
said that when the Boston Symphony
plays, its most important "instru-
ment" is Symphony Hall. That would
be obvious if you could hear the same
orchestra playing in a high-school gym
or (worse yet) outdoors, where it
would sound thin and scrawny.

Whether your idea of musical heav-
en is a night club with a jazz combo,
Philharmonic Hall with an orchestra,
or a cathedral with a pipe organ and
chorus, ambient -surround stereo can
create that you -are -there feeling. In
each of these environments, only a
small part of the sound comes directly
from the musicians to you. Most of the
sound goes everywhere else-back-
ward toward the stage paneling, up to
the ceiling, out to the walls of the
hall-so that listeners are bathed in

You can whip together a basic

system for ambience extraction

and simple Dolby Surround

decoding just by putting an

extra pair of speakers at the

sides or rear of the listening

area and wiring them to your

amplifier's hot ( + ) terminals. A

5 -watt, 25 -ohm potentiometer

provides rear level control.

reflections coming at them from every
direction.

The most important aspect of these
reflections is their timing. Since they
travel a longer distance than the direct
sound, they arrive later at the ear,
delayed by approximately 1 millisec-
ond (ms) for each foot of extra dis-
tance. Reflections arriving less than 40
ms after the corresponding direct
sound are not perceived as separate
echoes. Their effect is subliminal, al-
tering your perception of the direct
sound-making it seem warmer,
fuller, and louder than it really is.
Reflections that are delayed much
longer than 40 ms may become audible
as distinct echoes, forming the rever-
berant "tail" that gradually dies away
after each note.

Pop music is recorded in sound -
absorbent studios, but electronic de-
lay circuits and reverberation cham-
bers are often used to add a sense of
space to the sound. Recordings of
classical music include the ambience
of the concert hall, sometimes at an
exaggerated level. The crucial difficul-
ty is that in conventional stereo play-
back the ambience is reproduced by
the same speakers as the direct sound.
Since the recorded ambience arrives
at the listener from the same frontal
direction as the direct sound, it may
produce the impression that the musi-
cians are playing at the mouth of a
reverberant cavern.

By channeling delayed reflections
to separate speakers at the sides or
rear of the listening room, ambient -
surround stereo liberates the sound
from the speaker boxes. It peels the

2

2
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ambience off the front wall and puts it
into the air around you, providing a
tactile specificity that two -speaker
stereo rarely equals. After you have
experienced a surround system's illu-
sion that you are in the same body of
air as the performers, the impression
of depth produced by two -speaker ste-
reo may seem as flat, remote, and
artificial as the geometric perspectives
in a fifteenth -century painting.

But if you listen mainly to electronic
rather than acoustic music-rock, for
example, rather than classical music
or traditional jazz-ambient-surround
sound may not suit you. Consider the
difference between a recording of a
rock group in a studio versus the
sound you hear when the band plays a
concert in a large arena. The latter
may be louder, but often the sound is
distorted and unclear, thanks to the
P.A. system and the many delayed
reflections in the big hall. It's fun to
experiment with the Stadium setting
on a surround -sound processor, but
you may prefer the intimacy, purity of
sound, and clarity of detail that
straight two -speaker stereo provides.

Psychoacoustics
and Technology

Ambient -sound reproduction is an
experimental area in which no two
products work exactly the same way.
The basic techniques are these:

Left -Minus -Right Extraction. In any
recording some of the sound is mono-
phonic, identical in the left and right
channels. The remaining sound is the
"stereo difference" signal, or L - R,
which contains all of the spatial and
"depth" cues. Basic ambient -sur-
round systems simply extract this dif-
ference signal and feed it to speakers
at the sides or back of the room.

The diagram on the facing page
shows a low-cost ambience system
that doesn't even require additional
electronics. The L -R extraction is
accomplished by connecting the ambi-
ence speakers to the left and right
"hot" outputs of a conventional ste-
reo amplifier.

Delayed L - R. The main difficulty
with simple L -R extraction is that the
ambience speakers must be substan-
tially farther away from the listener
than the main stereo speakers. If the
surround speakers are too close to
you, their sound will arrive first, and
you will hear them (incorrectly) as
direct sound sources. This problem
can be avoided by using an electronic
delay to retard the ambience signal by
20 or 30 milliseconds.

Basic Dolby Surround processors
provide both L -R extraction and a
20 -ms delay, so a low-cost Dolby Sur-
round circuit can yield satisfying am-
bient -surround sound for music as
well as movies. The cost of this pro-
cessing is so low today that it is includ-
ed in many audio/video receivers and
big -screen TV sets.

Stereo Delay and DSP. The high-tech
approach is to imitate what the concert
hall does: Delay the whole sound, not
just the L -R portion of it. In 1970 the
Danish scientist E. R. Madsen discov-
ered that by delaying a stereo signal by
20 ms and feeding it to side speakers,
hidden ambience in recordings would
be "unmasked," enabling the listener
to perceive it more realistically. Many
electronic delay systems also recircu-
late the signal through the delays to
create electronic reverberation.

Several manufacturers, notably
Lexicon, Yamaha, and JVC, use digi-
tal signal processing (DSP) circuits to
provide not just one delay but many,
mimicking the complex array of de-
layed reflections that occur in a real
hall. These systems can provide a
stunningly realistic concert -hall im-
pression. The multiple -delay pattern
provides ambience synthesis, while the
initial delays provide Madsen -type
ambience extraction.

A DSP unit's operating controls
may be dizzyingly complex, enabling
you to select the delay pattern, the
strength and length of the initial de-
lays, and the timbre and decay time of
any added reverberation. Such flexi-

Surround

sound peels the

ambience off the

front wall

and puts it into

the air around

the listener.

bility gives you the freedom to pro-
duce a very natural -sounding effect
that matches and extends the ambi-
ence already in the recording. It also
allows you to create a twangy, unnatu-
ral clangor. The greatest problem with
any ambient -surround processor is
that it can easily be misused to create
truly awful sound.

Dolby Surround
Most people's first exposure to sur-

round sound occurred not in a hi-fi
store but at the movies. It's not a new
idea; surround speakers were part of
the premiere showings of Disney's
Fantasia in 1940. It became practical
and popular when Dolby Laboratories
included surround sound, along with
noise reduction and extended frequen-
cy response, in the system of film -
sound enhancements known as Dolby
Stereo. Worldwide movie audiences
got a dramatic introduction to Dolby
Stereo when the rebel spaceship
roared overhead from back to front in
the opening scene of Star Wars.

For the movie industry, the key
virtue of Dolby Stereo is its universal
compatibility. Since the surround ef-
fects are included in the film's stan-
dard optical stereo soundtrack, the
same copy of the film can provide
basic mono in a low-cost neighbor-
hood theater as well as wide -range
stereo with surround sound in a new
cineplex. Similarly, when the film is
shown on TV, transferred to videocas-
sette, or purchased as a laserdisc, it
will play properly through any audio
system-a TV set's 3 -inch speaker, a
basic two -speaker stereo setup, or a
wide -range Dolby Surround playback
system. When a movie is transferred
to video its surround encoding re-
mains intact.

Dolby Surround encoding is based
on "matrix" methods of four -channel
recording that were devised for LP
records in the early 1970's. These are
called 4-2-4 systems: Four original sig-
nals are mixed to make a two -channel
stereo recording, which is decoded in
playback to recover an approximation
of the original four channels. In film
sound the four channels are left, cen-
ter, right, and surround. (The center
channel is used for almost all on-
screen dialogue, but it carries music
and effects sounds as well. Its purpose
is to insure that voices and other
sounds originating from on -screen
sources will appear to come from the
screen even when viewers are seated
off -center.)

To produce a two -channel Dolby
Stereo recording, the center channel is
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added to the left and right channels as
a mono (in -phase) signal. The sur-
round signal is also added to the left
and right, but out of phase. The sur-
round signal is encoded for Dolby B
noise -reduction to minimize hiss, a
problem in optical film soundtracks as
well as music cassettes.

For playback, the left -total and
right -total channels are added together
in the Dolby Surround decoder to re-
cover the center signal, while L -R
subtraction extracts the out -of -phase
surround signal. Every Dolby Sur-
round decoder contains a Dolby B
noise -reduction circuit and a delay cir-
cuit that retards the surround signal by
about 20 ms to prevent unwanted lo-
calization of frontal sounds in the sur-
round speakers.

Since all Dolby Surround decoders
provide delayed L -R processing of
the surround information, they can
also extract hidden ambience in musi-
cal recordings. Thanks to the populari-
ty of audio/video "home theater" sys-
tems with Dolby Surround decoding, a
growing number of TV shows and
musical CD's are being surround -en-
coded. Even among the large majority
of CD's and audio tapes that are not
encoded, many contain out -of -phase
ambience that can be extracted by a
Dolby Surround decoder.

Dolby Pro Logic
Basic Dolby Surround decoders suf-

fer from the same limitation that af-
flicted matrix four -channel decoders
of the early 1970's: poor separation.
Once an egg has been scrambled, it is
difficult to separate the white from the
yolk. In a 4-2-4 system the four chan-
nels, once mixed into two, cannot be
completely unscrambled again. Some
of the original left- and right -channel
information stays in the center and
surround signals after decoding.

Dolby Pro Logic decoders cope
with this problem by using "steering"
circuits to detect which channel is
loudest at each moment, raise its vol-
ume, and momentarily reduce the lev-
el of the other channels. For example,
if a truck drives into a scene from the
left, the Dolby Surround decoding will
cause the left channel to be slightly
louder. A Pro Logic decoder will im-
mediately boost the left and reduce the
volume of the center channel, so you
clearly hear the truck's roar in the left
speaker.

In early Pro Logic decoders you
could hear the process working, with
volume -pumping and inappropriate
wandering of sound images. But
newer decoders work quite well, and

film -sound engineers mix while listen-
ing through a professional Dolby Pro
Logic decoder to make sure that im-
ages are placed on the soundtrack
where they should appear in playback.
The opening sequence in Back to the
Future, with its array of ticking clocks
and other gadgets, is an excellent test
of a decoder's localization. If you
choose to omit the center speaker
from your home theater, the separa-
tion of extreme left and right sounds
will be fine, but the "tracking" of
images across the screen may be
vague.

Dolby Pro Logic decoders are able
to provide precise localization of on-
screen sounds and airy, spacious am-
bience at the same time. Until recently
such decoders were complex and ex-
pensive. But now that the entire Pro
Logic circuit is available in a single
low-cost integrated -circuit chip, it can
be included in A/V receivers and bud-
get -price decoders.

Surround Speakers
With Madsen -type delayed -stereo

ambience processing, the surround
signals span the same frequency range
as the main stereo channels. Ideally, in
that case, the surround speakers
should be full -range models. But in
Dolby Surround the "rear" signal
contains neither deep bass nor high
treble, so the surround speakers can
be small models chosen for smooth
midrange response.

In all surround -sound installations,
the most important requirement is that
the midrange timbre of the surround,
or "effect," speakers should be simi-
lar to that of the main stereo pair.
Often it makes sense to choose sur-
round speakers that are junior -size
versions of your main speakers. In
Dolby Surround it is even more impor-
tant to match the center speaker with
the left and right. If the center speaker
has a different frequency response,
the stereo image at each frequency will
shift toward the speaker with the high-
er output.

Many of the best -sounding home -
theater installations are subwoofer/
satellite systems with five identical
small speakers, for left, center, right,
and two surrounds, plus a subwoofer
or two for the deep bass. The wiring of
a surround system can become a bit
messy, with cables running from the
surround processor to as many as six
amplifier channels and then from the
amplifiers to the various speaker box-
es. To simplify the hookup you can use
an A/V receiver with all of the process-
ing and amplifier circuits in a single

case, or use a separate processor with
small powered speakers containing
their own amplifiers such as the Bose
RoomMates, AR's Powered Partners,
or Atlantic Technology's Pattern.

For maximum spatial effect, sur-
round sound should be diffuse, arriv-
ing from all directions. Some of the
best ambient -surround systems use
six speakers (four surround channels
plus your main stereo pair). If you use
a single pair of surround speakers,
they should not fire directly at your
chair. They should be aimed to scatter
their output, arriving as strongly from
the sides as from behind you.

You may achieve good diffusion by
laying the surround speakers on their
backs, firing upward to scatter their
sound off the walls and ceiling, or
mount them high on the back wall
facing outward to bounce sound off
the side walls. A few hours of experi-
menting with speaker location and
aiming may provide more realistically
spacious sound. The more successful
the installation, the more difficult it
will be to perceive the surround speak-
ers as discrete sources of sound.

The goal of surround sound is to
make the walls of your room disap-
pear, but they may still have an acous-
tic effect. If you stuff your surround
speakers into wall -ceiling corners, re-
flections off those adjacent surfaces
will color the surround sound, boost-
ing its lower midrange and midbass so
that it no longer matches the timbre of
the direct sound from the front. Solu-
tion: Use tone controls or an equalizer
in the rear -signal path to tame the
excess, or move the surround speak-
ers out of the corners.

Fine Tuning
Since surround sound is an en-

hancement to stereo, it requires rela-
tively little amplifier power. The rear -
channel amplifier can be rated at less
than one-third the power of your main
amp, often as little as one -tenth.

Dolby Surround decoders usually
contain a circulating test signal that
you can use to equalize the levels of
the left, center, right, and surround
speakers. From that reference setting
you can fine-tune the rear volume to
achieve the most pleasing result.

Non -Dolby surround systems must
be adjusted by ear. The great tempta-
tion is to crank up the surround vol-
ume to achieve a spectacularly spa-
cious effect. But that usually produces
a very unnatural sound in which any
flaws in the delay circuits are all too
audible. In ambience the watchword is
subtlety. (I've never seen a concert
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Home THX
THX is not a process, nor a product,
but a certification program devised by
engineers at Lucasfilm, Ltd., to set
performance standards for movie -
theater sound. It is an extension and
refinement of the revolution in theater
sound that was launched by Dolby
Stereo two decades ago. The aim of
the program is for the sound you hear
in a THX-certified theater to be as
close as possible to what the film -
sound engineers heard in the studio.
Several hundred theaters have
obtained THX approval, and the
number is growing.

The theater's entire sound system,
including its Dolby Surround decoding,
must meet Lucasfilm standards for
frequency response, freedom from
distortion, attainable peak loudness,
and actual playback level. Also, the
theater's background noise level
(including air-conditioning rumble and
sound leakage from adjacent theaters
in a cineplex) must be low enough that
quiet details in the soundtrack won't be
obscured.

Home THX translates most of this
concept to the home video theater.
(Controlling your home's background
noise remains your problem.) Before
receiving Home THX certification,
prototypes of the surround processor,
amplifiers, and loudspeakers must
meet Lucasfilm standards. Any
manufacturer wanting THX
certification can submit products to
Lucasfilm for testing.

All THX processors use Dolby Pro
Logic decoding to insure that sounds
are accurately localized where the film -
sound engineers intended them to be.
Other circuits compensate for
differences between living -room and
theater environments. For example, in
a large theater the highs roll off
gradually according to an industry -
standard curve, and film -sound
engineers often equalize soundtracks to
compensate for that rolloff. When you
play the resulting laserdisc at home
through speakers with "flat" response,
the treble may sound harsh. A THX
processor corrects this, as do the
"theater -compensation" circuits in
some non-THX home surround -sound
processors.

THX processors also correct for
subjective differences in timbre
between the main and surround
speakers, and they "decorrelate" the
left and right surround signals to
prevent them from sounding
monophonic. THX-approved amplifiers
are tested to guarantee that they will
deliver full power into the typically
reactive impedance of a loudspeaker,
not just an 8 -ohm test resistor.

THX-approved speakers must have
controlled directivity. The front
speakers (left, center, right) will have
narrow vertical dispersion to minimize
reflections off the floor and ceiling.
Meanwhile, the surround speakers,
which are intended to be mounted on
the side walls, will have a dipolar
pattern, firing toward the front and
back but not directly at the listener.
This insures that the surround sound is
scattered around in the room before it
arrives at your ears.

Professional equalization is the
newest addition to the Home THX
recipe. A THX equalizer connects to
the output of the surround decoder.
For each of the three front channels
(L, C, it provides equalization in
narrow, one -third -octave bands from
80 to 800 Hz in order to correct for
loudspeaker irregularities,
cancellations caused by wall and floor
reflections, and standing waves.
"Interpolating constant -Q" circuits
minimize unwanted interaction
between adjacent frequency bands.
Each channel also contains two bands
of parametric EQ above 1,000 Hz.
Their center frequencies and
bandwidths can be adjusted to fine-
tune the system's response. Two more
parametric EQ bands in the subwoofer
channel help to compensate for
irregular bass caused by standing
waves.

After you buy a THX equalizer, a
trained THX installer will come to your
home with a professional spectrum
analyzer. He or she will measure the
actual response of your system at
several locations in your prime
listening area and fine-tune the
equalizer settings until the speakers
deliver smooth response to your ears.
Then a blank panel can be bolted over
the controls to prevent accidental
alteration of their settings.

Compared to a typical non-THX
Dolby Surround system, the main
advantage of a Home THX system is
its freedom from unwanted side effects
(such as sounds appearing at locations
where they don't belong). The sound is
more consistently like that in a good
theater. Non-THX systems with Dolby
Pro Logic decoding can be designed to
provide substantially the same benefit,
and some do. But with THX you don't
need to guess.

The THX processor, like any Dolby
Pro Logic device, works best with
surround -encoded recordings. When
you try to extract ambience from
unencoded recordings, the "steering"
logic could cause unnatural shifts in
the stereo image and should therefore
be bypassed. -PW.M.

audience turn around because the re-
flections off the walls caught their
attention.) If you can plainly hear the
rear speakers working, they are too
loud. Ideally, listeners should be un-
aware of surround speakers-until
you switch them off and feel a sudden
loss as the three-dimensional sound
field collapses into the front wall.

Four -Channel
Recording

For most listeners, surround -en-
coded CD's and laserdiscs reproduced
through a Dolby Surround decoder
provide a thoroughly satisfying con-
cert -hall impression. But if people de-
velop a strong appetite for surround
sound, other approaches are waiting in
the wings. Ambisonic encoding, a
method developed a decade ago in
England, is an alternative 4-2-4 matrix
encoding system. From recordings
made with a four -capsule "sound -
field" microphone, an Ambisonic
playback system can even reproduce a
dimension of height as well as lateral
directions.

When the compact disc format was
defined a decade ago, two arrange-
ments were specified for the digital
data on the CD. The system in every-
day use today can provide almost 80
minutes of two -channel stereo. An al-
ternative format, available when any-
one wants to start using it, enables a
CD to contain up to 40 minutes of
discrete four -channel sound. Unfortu-
nately, there's a chicken -and -egg
problem: Before four -channel CD's
can be sold, manufacturers will have
to produce CD players equipped to
decode them. The modification is
slight; a four -channel CD player would
cost only a few dollars more than a
two -channel model. But none exist
today.

Meanwhile, for movie theaters
Dolby Laboratories recently intro-
duced a new method of placing an all -
digital soundtrack on the film next to
the normal optical -stereo soundtrack.
In this new SR -D format the digital
code is located on the film between the
sprocket holes. It contains a total of
six discrete audio channels: left, cen-
ter, right, left -surround, right -sur-
round, and sub -bass. And for the next
generation of all -digital VCR's and
laserdiscs that will appear in the latter
part of this decade, Dolby has already
developed a home version of SR -D
encoding called AC -3. It will accom-
modate the same six discrete audio
channels in digitally compressed form.
Surround sound is here to stay.
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NE day in 1984, Garth Brooks,
then a big -jock -on -campus at
Oklahoma State University, de-
cided to go for a ride with his
childhood friend Mickey Weber
and another guy named Mike.
The next thing they knew, the
car was crushed under the back

of a flatbed truck, mashed like the
folds of a spent accordion. Weber
went through the windshield up to his
chest and stuck there. At the hospital,
doctors decided Mike needed surgery
to restore the features of his face.
Then there was Brooks, who'd been
sitting in the back seat.

"He got his hat crushed," Weber
recalls. "That was about it."

Obviously, Brooks, now thirty and
the reigning king of contemporary
country music, already had more than
a nodding acquaintance with extraor-
dinary good luck by the time he came
to Nashville in the late 1980's. But
nothing prepared him for his success
in the music business. And almost no
one in the industry was prepared to
believe that Brooks-or any country
performer, for that matter-could
reach the heights he has in such a short
time, especially since, as Brooks him-
self says, "I sure ain't paid no dues."

Dues or no, with his second album,
"No Fences," Brooks pulled down
the record for the best-selling country
album in history-five million copies
sold to date. And his third album,
"Ropin' the Wind," recently showed
the pop world a thing or two, beating
out albums by Guns n' Roses and
Hammer to claim the No. I spot on
Billboard's Top 200 Albums chart for
seven weeks.

More significant, Brooks's break-
through means that country music,
long considered the entertainment
choice of hicks, rubes, hayseeds, yo-
kels, and bumpkins, has gained a new
degree of respectability. In a way, it's
as if Brooks and Nashville conspired
to settle the score, to prove that coun-
try performers can sell more records
than a lot of pop or rock acts, and sell
them just as quickly. In Texas lan-
guage, Brooks slipped a rattlesnake in
their pocket and then asked 'em for a
match.

Just why Brooks has become such a
phenomenon is both complex and sub-
.jective. But again, luck clearly has
something to do with it. True,

v Brooks's sentimental songs blur the
lines between country and pop-

E check out his straightforward cover of
Billy Joel's Shameless or his own The

t' Dance, a mini -essay on life and
death-and speak to baby boomers

raised on the syrupy singer -songwrit-
ers of the 1970's. But SoundScan,
Billboard's new system for tabulating
the Top 200 Albums chart, which is
based on sales regardless of category,
proves that the genre has a lot of closet
fans and that Brooks came along at the
right time to drag them out of hiding.

"I really don't have a clue why it
happened to me," Brooks told me,
sitting in the privacy of a parked car
before a concert in Tulsa. But his
manager. Pam Lewis, has more than
an inkling. "The secret to his suc-
cess," she said, "is that people can
relate to him. He's an Everyman. He's
chubby, he's balding, and sometimes
his grammar's not the best. But he's
very human. I've seen him cry on
stage."

Yet in fairness to the rest of the
world's talented musicians, over-
weight singers, and exquisite criers,
the popular -music field-and specifi-
cally country-was ready for some-
body like Brooks. Rap and heavy met-
al have driven radio listeners away in
droves, inspiring them to tour the
Southern side of the dial, where to-
day's country often sounds like the
natural evolution of Sixties and Seven-
ties pop, at least when it's not touting
the qualities of family and home. Oth-
ers have turned to country as a way to
stave off the bad -economy blues.

"Whenever times get bad," says
Steve Berger, president of Nationwide
Communications, Inc., a radio group
with fourteen stations, "people return
to their roots."

All that makes the Recession Two -
Step one of Nashville's favorite jigs.
But then every fan has his personal
reasons for saddling up with a specific
artist. "I like him because he has
morals like in [his song] Unanswered
Prayers," said one male admirer, eigh-
teen -year -old Chris Stallsworth, be-
fore Brooks's Tulsa show-a concert
so energetic and animated that it prob-
ably would have made Brooks a certi-
fiable pop/rock star fifteen years ago.
And a group of young women too
drunk to give their names said they
love Brooks's good-time Friends in
Low Places because it fits their care-
free girls -night -out attitude. That No.
1 song, about a hick who shows up in
boots to ruin his former girl friend's
black -tie affair, is unquestionably the
biggest crowd pleaser in his shows.

And yet, Brooks said, "a hick is
probably the last thing I am, and the
first thing I wanted to be when I moved
to Nashville" in 1986.

The son of a draftsman, Troyal
Garth Brooks grew up in Yukon, Okla -
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homa (pop. 22,000), a wheat -and -oil
town where Jesus and George Strait
define much of the life style and where
even God would have a hard time
getting a ticket to the biggest football
game of the season, the one where the
Yukon High Millers, no strangers to
state championships, test their prow-
ess and prove their manhood.

After distinguishing himself in high-
school football and baseball, Brooks
won an athletic scholarship to college,
where he was a four-year letterman in
track and field as a javelin thrower.
("After two years of catching it, they
finally let you throw it!") But music
had always been an integral part of his
childhood-his mother, Colleen Car-
roll, had recorded country tunes for
Capitol Records-and at college
Brooks played guitar and wrote origi-
nal tunes, wedding his music to his
major of advertising and marketing in
hopes of writing jingles for a living.
His classmates remember him as "a
special guy, and very loyal," accord-
ing to one, Mike Jones. But by his own
admission, Brooks wasn't exactly the
world's nicest guy.

"I was pretty much a [bleep]
throughout high school and college,"
Brooks confided in the hushed tones
usually employed by thespians and TV
evangelists. "Especially where wom-
en were concerned. I went through
them pretty quickly. I did everything
bad that you can imagine to do to
them."

laNTIL he met Sandy
Mahl, a fellow student
three years his junior

with whom he lived for several years
before marrying in 1986. Brooks cred-
its his wife-who's currently expect-
ing their first child-with much of his
success. It was Sandy who worked
three jobs and insisted that Brooks
stick it out when things weren't going
his way after the couple moved to
Nashville. Brooks had already given
up once before, the first time he trav-
eled to Tennessee, confident he'd be
hailed as country's new messiah, his
name on water towers all over town.

But Twangtown, where young boys
with guitars on their shoulders and
dreams in their pockets stand on every
street corner, thought differently. And
so Brooks came home with his tail
between his legs. Years later, out of
both pride and commiseration, a com-
mittee of his supporters painted
"Home of Garth Brooks" on the Yu-
kon water tower, above, even, the
reference to the almighty Millers.

Brooks's big break finally came

when Lynn Shults, then with Capitol
and now a Billboard columnist, heard
him perform at an industry showcase.
Capitol had already rejected him, as
had every other major label in town.
"Maybe we missed something,"
Shults told him.

Still, in April 1989, the company
shipped only 11,000 copies of his de-
but album, "Garth Brooks," indicat-
ing little vision of Brooks's enormous
crossover appeal. Today, that album
has sold more than 21/2 million copies,
in part because of Capitol's aggressive
merchandising campaign for Brooks's
second album, "No Fences." Joe
Mansfield, Capitol Nashville's vice
president of sales and marketing, ad-
mits that the company paid to have the
album prominently displayed in chain
record stores and discount department
stores. That's standard operating pro-
cedure with pop records but rare for
country.

Brooks is said to be a stickler for
details-a control freak-and, despite
his success, to fight with Capitol
Nashville honchos over the way the
company has handled his career. On
stage, however, he still appears as the
humble jock, tearing up the audience
with high-energy theatrics such as
climbing up into the
throwing water on his band-and then
in a soft voice thanking the crowd and
saying that if they don't mind he'd like
to come back next year.

Much of the energy on stage, he
said, is sexual, explaining, 'A great
concert is like any great sex, where
you get wild and frenzied, then turn
that around quick to something gentle,
tender, and slow, and then get wild
and crazy again, and just keep doing
that over and over until one of you
drops dead. If you've done what a
sexual partner should, then that wom-
an should live the rest of her life say-
ing, 'Damn! Sex is good!' That's the
way it is with music."

Yet sex has gotten him in trouble,
most notably in his video for The Thun-
der Rolls, a song about a cheating
husband and his wife's discovery of
the affair. Brooks dramatized the
song's final verse-where the wife
shoots her philandering spouse-
which his record producer had talked
him into omitting from the CD and
tape versions. In the video, the wife
shows bruises to suggest she's been
abused, and there is some suggestion
that their daughter, too, has had some-
thing other than a healthy relationship
with Daddy.

The original script called for more
interaction between the husband and

the daughter, and for the couple to
struggle over the gun. But Brooks later
decided he was carrying the story line
too far, even though all of the violence
is handled tastefully-the actual gun-
shot is symbolized by a tree crashing
through the window.

The budget for the video was rough-
ly $100,000, far above the usual coun-
try video budget of $30,000 to $60,000.
To save money, and to try his luck at
acting ("I always wanted to be the bad
guy . . . my brother, Kelly, and I used
to laugh ourselves to death talking
about what we'd do to people if we ran
a torture chamber"), Brooks decided
to don a fake beard and wig and play
the husband himself. That meant he
also acted his own highly suggestive
scenes of sexual foreplay with the
husband's mistress, a move that got
him into hot water with his wife. On
top of that, the video ended up being
banned by the two country -music vid-
eo channels, which cited violence as
the reason.

Whether violence was the real rea-
son the video was banned-a hidden
agenda may have been to discourage
other country artists from straying be-
yond the narrow boundaries of coun-
try video concepts or to censor the

the last laugh. The video won a Bullet
at last October's Country Music Asso-
ciation awards, where Brooks was
also named Entertainer of the Year.

With so much success so soon-
he's already done a Bob Hope show,
appeared on the sitcom Empty Nest,
and starred in an NBC special of his
own-Brooks knows he runs the risk
of overexposure and that it all could
end tomorrow. If so, he might enter-
tain the idea of going into politics.

"I want the people, and I want the
power," he said in a dramatic whisper
while waiting for a photo setup at
Tulsa's Denver Grill, a 1950's-themed
diner. But it turns out that Brooks
wants power only to use the podium to
tell kids to stay in school and keep off
drugs. The theatrical tone aside, he
seems to mean it, even if the words
sound like every entertainer's cliché.

To the conservative powers that be
in Nashville, as long as Brooks keeps
selling tickets and albums and steers
away from controversial music videos
about misogyny and murder, he could
realize his vision of not just playing to
a million people but making a differ-
ence in their lives. It'll take years of
hard work and dedication, of course,
but it'll also require plain, old-fash-
ioned good luck. And that Garth
Brooks seems to have in spades.
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HOW TO

WIRE AN A/V

SYSTEM WITHOUT

GETTING TIED

UP IN KNOTS

0

YOU'VE just succumbed to the home -
theater bug. You are now the proud
owner of a pyramid of gear piled in the
living room, waiting to be hooked up:
five loudspeakers (left, right, center,
and two surrounds), an A/V receiver
bristling with inputs and outputs (or a
preamplifier, a tuner, several power
amplifiers, and a surround processor),
and a few source components (laser -
disc player, VCR, CD player, and so
on). Congratulations. Oh-you're also
going to need some wire. Lots of wire.

And more than one kind. Audio in-
terconnects are cables intended to car-
ry line -level audio signals such as
those from a CD player to a preamp or
receiver. They have RCA -type plugs
(the little round ones) on each end and
are often molded in pairs for stereo
connection; fancier ones may be sin-
gle, requiring two per stereo signal
path. Interconnects are usually color -
coded red and white (or another color)
for right and left, respectively. It actu-
ally makes no difference which way
you connect them as long as you use
the same color for a channel at both
ends, but it's easy to follow the stan-
dard assignment of red for right, leav-
ing the other color for the left channel.

Standard composite -video intercon-
nects are visually indistinguishable
from the audio variety except that they
are always single-only one wire is
needed to carry video from one com-
ponent to another. These intercon-
nects, too, are terminated by RCA

plugs. Although cables sold specifical-
ly as video interconnects will theoreti-
cally insure uninhibited transfer of
high -bandwidth video signals, in prac-
tice composite -video and audio cables
are effectively interchangeable.

S -video interconnects, easily identi-
fied by their round, four -pin "mini -
DIN" termination with a plastic lug at
the 12 -o'clock position, are a different
kettle of fish altogether. S -video ca-
bles can be used to connect Super -
VHS, ED -Beta, and Hi8 videocassette
decks or camcorders and some laser
videodisc players to each other and to
similarly equipped video monitors. By
maintaining separate wires for the
chrominance (color) and luminance
(brightness) components of a video
signal, S -video cabling can provide a
slight but genuine quality edge over
standard composite -video connec-
tions with VCR's and, in some cases,
with laserdisc players as well. Increas-
ingly, A/V receivers, integrated ampli-
fiers, and preamps provide pass -

through S -video inputs and outputs for
their integrated video -switching facili-
ties, simplifying the task of maintain-
ing the S -video advantage throughout
a system. S -video -equipped compo-
nents always provide parallel compos-
ite -video hook-ups, but if your gear
has S -connectors, use them, at least
for VCR's and camcorders; the payoff
will be better picture quality. (One
exception to this rule is in connecting a
laserdisc player, where the preferredBY DANIEL KUMIN



DIGITAL

DEVELOPMENTS

ANOTHER connection format is cropping up

these days: digital. Initially employed to

link separate CD -transport components

with outboard digital -to -analog converter

units, digital links are beginning to

appear in more and more audio and

home -theater systems. Digital audio

signals from CD and laserdisc players

and digital tape decks are carried in

binary form to a central preamp

processor converter, which may even

perform surround processing in the digital

domain. If the music -and -sound signals

remain digital virtually up to the power

amplifiers. the likelihood of signal loss or

distortion, or of added noise or hum, is

practically nil.

Digital links come in two varieties:

optical and coaxial (or electrical). Optical

digital interconnects are almost without

exception in the plastic fiber-optic format

originated by Toshiba. called Toslink. A

coaxial electrical digital interconnect is

nothing more than a single -cable RCA -

type interconnect. A digital audio signal

has a bandwidth similar to that of

composite video, so standard video

interconnects (and. for that matter.

regular old audio interconnects) can

make digital connections without

compromise.

The reason optical digital interlinks are

preferred is that, being entirely

nonelectrical. they are neither subject to

external influences, such as induced

noise or hum, nor able to leak radiation

that could degrade signals flowing

through nearby interconnects. By the

same token. the potential noise radiation

factor is a good argument for employing a

high -quality. well -shielded interconnect

for any coaxial digital links. Specialized

aftermarket digital links are still

relatively rare, especially the optical

variety. but most components that have

optical outputs include a Toslink cable.

cabling will depend on the relative
quality of its color -separation circuitry
and that in your TV set. Try both
composite- and S -video connections
to see which gives the better picture.)

Prices for interconnect cables-es-
pecially audio interconnects-span a
very wide range. Most components
come with cables for connecting them
to other equipment, and these will
normally work fine. You can buy basic
audio cables for a few dollars each if
you need extras. Premium cables with
gold-plated connectors to prevent cor-
rosion or heavy-duty shielding to re-
sist unusually strong hum fields or
radio -frequency interference (RFI)
will cost more but may be worthwhile
in some situations. There are nowa-
days numerous brands of specialty
cables boasting exotic construction or
unusual materials that are claimed to
improve sound or picture quality. The
supposed benefits of such cables have
proved difficult to verify, and the
prices can be high. They are, however,
very well made in most cases, and they
are likely to be at least physically and
cosmetically superior to more run-of-
the-mill cables.

Speaker cable ranges from inexpen-
sive hardware -store zip cord to py-
thon -size, $100 -a -foot specialty wir-
ing. Either way, its job is to carry the
relatively high -voltage, high -current
signal from a power amplifier's or re-
ceiver's speaker outputs to the loud-
speakers with minimal loss or change.

As with interconnects, the perfor-
mance advantages claimed for expen-
sive, esoterically designed speaker ca-
ble tend to be elusive, but that does not
mean that you should use just any old
piece of wire that happens to be
handy. It is important to keep the
electrical resistance of the cable rea-
sonably low, especially with low -im-
pedance loudspeakers. For short runs,
ordinary 18 -gauge copper zip cord of-
ten is adequate, but heavier 16 -gauge
wire is equally easy to handle and
costs very little more. For long runs
(more than 20 feet or so), you probably
should consider moving up to 14- or
even 12 -gauge wire. Under no circum-
stances should you use cable with
aluminum conductors or the extreme-
ly skinny (20 -gauge or less) stuff often
sold as "speaker wire."

Speaker cable can end in bare wire,
or it can be dressed up with various
crimp -on or screw -on "terminators."
Straight pins fit the popular spring -
loaded push -in terminals found on the
backs of many midprice receivers and
amplifiers. Spade lugs (shaped like
little U's) and banana plugs (named for

their appearance) are suitable for the
heftier screw -down binding posts on
most high -end gear. Dual banana
plugs, which make both signal and
ground connections at once, are hard-
er to find than singles or spade lugs,
but they're convenient if you connect
and disconnect equipment frequently.

A Basic Layout
Hooking up an A/V-receiver-based

system, if not exactly simple, is at
least straightforward. Patch each
source component's left and right au-
dio outputs to the receiver's inputs
with audio interconnects. All line -lev-
el audio inputs-CD, Aux(iliary), VID-
EO SOUND, and so on-are electrically
identical, but for sanity's sake it's best
to follow the receiver's labeling.

Similarly, source video outputs con-
nect to the corresponding video inputs
on the receiver-use the S -video con-
nections where possible and appropri-
ate. The receiver's VIDEO MONITOR
output goes to your TV set or video
monitor's EXTERNAL or VIDEO I input,
using a single composite or S -video
interconnect. Don't panic if you put an
input or output where it doesn't be-
long-you can't damage anything if
you connect a video source to an audio

Once you realize
your mistake, just disconnect the
wires and reconnect them properly.

Connect all the loudspeakers in the
usual way with the speaker wire of
your choice. Keep careful track of the
+ (red) and - (black) terminals, con-
necting the same wire in each pair to
the same kind of terminals for all four
or five speakers so that your whole
system will be in phase. (Some wires
may be color -coded red for + and
black for - , but in most cases you will
have to use a stripe or ridge in the
insulation of one conductor as an iden-
tifier.) If you mix up a wire, you dam-
age only sound quality: The bass will
be thin or uneven and stereo imaging
vague until you correct the error.

Routing all that wire can be a chal-
lenge. One trick is to send it down
through holes in the wall or floor and
let it clutter your basement ceiling
rather than your living -room base-
boards. Of course, for second -floor
rooms, apartments, and most rental
dwellings, power -tool solutions are
not an option. Several companies offer
specialized speaker cables in the form
of flat ribbons that can pass unobtru-
sively under carpeting or along walls.

The Next Step
So far, so good. But with more

elaborate systems, things quickly be -
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A BASIC LAYOUT

Hooking up multiple components

through an audio video receiver is a

relatively straightforward matter.

Attach the outputs of your

components to their designated

inputs. follow the color coding of the

plugs and their interconnects. and

make sure your speakers are in

phase by keeping track of which

ends of the speaker wires you've

designated plus ( ) and minus

( - ). and you've got it.

A POWER -BOOSTING
SCENARIO

Supplement your A V receiver wilt a

power amplifier to pump up the

center and subwoofer channels.

Send the individual line -level

outputs from your receiver into the

right and left channels of the amp

then attach one speaker wire from

the amp to the subwoofer and

another to the center -channel

speaker. Keep everything consistert

so you don't wind up sending the

center signal to the subwoofer.

THE SEPARATES
APPROACH

This approach involves the most

complex connections. All of your

components are hooked to the

various inputs of a preamplifier. and

the preamp.s main output is routec

to a surround processor, which then

feeds three power amplifiers: one

for left and right channels, another

for the surround speakers, and

another for the center -channel

speaker and the subwoofer.
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come a bit complex. Most A/V receiv-
ers offer line -level preamp outputs for
each channel so that you can substi-
tute a more robust outboard power
amplifier for any or all on -board chan-
nels. Many receivers also have a line -
level output for a subwoofer, a desir-
able system addition if you're serious
about achieving full cinematic impact.

AGOOD way to upgrade a receiver -
based AN system is to add an
outboard power amplifier at least
twice as powerful as the receiv-
er's main channels and a single
subwoofer with significant out-
put down to 35 Hz or below.
You can then use one channel

of the new amplifier to power the sub -
woofer and the other channel for the
center speaker, which frequently gets
short shrift in terms of power in A/V
receivers. (If your system has no cen-
ter speaker, choose a bridgeable pow-
er amp and employ its higher -power
mono bridged mode to boost your
subwoofer's dynamic range. Better
yet, consider adding a center speaker
for realistic movie sound.)

In this arrangement, the audio inter-
connects from your A/V receiver's
sUB(woofer) and CENTER line -level
output jacks go to the external power
amp's left and right inputs. Move the
existing center -speaker cable from the
receiver's CENTER terminals to the
power amplifier's right -channel out-
put terminals, and add a new speaker
cable to run from the amp's left -chan-
nel terminals to the new subwoofer.

You'll need a different plan if you
select a powered ("active") sub -
woofer with built-in amplification.
These usually have their own custom-
tailored electronic crossovers, so it's
usually best not to use your receiver's
(or surround processor's) line -level
subwoofer output. Instead, feed the
subwoofer the full -range signal from
the receiver's main left/right line -level
outputs. These signals must then be
returned from the subwoofer's own
line outputs back to the receiver's
front -channel amplifier inputs. You'll
need two pairs of audio interconnects
for the subwoofer, probably of sub-
stantial length if, as is often the case,
the subwoofer is located some dis-
tance from the main system.

Component Home
Theater

More ambitious home -theater sys-
tems forgo the all -in -one convenience
of an A/V receiver in favor of the
greater power and flexibility afforded
by a separate preamplifier, an out-

board surround -sound processor (or a
combination preamp/processor), and
several power amplifiers. The proces-
sor will almost surely include Dolby
Pro Logic or a compatible system ex-
ploiting a center channel, and a sub -
woofer or two is probably also part of
the picture. Thus, as many as six am-
plifier channels may be required.

The first consideration is placing the
outboard processor in the overall wir-
ing picture. In an all -separates system,
the preferred chain is to connect the
surround processor to the preamplifi-
er's main output jacks, so that it be-
comes a sort of secondary preamplifi-
er. The preamp itself still selects audio
and video source components and
handles overall volume adjustment,
but each power amplifier, including
the one driving the main front chan-
nels, receives its input signals from the
appropriate line outputs of the proces-
sor, a layout that yields unified all -
channel volume control and reason-
able simplicity. (Several processors
include a modest power amplifier for
the surround speakers.)

Like A/V receivers, some audio -
only integrated amplifiers and receiv-
ers provide PRE-OUT/MAIN-IN jacks
that permit their preamp and power -
amp function independent-
ly. In these cases, connect the PRE-

OUT jacks to the outboard processor
and connect the MAIN -IN jacks as you
would a separate power amp. Depend-
ing on the component's power rating,
you might use its amplifier section for
the surround channels rather than the
main ones, reserving these for a more
powerful separate amplifier. In this
configuration, the processor's master
volume control manages the setup's
overall loudness.

Almost all receivers, integrated
amps, and preamps provide one or
more tape loops, pairs of input and
output jacks intended for tape decks or
external audio processors (such as an
equalizer) that are selected by front -
panel TAPE -MONITOR controls. A tape
loop's outputs come before the vol-
ume control or any tone controls, and
its return inputs are reintroduced at
pretty much the same point-also be-
fore volume/tone adjustment. This ar-
rangement enables tape decks to re-
cord signals as they come from the
source, without volume or tone modi-
fication. Always connect tape record-
ers using one of those tape loops: A
deck's output jacks go to inputs la-
beled TAPE IN Or TAPE PLAY, while its
inputs receive signals from jacks
marked TAPE OUT or RECORD OUT.

Some components provide an addi-

tional PROCESSOR or EXTERNAL input/
output loop, functionally identical to a
tape loop. A tape or external -proces-
sor loop can be used for a surround
processor, connecting the RECORD
OUT or EXT. PROC. OUT signal to the
processor's main inputs and the pro-
cessor's front left/right signals back to
the loop's input. But with this type of
connection you'll have to use a master
volume control on the processor or
else set the center- and surround -
channel volumes at the processor in-
dependently from the main channels,
since each time you change the main
volume control at the preamplifier or
main control unit you'll have to rebal-
ance the entire surround system. Con-
necting PRE -OUT jacks directly to the
main inputs of the processor is almost
always the best way to go. But if
you're using a receiver or integrated
amp that does not provide these, a
tape or external -processor loop is your
only alternative.

IHE most elegant solution of all is a
single component that incorpo-
rates a full AN preamplifier, with
all the necessary inputs and
switching functions, and a sur-
round -sound processor. In this
case, both audio and video signals
from AN sources go directly to

the preamp/processor, which supplies
the monitor and the power amps.

A hypothetical system might incor-
porate three power amps-let's say
two rated at 100 watts per channel and
one at 50 watts. The first 100 -watt amp
receives audio interconnects carrying
the surround processor's front left/
right signals and drives the primary
stereo speakers. The 50 -watt amp han-
dles the less demanding surround
channel and is connected to the rear
loudspeakers. The remaining 100 -watt
amp gets audio interconnects from the
processor's center -channel and sub -
woofer outputs; its left and right chan-
nels drive the center speaker and the
subwoofer.

As I said, the connections can be-
come complex. But wiring even the
most elaborate home -theater system
can be done without an engineering
degree. Perhaps the best piece of ad-
vice is to read your owner's manuals
thoroughly before stringing the first
piece of wire or cable. And it's not a
bad idea to draw a simple plan. Take it
one step at a time. Remember that
outputs connect to inputs, never to
other outputs, and always make your
connections with everything switched
off. And keep in mind the best part of
home -theater setup: all the fun you'll
have once you're done. 0
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WHILE none of the attendees were inspired to do anything so extreme as to

break out singing Viva Las Vegas on the Convention Center floor, the mood

of the 1992 Winter Consumer Electronics Show in that Nevada city was far

bubblier than it's been in years. The trade show, which highlights the

newest audio and video products for the benefit of buyers, manufacturers,

and journalists, boasted more than 78,000 attendees this year, a significant

increase over last winter.

New technologies didn't exactly abound, but they were certainly in

evidence, especially in the realm of home theater. One big attraction was

Thomson Consumer Electronics' wide-screen (16 x 9 aspect ratio) televi-

sion set, which will be brought to market under the RCA and ProScan

brands late this year. In pure audio, Philips, with prominent support from

Technics, Tandy, and Marantz, continued to herald the coming of the

Digital Compact Cassette (DCC), announcing that its first DCC deck would

be available this fall at a suggested retail price of $700. BASF and several

other manufacturers said they would introduce blank DCC tapes.

It was gratifying to see speaker manufacturers known for their high -price

models, such as KEF and PSB, making forays into the inexpensive

bookshelf category. PSB's Alpha speakers, for instance, list for only $199 a

pair. The show also brought a bumper crop of car audio innovations, some

unexpected (Waverly's windshield tweeter) and some sorely needed (Pio-

neer's double -DIN head unit, an easy fit for Japanese cars).

In high -end audio there were several items of great interest, including a

new loudspeaker system from Thiel and a prototype digital amplifier from

Threshold. Although the overall number of new products wasn't as

overwhelming as it's been in the past, the show floor yielded more than a

few pieces of gear that intrigued and delighted us. On the pages that follow

you'll see some new components we wouldn't mind owning ourselves.

III GLENN KENNY
F171
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Until now all carousel CD changers

held five discs. Onkyo's Integra

DX -C909 (S650) and two other new

Onkyo models can hold six.

Sennheiser's limited -

edition HEV 90

combines a tube

amplifier. 1 -bit D A

converter, and

headphones for what

could well be the

ultimate in personal

listening. Only 300

well-off people will get

to have it, though: The

price is $13,000.

f..er 123456'189,0
nr 1$12131,115417181 -

The Allec Lansing

ACS -3)0 three-piece

speaker system (S400)

brings hi-fi audio to

personal computers,

includ ng digital

signal processing

and a Sass module.

Fisher's PCD7 portable

CO player (S500)

features a data buffer

that keeps the music

flowing even when the

going gets bumpy.
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Atlantic Technology's System 150 A

(S599) is a three-piece "power -

d rected" speaker system whose

amplifier can deliver 70 watts

to the subwoofer alone or 30

watts each to all three speakers.

The Rane THX 44 (S1,299) is the first equalizer iceised for use in Home THX

systems. It provides four channels of equalization: left, right, and center, and a

specially designed two -band parametric sectior for use with a subwoofer.

-he Philips digital

speakers (S1,200

each), with built-in

amplification and D A

conversion, can be

connected directly to

the digital output of a

CD player. Designed

for easy use in

multiroom setups, the

speakers can be daisy -

chained with single -

wire connections.

RCA's five -piece

surround -sound

speaker system (under

S2.000) has several

unique features.

including a center -

channel speaker with

two bass midrange

drivers at 45 -degree

angles and a single -

enclosure surround -

channel module with

six drivers, two

iadiating from

apposite ends and four

smaller ones firing

upward.
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The Kinergetics KMP-100 (S4.200),

part of the company's Platinum

series of car stereo components,

combines a 20 -bit D A converter

with a preamplifier that accepts

line -level analog, coaxial digital,

and fiber-optic digital inputs.
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I
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Waverly's K-25 (S125)

mounts on a car's

windshield and

transforms :he whole

surface into a tweeter.

Billed as the first combination car

stereo head unit and cellular

telephone, Ilaupunkt's Las Vegas is

also voice activated. The price

wasn't set by our press time.

"Pr 15.
Pioneer's double -DIN -

size FH-M75 CD
../

arsz

cassette receiver 0" -"r -N
0.1

54, 1,11

(S1,200) has

parametric EQ and a

- -
a

CI NO

THe

MN.

71"
M. It. sd

voice -cancellation
ZCn.

U;'.

LI

feature for highway

karaoke-no
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Alpine's Model 7930

30 (S900). tie first in -

dash CD changer, uses

a three -disc loading

magazine and includes

an AM FM kner.
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THE VERDICT
IS IN

MELIOR POWERED SUB -WOOFERS

Two relatively new trends have created a universal need for sub-woofers-

home theaters and smaller speakers. Surround sound decoders have a

specific output for low frequencies which are specially equalized to simulate

the rumble of thunder or the roar of a plane taking off. For this, and for

adding the lower octaves of music to smaller speakers, a sub -woofer is an

essential addition. A Within months of their

introduction, there is general consensus that Melior

Sub -woofers are better than any

others in the market. Built-in high

current Meitner amplifiers, negative

impedance feed -back system, user

adjustable damping controls and low pass filtered input with variable gain

have earned the Melior Sub -woofers the reputation as the best performing

sub -woofers available. A Decorators love the real wood and the lacquered

finish of the Melior Sub -woofers. A Three models of Melior Sub -woofers are

presently available, SW -24, SW- 15 and SW- 12.

Visit a Museatex dealer to find out more about our complete line of audio and

video products including speakers, sub -woofers, audio/video pre -amplifiers,

amplifiers, FM Tuner, digital converters, projection TV, surround sound decoder,

digital multi -room system and accessories.

FLYING
COLOURS

MUSE TEX
(403) 273-2552 Fax: (403) 272-3860 Toll free: 1-800-463-3447

CIRCLE NO 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Stereo Review's critics choose the

Marshall Chapman:
Too Tall, That's All

MNRSHALL Chapman was too
cool and too real for Nashville
when she first hit town in the
Seventies. Not to mention too
hluesy, too irreverent, too
original, too powerhouse, and

too tall for an industry that expected
its "girl singers" to be complacent,
subservient, and, of course, petite (the
better for pushing around). Not sur-
prisingly, she scared the hell out of
folks, and her label (Epic) let her go.
And so she continued to write songs
that other people occasionally record-
ed, and after a while she started her
own little record company, appropri-
ately named Tall Girl Records. In 1987
she released "Dirty Linen," the rec-
ord of her life.

Now comes yet another of Chap -
man's self -produced albums, and, like
its predecessor, it's one of those rec-
ords you'll carry around in your coat
and pull out at parties, winking know-
ingly at anybody else who's heard it.
For "Inside Job" will probably do
much to enhance Chapman's cult fol-
lowing and little to enrich her bank
account. That's the way it is with
terrific music outside the mainstream.

To be fair, a couple of the tunes
could use a little more fine-tuning.
Real Smart Man, about a fella who
values his money above anything else
in his life, and The 90's Is the 60's
Turned Upside Down, with its nose -
tweaking sitar line, never quite deliver
the punch they promise. But almost
everything else here does, and even
the weakest cuts work a wonderful
groove as Chapman fronts her crack-
erjack little rock 'n' blues band, the
Love Slaves (she wishes!).

Chapman's writing is sharpest when
,,, she looks in the mirror. What she sees
g is a woman who runs away from love

one minute and makes a beeline for it
the next. And that's the way she cou-
pies her songs. For example, Girl in a

 Bubble, a self -isolation boogie, pre -
I cedes the rockabilly-flavored Come
1  Up and See Me. And Better Off

Without You, a straight -from -the -vein
 piece of songwriting about the emo-

o

HE

tionally wrenching dissolution of a
love affair, is followed by I Must Be
Missing You, a kind of Maria Muldaur
vocal set to a cinematic lyric:
"There's a blue hound / Out my win-
dow / And a blue moon / In the sky /
They are calling / To each other /
Sending blue chills / Down my spine / I
must be missing you."

If you're depressed yourself, you
may think there's too much stuff here
about truth in self-analysis and up -
close -and -personal psychological un-
masking, especially in the poignant
and rejuvenating It's Never Too Late to
Have a Happy Childhood. But along
with the introspection, there's also a
lot of humor, and a hell of a lot of fun.
Chapman continues to be one of the

1

outstanding current releases

freshest voices in Nashville. And, best
of all, she's never forgotten which end
of the guitar holds the medicine.

Alanna Nash

MARSHALL CHAPMAN: Inside Job.
Marshall Chapman (vocals, guitar); the
Love Slaves (instrumentals); vocal
and instrumental accompaniment. Real
Smart Man; The 90's Is the 60's Turned
Upside Down; Better Off Without You; I
Must Be Missing You; Good -Bye Little
Rock and Roller; Girl in a Bubble; Come
Up and See Me; X -Ray Eyes; Looking for
a Kiss; Can't Ever Run from Yourself; It's
Never Too Late to Have a Happy Child-
hood. TALL GIRL ® MC 1091 (45 min),
MC 1091. Compact disc $15, cassette
$10 by mail from Tall Girl Records, Suite
803, 900 19th Ave. S., Nashville, TN
37212.



Dvofak from an Old Master
And a New Star

INol_FGANG SAWALLISCH has
evidently enjoyed identifying
himself with the music of
Dvotak throughout his ca-
reer. The music with which
Angel introduced him, some

thirty-seven years ago, was Dvotak's
Eighth Symphony (then still called
No. 4) and Scherzo Capriccioso. In the
Sixties, in what may have been his first
concerts with the Philadelphia Or-
chestra, he conducted Dvotak's set of
three related overtures-In Nature's
Realm, Carnival, and Othello-which
have rarely been presented together
since Dvotak himself conducted them
in New York a hundred years ago.
More recently, Sawallisch recorded
the Stabat Mater and the Requiem
with the Czech Philharmonic for
Supraphon and began a Dvotak cycle
for Angel/EMI with the Philadel-
phians, whose music director he is to
become next year. With this back-
ground, his new recording of the Cello
Concerto may be regarded as the high
point of his cycle to date, as well as a
stunning debut on the label for the
Russian cellist Natalia Gutman.

Gutman is simply superb. Her play-

ing is beyond praise in terms of techni-
cal security, power, taste, emotional
response, or any other likely consider-
ation. But perhaps the most remark-
able element in this performance is the
way it impresses as a true partnership,
fired by the productive and exhilarat-
ing give-and-take we can hardly take
for granted in live performances, let
alone recorded ones. The music goes
forward with a bracing natural mo-
mentum: brisk enough to be invigorat-
ing, flexible enough to allow for all the
warmth one might wish. It is, in a
word, noble-musicmaking on that
exalted level at which comparative
evaluation becomes quite beside the
point. The recording itself is exempla-
ry, not only in its overall richness and
detail, but with respect particularly to
the beautifully judged balance be-
tween soloist and orchestra.

And Sawallisch's performance of
the Symphonic Variations is every bit
as stunning: It is far and away the
finest ever preserved in a recording.
Sawallisch's reading manages to be at
once breezy and affectionate, robust
and elegant. It is more conspicuously
animated than any other I've heard,

Lou Reed: "Magic and Loss"

Sawallisch and Gutman

and more brilliantly detailed as well,
the conductor and orchestra exulting
in the colors Dvotak provided for
them. With the sonic advantage al-
ready cited, the whole really does ex-
ceed the sum of its wonderful parts.

Richard Freed

DVOii AK: Cello Concerto in B Minor,
Op. 104; Symphonic Variations, Op. 78.
Natalia Gutman (cello); Philadelphia Or-
chestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch cond. e
EMI @ CDC 54320 (60 min).

ELL, here's another brilliant
Lou Reed album-so what's
new? Reed reigns virtually
unchallenged as the poet lau-
reate of rock, respecting the
language, writing without

compromise for an adult audience,
and honoring his muse with hard
work. His new "Magic and Loss," on
Sire, is a difficult but rewarding album
in which he comes to terms with the
deaths of two people close to him and
tackles some of the fundamental rid-
dles of existence along the way.

"Magic and Loss" is also Reed's
most programmatic album since
1973's "Berlin." Its fourteen songs
are linked, tracking a process of ill-
ness, death, grief, and acceptance
from a survivor's perspective. The
album unfolds like a play depicting the
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ebb and flow of emotions surrounding
the two deaths. This is not fable or
parable; the songs are about real peo-
ple, songwriter Doc Pomus (This Mag-
ic Moment, Save the Last Dance for
Me) and someone named Rita, both
close friends of Reed's. The qualities
attributed to them-bravery, wit, and
irreverence in the face of death, along
with great suffering-are not invented
but observed, which lends an inescap-
able air of audio verite to the album.
Reed is a master lyricist, able to write
in a comprehensible vernacular while
conveying weighty thoughts. He inte-
grates his friends' suffering with his
own observation of it, animating the
science that went into trying to save
their lives as well as the rituals that
followed their passing away.

"Magic and Loss" is not for the
squeamish, and there's no denying
that songs like Magician and Sword of

Damocles, with their graphic de-
scriptions of bodies withering and
spirits in distress, are disturbing to
listen to. But Reed's intensely focused
realism becomes its own reward as he
works his way through longing, regret,
anger (in Warrior King he imagines
himself challenging and beating back
death in a righteous rage), black hu-
mor (in the smoldering, bluesy Gassed
and Stoked he sings, "Sometimes I
dial your phone number by mistake
and this is what I hear: 'This is no
longer a working number, baby' "),
and, finally, transformation. Reed and
the band play with economy, empathy,
and taste throughout, and the produc-
tion, by Reed and Mike Rathke, leaves
the guitars and vocals dry, untreated,
and as real as the flow of conversation.

The title track, which concludes the
album, may be the best song he's ever
written, ending with this epigraph:

Cheryl Studer Sings Schubert
IHE irresistible Im Friihling, with
which Cheryl Studer's new Schu-
bert recital opens, focuses on the
elements that make this an excep-
tional release. Above all, the lis-
tener is captivated by the sopra-

no's warm and purely focused tones
and by her lovingly formed phrases.
She projects her text in a leisurely and
unaffected manner, with perfectly
judged rubatos, and is outstandingly
supported by her alert and assertive
pianist partner, Irwin Gage.

The succeeding songs in the recital
reveal other virtues as well: a fine
sense of dynamics and a vocal security
that allows Studer to spin phrases
across the register break with com-
plete smoothness. She triumphs over
the danger of monotony in dealing
with Das Lied im Griinen, a lovely but
potentially repetitious song, and
brings out all the beauty in the long -
breathed phrases of the ethereal Nacht
und Traume.

In planning this program, too,
Studer showed excellent judgment.
The fifteen songs-all concerned with
different aspects of nature-range
over Schubert's entire creative life,
combining the familiar with little-
known choices. I suppose that Der
Fluss belongs to the latter category;
Studer captures its magic simplicity to

perfection. While Klage der Ceres, one
of the young Schubert's settings of
Schiller's narrative ballads, is not
lacking in beautiful moments, it is still
extremely long (almost 18 minutes),
and not even Studer's art can keep the
attention from wandering. Through-
out the disc, the recorded sound is
excellent.

Cheryl Studer's extraordinary oper-
atic versatility is already documented.
Mozart, Verdi, Wagner, and Gounod

,.
E

0 "There's a bit of magic in every-
thing, and then some loss to even

things out." To call this album "enter-
taining" would be to miss the point. It
is not suited for casual listening, and it
won't exactly leave you feeling good.
But it may well leave you able to cope
with human loss in the age of AIDS,
cancer, and so on, which is a remark-
able claim to make for a piece of music
in these escapist times.

Parke Puterbaugh

LOU REED: Magic and Loss. Lou Reed
(vocals, guitar); Mike Rathke (guitar);
Rob Wasserman (bass); Michael Blair
(drums); other musicians. Dorita; What's
Good; Power and Glory; Magician;
Sword of Damocles; Goodby Mass; Cre-
mation; Dreamin' ; No Chance; Warrior
King; Harry's Circumcision; Gassed and
Stoked; Power and Glory, Part II; Magic
and Loss. SIRE/WARNER BROS. © 26662-
2 (58 min), © 26662-4.

all seem to find her in her element. We
can now add Schubert to the list.

George Jellinek

SCHUBERT: Lieder. Im Friihling; Gany-
med; Aafliisung; Die Rose; Das Lied im
Griinen; Wehmut; Der Fluss; Die Forelle;
Aufdem Wasser zu Singen; Im Abendrot;
Am See; Die Vogel; Die Gebiische; Nacht
und Traume; Klage der Ceres. Cheryl
Studer (soprano); Irwin Gage (piano).
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHONE © 431 773-2
(65 min).
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Peter Case: hey 1 the blurs

Popular Music

MARTY BALIN: Better Generation.
Marty Balin (vocals, guitar, percussion);
other musicians. Skydiver; Mercy of the
Moon; Green Light; Let It Live; Wish I
Were; Don't Change on Me; Let's Go;
See the Light; and nine others. GWE @
002 (68 min). $12.99 postpaid from GWE
Records, 70 Rt. 202N, Peterborough,
NH 03458.

Performance: Strained
Recording: Good enough

Marty Balin's name drifted out of the
shadows a couple of years ago when the
re-formed Jefferson Airplane made an-
other national voyage and again in 1991
when Rickie Lee Jones included his
Comin' Back to Me in her album of jazz
and popular standards, "Pop Pop." Un-
fortunately, "Better Generation" sug-
gests Balin misinterpreted all that atten-

Explanat ion of Symbols
0 = C pact disc
© = Tape cassette

tion to mean the world was eagerly
awaiting the philosophical musings of an
aged hippie. His voice, simultaneously
soothing and scratchy, shows little signs
of wear from the years, but to say that his
work seems caught in a time warp is
gross understatement.

The album opens with the title song,
Better Generation, a mishmash of self-
congratulatory rhetoric of how Sixties
kids, all grown up in the Nineties ("our
time has come today"), won't make the
same mistakes their parents did, and it
closes with Summer of Love, about how
those balmy months of 1967 changed the
world and how "we can do it again."
Right on, man. Groovy.

Balin fills the space between those
songs with two old Jefferson Airplane
numbers, It's No Secret and Volunteers,
and a shockingly mediocre selection of
midtempo rockers. Skydiver, for exam-
ple, an original song about freefalling, is
little more than a wash of New Age
synthesizer sounds accompanied by
such lyrics as, "There's only one thing
better than sex." Along the way there's
the occasional gem, such as Mercy of the
Moon, a memorable love ballad with a
winsome guitar -and -harmonica instru-
mental break. All too often, though, it's
psychedelic lyrics, feedback guitar, and
the pathetic time -tripping of a once -elo-
quent spokesman for an era. A.N.

SAMM BENNETT & CHUNK: Life of
Crime. Samm Bennett (vocals, electron-
ics); dog (guitar); Oren Bloedow (bass);
Tim Spelios (drums); other musicians.
Life of Crime; Demolition; Come and
Gone; Maddalena OK; Killer Road; Busi-
ness as Usual; Hell Outta Bessemer; Shut
Up; and seven others. KNITTING FAC-
TORY WORKS ® KFWCD-110 (54 min).

Performance: Off the deep end
Recording: Fine

"Life of Crime" is an oddly compelling
little record, a seamless combination of
so many off -kilter tangents you might as
well call it whatchamacallit music. It's a
pastiche of pop songs moving to the beat
of trancelike African rhythms, exotic
modalities, and sounds played on found
instruments (like the weird, wobbly
noisemaker that becomes part of the
rhythmic fabric of Come and Gone).
Woody Allen-lookalike Samm Bennett
handles lead vocals and electric and
acoustic percussion, and according to
the credits "is responsible for various
difficult to describe sounds," among
them "atmospherics, fake strings, what
sounds like barking but it's not" (all
these in the enchanting, Afro -Irish Mad-
dalena OK).

Bennett has a smooth voice that belies
the darker subjects explored in his
songs, including such unnerving, New
York City -inspired nut -case narratives

as Transit Cop and Life of Crime. An
undertow of violent unease also infil-
trates other songs (Demolition, Killer
Road, Shut Up, Welcome to the War),
making "Life of Crime" a lot like New
York City itself: a crazy quilt of dispa-
rate elements that shouldn't work to-
gether but do, maintaining poise and
eloquence even in an environment of
chaos and disorder. An intriguing rec-
ord if you're up for adventure. PP

PETER CASE. Peter Case (vocals, gui-
tar); other musicians. Vanishing Act;
Deja Blues; Dream About You; When You
Don't Come; Never Comin' Home; It's
All Mine; Why Don't We Give It a Go?;
and six others. GEFFEN ® GHS-24466-2
(43 min), © GHS-24466-4.

Performance: Hitting his stride
Recording: Good

"I see the world and sing my song/Take
whatever comes along," Peter Case
sings in Never Comin' Home. True to
those words, he has pursued the life of a
wandering minstrel since jettisoning the
hard -rocking Plimsouls back in the mid -
1980's. If he hasn't forged an indelible
image with the public, that's probably
the way he wants it. Averting his eyes
from the starmaking machinery, he
makes an honest living at music rather
than allowing himself to become a mar-
ketable parody of a pop star. His work
doesn't come freighted with hype, so
you have nothing to go on but the
songs-which are quite enough, because
he is a wonderful songwriter.

"Peter Case," his third solo album,
offers a dozen solid numbers, each with
its own personality and all expertly pro-
duced by Mitchell Froom. The care that
went into the arrangements is evident. In
Never Comin' Home, for instance, a bass
line bubbles under the countryish,
arpeggiated guitar intro, then there's a
pause and a tack piano falls in, doubling
the guitar part. Finally, Case's voice
enters, singing a melody reminiscent of
the Rolling Stones' folk-rockish "Be-
tween the Buttons" period.

Case's garage -rock tendencies emerge
in screamers like It's All Mine, a song
about the way greed is rationalized in
America, and Why?, in which he
screams himself hoarse on the out -
chorus. When You Don't Come is as
wrenching a miss -you blues as you'll
ever hear. Missed connections seems to
be its central theme, as in I've Been
Looking for You, with its affable, Everly
Brothers -style lilt. Nearly every song
has something to recommend it, but
Case really gets down to serious busi-
ness with the album closers, Beyond the
Blues, where he reaches for a meaning-
ful, life -sustaining truth and "something
beyond the blues," and It Don't Matter
What the People Say, a chunky rocker
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with a shuffle beat, great guitar, and
lyrics that make Case's case in plain
terms: "I don't care what everybody
knows/I'm gonna stick with the path I
chose/And everything's gonna be okay/
It don't matter what the people say." P.P.

MARSHALL CHAPMAN: Inside Job
(see Best of the Month, page 63)

CLOCKHAMMER: Klinefelter. Clock -
hammer (vocals and instrumentals); oth-
er musicians. Greying Out; Bluest Eyes;
Standing By; Nullify; Away; Hollows;
Years of Days; and four others. Masi
WARNING ® 72705-75705-2 (45 min), CD
72705-75705-4.

Performance: Shifty
Recording: Murky

How many times has this happened to
you: The band sounds really sharp, the
singer has all the fire and sass you could
hope for, but you can't understand the
words. Maybe you even try tweaking
your tone controls, or equalizer if you've
got one, but you still get only a phrase
here or there. Well, as much as I like the
instrumental portion of Clockhammer's
album "Klinefelter," I couldn't begin to
tell you what lead vocalist Byron Bailey
is singing about with such passion and
urgency. But I can tell you that his guitar
work helps to punch the band through a
compelling, ever-changing mix of rock
styles, from pounding metal struts to
snappy collegiate sprints to swirling psy-
chedelic runs. It's like the weather: If
you don't like what you hear, wait a
minute and you'll get something else.

Probably it doesn't matter whether the
lyrics in "Klinefelter" are good or bad. I
enjoy the pure sound of this album, a
bizarre cross between alternative rock
and New Age. It keeps my head banging
and my toe tapping-and I don't have to
think at all. Sometimes that's exactly
what I want. I still wonder, though, what
the hell the singing is about. R.G.

COWBOY JUNKIES: Black -Eyed Man.
Cowboy Junkies (vocals and instrumen-
tals); other musicians. Southern Rain;
Oregon Hill; This Street, That Man, This
Life; A Horse in the Country; If You Were
the Woman and I Was the Man; Murder in
the Trailer Park Tonight; and six others.
RCA @ 61049-2 (47 min), © 61049-4.

Performance: Branching out
Recording: Very good

In their latest album, the Cowboy Junk-
ies break the coma -inducing formula of
their previous work by adding a surpris-
ing variety of instruments-accordion,
brass, and woodwinds-and stepping
away from their usual minimalist ap-
proach. While the instrumental touches
work to make songwriter Michael Tim-
mins's dreamy lyrics and ethereal melo-

dies move along at a brisker pace-
adding a little swingy comic relief in the
gender -switching duet with John Prine,
If You Were the Woman and I Was the
Man-the more important change is that
the Junkies offer something resembling
true narratives. That shouldn't rattle
fans who may prefer their old vagueness,
since there's still plenty of room for
interpretation. This Street, That Man,
This Life, for instance, is a veritable
existential feast, as are the two covers by
Townes Van Zant, Cowboy Junkies La-
ment and To Live Is to Fly.

Elsewhere, however, especially in A
Horse in the Country, lead vocalist Mar-
go Timmins has a definite idea of what
ails her: her job, her life, her lover, and
her friends who have settled down and
"become their mothers and their fathers
without a sound." Along with such spe-
cifics, there's still plenty of irony and
social commentary, as in the lover's
revenge of the title song and in the dark
Murder in the Trailer Park Tonight.

Otherwise, things are mainly as be-
fore. Although the recording was made
in a studio instead of a drafty Toronto
church with the band huddled around
one microphone, Margo clings to her
persona of a professional waif, slurring
her words in a fairly unintelligible, "My
dress is on fire but I don't care because
I'm practicing my art just now" fashion.
And, Canadians that they are, the Junk-
ies still celebrate and fantasize about the
American South without the faintest nod
to reality. Southern Rain, with its images
of brewing calamities and inherent lazi-
ness, makes all of Dixie look shiftless,
mindless. and lethargic. That's sort of
the way the Junkies themselves might
sound to the inattentive-or maybe the
prejudiced-ear. A.N.

DRY BRANCH FIRE SQUAD: Long
Journey. Dry Branch Fire Squad (vocals
and instrumentals). Long Journey; Or-
phan Child; Rain and Snow; I'd Rather Be
the Girl You Left Behind; Oak Grove
Church; I've Always Been a Rambler; and
six others. ROUNDER O CD 0289 (34
min), © C 0289.

Performance: Timeless
Recording: Good

Listening to the Dry Branch Fire Squad,
you hear what country music used to
sound like back in smoky hollows before
people began to "improve" on it. The
approach of this Ohio quintet is as basic
as it is timeless: simple stories, packed
with emotion, sung from the heels.
When Suzanne Thomas hurls her rich
soprano at you in the title song, for
instance, you can almost see, as well as
hear, the sorrow of a woman whose
husband is about to die. Even if some of
the vintage bluegrass and gospel tunes in
"Long Journey" seem a little stiff-

backed when it comes to the ways of the
world and of the spirit, Dry Branch Fire
Squad makes you feel their passion and
resolve. In fact, the old songs sound just
as fresh as the new ones the band wrote
themselves. The uncluttered accompa-
niment of mandolin, guitar, banjo, and
bass-in various combinations-adds
just the right amount of sweetness or
melancholy or zest to these crisp tunes.
The album is an authentic treasure. R.G.

GENESIS: We Can't Dance. Genesis (vo-
cals and instrumentals). No Son of Mine;
Jesus He Knows Me; Driving the Last
Spike; I Can't Dance; Dreaming While
You Sleep; and seven others. ATLANTIC
@ 82344-2 (72 min), © 82344-4.

Performance: Mixed
Recording: Very good

Good ol' Genesis. They're the Charlie
Brown of rock: nice guys, but not much
personality-especially since they've
limited themselves to recording during
the down time in Phil Collins's solo
career. "We Can't Dance," their first
album in half a decade, starts off with
four well -composed songs. No Son of
Mine is a rather dramatic (for Genesis)
song about a father -son rift. Jesus He
Knows Me has a great, uptempo pop tune
that's wasted on a too -easy putdown of
televangelism (that issue played itself
out a few years back, guys). Driving the
Last Spike, an elegy for lives lost during
the building of the English railways, is
complete with sweeping art -rock remi-
niscent of the band's Peter Gabriel era,

Margo Timmins: New Waif rock



Little Village: supergroup (hi jour

and I Can't Dance is an amusing novelty
about a guy who's aged out of the pickup
scene but still gets off on looking. After
those four cuts, though, "We Can't
Dance" takes a downturn into the kind
of amorphous mush one suspects was
written in the studio, inspired by little
more than the need to fill out the album.
Except for Mike Rutherford's twelve -
string tag line in Tell Me Why, which is a
joy, the band shifts into neutral. P.P.

JONATHAN GREGG AND THE LONE-
SOME DEBONAIRES: Blue on Blonde.
Jonathan Gregg (vocals, guitar); the
Lonesome Debonaires (vocals and in-
strumentals); John Linnell (accordion).
Girl About a Song; Blue on Blonde; By
Heart Again; Empty Rooms; White Picket
Fence Life; Heartache 109; All Bygones;
and six others. JAGDISC ® JAG 007 (49
min). $12.25 postpaid from Jagdisc, 304
Mulberry St., New York, NY 10012.

Performance: Major debut
Recording: Good

Talk about unexpected. Here's an album
that suggests-no kidding-an adrena-
line -stoked Dire Straits playing a hereto-
fore unimaginable pop-rock/metal/coun-
try hybrid. The songs are rife with quirky
lyrics and even quirkier chord changes,
and yet they're still instantly accessible,
even hummable. The work of a highly
regarded New York City band-Living
Color's Vernon Reid has called front -
man Jonathan Gregg his favorite guitar-
ist-that's unaccountably without a ma-
jor -label record deal, "Blue on Blonde"
is not just terrific, it's resolutely unique.
You've never heard, really, anything
quite like its mix of emotionally acute
word play, unconventional melodic
structures, and neotraditionalist-on-acid
guitar textures.

True, Gregg's singing is vaguely remi-
niscent of John Hiatt, there's a hint of
Richard Thompson or Tom Verlaine in
his guitar playing both in tone and in the
sense that every solo serves the song
above all, and he's obviously listened to
a lot of Elvis Costello records (the domi-
nant lyrical stance here being Bruised
Romantic Ironist). But since it all adds
up to something quite minty fresh, as
they used to say in the mouthwash ads,
I'm at a loss how to describe "Blue on
Blonde" beyond saying that it rocks like
mad and features songs that instantly
echo in your brain like classics you've
heard for the last twenty years. I know
that's vague, but trust me on this one,
folks. I can't recommend it highly
enough. S.S.

LITTLE VILLAGE. Little Village (vo-
cals and instrumentals). Solar Sex Panel;
Action; Inside Job; Big Love; Take Anoth-
er Look; Do You Want My Job; and five
others. REPRISE ® 26713-2 (46 min), ©
26713-4.

Performance: Loose as a goose
Recording: Good

Little Village is the latest example of
Wilburyization, or what twenty years
ago might have been called supergroup-
ing. This quartet consists of three men
who have major solo careers-John
Hiatt, Ry Cooder, and Nick Lowe-and
a very fine drummer, Jim Keltner. A
record -company executive suggested
that they band together for fun and prof-
it, probably because they had played
together for Hiatt's superb 1987 album,
"Bring the Family." So here they are,
delivering their first album into a strong
headwind of expectations.

And how is it? Very nice, if not tran-
scendent. The songs, written by all four

artists, are wondrously quirky. For
wackiness, you've got Solar Sex Panel,
about futuristic making -out ("My solar -
powered loving burns clean"). For un-
derstated psychoanalysis, you've got In-
side Job, about reaching deep down to be
able to express love. For simmering re-
gret, you've got Fool Who Knows, about
a guy who screwed up and lost the
woman in his life. What you've got,
overall, is a lot of good music, but not,
unfortunately, any genuine killer songs.
I don't mind that Little Village sounds
mostly like a blend of Hiatt and Cooder;
I'm a fan of both. But the album seems to
emphasize their lighter sides. I wish
"Little Village" seemed less like these
guys' idea of a good time. R.G.

P.M. DAWN: Of the Heart, of the Soul
and of the Cross: The Utopian Experience.
P.M. Dawn (vocals); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. Intro; Reality
Used to Be a Friend of Mine; Paper Doll;
Comatose; A Watcher's Point of View
(Don't 'Cha Think); Even After I Die; and
seven others. GEE STREET ® 314-510
276-2 (55 min), © 314-510 276-4.

Performance: Dazzling
Recording: Good

Should we call P.M. Dawn a rap group?
This New Jersey duo certainly considers
their music hip -hop, but what they've
created in this debut album is light years
beyond anything else in the genre. First
of all, unlike other rap groups, P.M.
Dawn doesn't reflect on the gritty, day-
to-day lives of urban youth. The sort of
reality these guys care about most exists
on a higher plane. "Eternity is holding a
Rubik's Cube," murmurs Prince Be, the
group's lead rapper. "Everything inside
it seems to be me." Pretty obscure stuff,
sure, but the musings of P.M. Dawn
have a fanciful quality that keeps them
from becoming overbearing.

When Prince Be says, "Reality used
to be a friend of mine," he doesn't come
off like Jean -Paul Sartre but as a charm-
ing hippie. He delivers his lyrics with a
quiet, self-effacing suppleness that
couldn't be farther from the percussive,
in -your -face work of most rappers. His
mild-mannered approach has an ego -less
quality that pushes his trippy, slightly
surreal meditations-not his persona-
into the foreground. This vocal style fits
beautifully with the genial, low-key mu-
sic. Most of the tunes use an easy shuffle
as a rhythmic foundation and tiny key-
board and guitar riffs for splashy bits of
melodic color. Washing over every-
thing, and holding it all together in a free-
floating way, are pillowy synthesizers
and the kind of lush vocal harmonizing
that made the Beach Boys famous. For
those who don't mind reliving the Sixties
with a Nineties twist, "Of the Heart, of
the Soul and of the Cross" can be an
intoxicating experience. You might even
call it a head trip. R.G.

LOU REED: Magic and Loss (see Best of
the Month, page 64)
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THE R EMI NGTONS: Blue Frontier. The
Remingtons (vocals and instrumentals);
other musicians. Everything to Lose; A
Long Time Ago; Eternally Blue; I Could
Love You (With My Eyes Closed); Two-
Timin' Me; and five others. BNA @
07863 61045-2 (29 min), © 07863 61045-4.

Performance: Light
Recording: Good

Yes, first impressions can be misleading.
Take the first cut in "Blue Frontier," the
first album by the Remingtons. When
you hear the plush harmonies of Every-
thing to Lose, you can't help but think of
Crosby, Stills & Nash. The breezy coun-

Sweethearts of the Rodeo: sisterhood is . .

try charm of the tune bolsters that im-
pression as well. But the more you listen
to this album, the more you realize that
the Remingtons make pleasant music but
don't have the sense of purpose or emo-
tional depth of CSN. The stories told
here, all about the ups and downs of
love, lack the kind of specific detail or
clever wordplay that would make them
snap to life.

The three members of the Reming-
tons-James Griffin (who was in the
soft -rock group Bread), Richard Maine-
gra, and Rick Yancey-all had a fair
amount of success before coming togeth-
er recently. Maybe with a little time
they'll bring their material into sharper
focus. If they do, their soaring harmo-
nies just might take us with them. R.C.

LINDA RONSTADT: Mas Canciones.
Linda Ronstadt (vocals); Mike Ron-
stadt, Pete Ronstadt (harmony vocals);
Flaco Jimenez (accordion); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. Tata
Dios; El Toro Relajo; Mi Ranchito; La

Mariquita; Gritenme Piedras del Campo;
Siempre Hace Frio; El Crucifijo de Pie-
dra; and five others. ELEKTRA ® 61239-2
(41 min), © 61239-4.

Performance: Heartfelt, but . . .

Recording: Excellent

"Mas Canciones," Linda Ronstadt's
second collection of traditional Mexican
songs, is yet another attempt to make the
mariachi music that she loves so well a
vibrant and contemporary musical form.
But although her ringing falsetto, pure
chest tones, and thrillingly potent vocal
performances are a pleasure to hear,
these presentations often fall flat.

. bland?

The album begins with Tata Dios (Fa-
ther God), a stark and harrowing song in
which a dying woman tells her husband
to waste no time with medicine, to hurry
and dress her in her wedding gown for
her imminent meeting with God. Ron-
stadt gives it a fine, spine -tingling rise,
and the mood for the album seems to be
set. But from there on, she settles for
mere prettiness backed by formal or-
chestral arrangements and by the ade-
quate, if not remarkable, ensemble sing-
ing of her brothers Pete and Mike. In a
couple of songs, Gritenme Piedras del
Campo (Scream to Me Stones in the
Field) and El Cructfijo de Piedra (The
Crucifix of Stone), she does indulge in an
outpouring of emotion and grandstand-
ing vocal leaps (so much that you want to
yell, "Get a grip, girl! There's plenty of
horny senors out there!"), but most of
the time there's a guidebook quality
about her deliveries. One imagines her
standing stock still in front of the micro-
phone, with no ruffling of her petticoats
or stamping of her feet in anger, and

certainly no rushing of the beat or racing
the orchestra home for a dramatic end.
In short, Ronstadt may have Mexican
blood in her veins, but it took a siesta
when she recorded this album. She has
made ranchera music into an antique, as
colorful and quaint as Tiffany glass and
about as relevant today as a souvenir
sombrero. A.N.

BILLY STRITCH. Billy Stritch (vocals,
piano); Liza Minnelli (vocal); Chip Jack-
son (acoustic bass); Terry Clarke
(drums). Night and Day/One Note Sam-
ba; Let's Misbehave; It Amazes Me; No
Moon at All; You Stepped Out of a
Dream/Dream Dancing; Up Is Down;
Mountain Greenery; and nine others.
DRG @ 5215 (52 min).

Performance: Exciting
Recording: Bright and close

Move over, Harry Connick, Jr. and Mi-
chael Feinstein. Make way for Billy
Stritch, the freshest young singer -pianist
to take the New York City cabaret scene
by storm. His approach to Gershwin,
Porter, Arlen, Rodgers, Jobim, and oth-
er classic pop songwriters is more jazz -
inflected than Feinstein's and less deriv-
ative than Connick's.

There's a driving, swinging energy to
most of the songs in this debut recording,
yet Stritch also shows how beautifully he
can get inside the lyrics of a quiet ballad.
Most of all, what shines through every
selection is the pure, twinkle -in -the -eye
joy he seems to get from the act of
performing-and the respect he shows
for both the letter and spirit of what the
composers and lyricists have written (an
increasing rarity among young perform-
ers of standards).

Liza Minnelli joins Stritch in a buoy-
ant medley of Come Rain or Come Shine
and As Long as I Live, and (through
overdubbing) he becomes his own ten -
voice back-up group in Up Is Down.
Wondering how he's going to top this
album should keep him (and Connick
and Feinstein, for that matter) awake
nights.

SWEETHEARTS OF THE RODEO: Sis-
ters. Sweethearts of the Rodeo (vocals);
Vince Gill (guitar, harmony vocals); oth-
er musicians. Why Should I Stay Blue;
Hard Headed Man; I Don't Stay Down
for Long; Man of My Dreams; A Woman
Can Tell; and six others. COLUMBIA
CK 47358 (34 min), © CT 47358.

Performance: Great blend
Recording: Very good

In Sisters, the title song of this new
Sweethearts of the Rodeo album, real -
life siblings Kristine Arnold and Janis
Gill sing, "Together we will find/That
we'll stand the test of time." Let's hope
it's true as far as their personal relation-
ship goes, because professionally these
sisters need all the support they can get.

Once one of the most exciting of coun-
try's progressive new acts, the Sweet-
hearts lost their momentum long ago. In
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a sense, the record itself tells the tale.
Both Mike Reid's Why Should I Stay Blue
and Gill's Man of My Dreams, a loving
ode to her husband, Vince Gill, preserve
the Sweethearts' engaging Everly Broth-
ers harmonies and instrumental riffs.
Throughout, Arnold's lead vocals are
commanding, passionate, and often grit-
ty. Yet, despite all the infectious grooves
and marvelous mandolin and fiddle blue-
grass lacings, too few of the songs here
go anywhere or make a lasting impres-
sion. Only the ballad Silver and Gold,
which intelligently compares a devoted
but sometimes warring couple to the two
precious metals, has any staying power.

The Sweethearts are smart women
who could cut their own niche as voices
for the questioning and perhaps con-
fused women of contemporary society.
Instead, for whatever reason, they've
opted for commercial blandness. A.N.

Jazz
ALBERT AYLER: Love Cry. Albert
Ayler (alto and tenor saxophones, vo-
cals); Donald Ayler (trumpet); Call
Cobbs (harpsichord); Alan Silva (bass);
Milford Graves (drums). Omega;
Ghosts; Universal Indians; Bells; Love
Flower; Dancing Flowers; and five oth-
ers. IMPULSE ® GRD-108 (54 min), ©
GRC-108.

Performance: Chaotic
Recording: Good

Saxophonist Albert Ayler's undisci-
plined performances made him a promi-
nent figure in the avant-garde jazz of the
Sixties. Many critics bandied about
words like "spiritual" and "haunting" to
describe what was essentially a display
of mediocre musicianship. I always had
the feeling that Ayler laughed at them,
and since his death in 1970 his music has
been largely forgotten.

"Love Cry" is a reissue of Ayler's
second Impulse album, and to hear it is
to understand why Ayler's sound does
not live on. I know that there are people
who even today will find profundity in
this concoction, but-although I have
become far more open-minded than I
was in Ayler's heyday-I still regard it as
the jazz equivalent of the chimpanzee
paintings that are said to have fooled
some art critics many years ago. Ayler's
squeaks, yodeling, and carryings -on
(much of this sounds like New Year's
Eve in Times Square) are either the work
of a dastardly clever joker or a lucky
amateur. Only the work of bassist Alan
Silva and drummer Milford Graves lends
credibility to this audio nightmare. C.A.

MACE() PARKER: Mo' Roots. Maceo
Parker (alto saxophone); Fred Wesley
(trombone); Pee Wee Ellis (tenor saxo-
phone); other musicians. Hallelujah, I
Love Her So; Chicken; Let's Get It On;
Hamp's Boogie Woogie; Fa Fa Fa (Sad

Song); and five others. VERVE O 314 511
068-2 (64 min), © 314 511 068-4.

Performance: Gritty
Recording: Satisfactory

Maceo Parker's aggressively gritty alto -
saxophone style is a throwback to the
post -World War II years, when rhythm-
and-blues was the music of choice for
most black Americans. The classic r -&-b
of Louis Jordan, Earl Bostic, and King
Curtis was tailored to let the good times
roll in smoky bars and uptown after-
hours joints. Parker served as a bridge
between that style and the soul explo-
sion of the late Sixties and early Seven-
ties through his work with the irrepress-
ible James Brown. Now that the
popularity of those earlier styles has
ebbed, Parker has re-emerged to remind
us how much fun they were.

In "Mo' Roots" Parker reels through
a set of soul standards. His horn some-
times veers dangerously close to being
out of tune, but he leaps into each song
with enthusiasm. If you loved the origi-
nal renditions of such hits as Ray
Charles's Hallelujah, I Love Her So, Otis
Redding's Fa Fa Fa (Sad Song), Horace
Silver's Sister Sadie, and Marvin Gaye's
Let's Get It On, you'll probably enjoy
Parker's rollicking remakes. P.G.

LENNIE TRISTANO: Wow. Lennie
Tristano (piano); Warne Marsh (tenor
saxophone); Lee Konitz (alto saxo-
phone); Billy Bauer (guitar); other musi-
cians. No Figs; Rememberance; April
Fool; Sound -Lee; and five others. JAZZ
RECORDS ® JR-9 CD (47 min).

Performance: The original cool
Recording: Muffled remotes

No liner notes accompany "Wow," a
new release featuring the late pianist
Lennie Tristano, but the smothered
sound quality and occasional applause
suggest that these are private record-
ings, some of which capture club perfor-
mances. Further to mystify us, only four
members of the sextet are credited, with
no mention of the bassist or drummer.
The music is not in any way impaired,
however. Tristano and his regulars-
guitarist Billy Bauer and saxophonists
Warne Marsh and Lee Konitz-devel-
oped a unique style, swathed in a frosty
veil. If the birth of the cool took place in
California, its conception was certainly a
New York event. Having had my ears
opened to jazz by Bessie Smith, Jelly
Roll Morton, and Louis Armstrong, I
happened across some of Tristano's
Keynote records around 1949, and they
opened up a whole new world. His music
has held up remarkably well, sounding
as fresh to me today as it did forty-three
years ago. I recommend this album to
Tristano fans who yearn for more, but if
you are starting your Tristano trek-and
it is a journey well worth taking-I sug-
gest you look for his better -sounding
recordings, such as those he did for
Keynote (reissued in a Mercury CD set),
Capitol, Prestige, and Atlantic. C.A.
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you'll
see the
latest in
home and
car stereos,
video and
telephones.
Crutchfield's
one -of -a -kind
catalog brings
you quality
brands like Sony,
Pioneer, Kenwood,
Acvent, Bose, AR,
and many others -
all at discount prices.

You'll see each component in
detailed color and get Crutchfield's
exclusive comparison charts of specs
and features. Our technical staff and
writers highlight the unique benefits
of every product, so you can choose
the model you like best.
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by Robert Rippe,
Maryann Saltser,
& Steve Simels

oncrete Blonde has re-
turned to its original line-

up with "Walking in Lon-
don," its latest I.R.S. release.
Rejoining vocalist/bassist
Johnette Napolitano and gui-
tarist James Mankey is original
drummer Harry Rushakoff,
busy for the past eighteen
months working with a band in
Nashville. Rushakoff, who
began with the band when it
was known as Dream 6, ap-
peared on its debut album,
"Concrete Blonde," and the
following one, "Free." He
was replaced by Paul Thomp-
son for 1990's "Bloodletting"
(just certified Gold) and sub-
sequent live performances.
According to Rushakoff, it's
as if he'd never left. "John-
ette, Jim, and I talked one day,
and all the good feelings came
back, so we have picked up
where we left off." Cheap
Trick's bassist, Tom Peterson,
also appears in "Walking in
London." Tour dates have
not yet been announced.

CA Victor Red Seal has
been the recording com-

pany of some of the greatest
musicians of the twentieth

Concrete Blonde

century-Caruso, Heifetz, and
Rubenstein, to name a few. So
when a young artist is signed
to an exclusive contract with
this label, it's reason enough
to take notice. The twenty-
one -year -old violinist Anne
Akiko Meyers's debut album
on Red Seal, scheduled for
April release, features perfor-

C

Anne Akiko Meyers and Strad

mances of Lalo's Symphonie
Espagnole and Bruch's Scot-
tish Fantasy with the Royal
Philharmonic conducted by
Jesus Lopez-Cobos. A San
Diego native, Meyers made
her debut with a local orches-
tra at the age of seven. Now
that she's grown she performs
around the world on her very
mature 1718 Stradivarius.

lacido Domingo, one of
the world's greatest op-

eratic tenors, celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his
European stage debut in Janu-
ary. Colleagues gathered in
Hamburg to help him cele-
brate, and Deutsche Grammo-
phon used the occasion to
launch its new Domingo Edi-
tion. The first volume, a two -
CD set titled 'Arias, Songs
and Tangos," will be released
in the U.S. in April. Highlight

0

CD "s and compilations from
Domingo's nearly thirty com-
plete opera recordings will be
issued throughout the year,
and the celebration will culmi-
nate with two new full-length
sets, Tosca with Mirella Freni
and Lucia di Lammermoor

linniurigo with Studer (above)
and Simon (right)

with the American soprano
Cheryl Studer.

Last year Domingo took
some time off from classical -
music performing to record
"The Broadway I Love," a
collection on Atlantic of four-
teen popular and enduring
show tunes by such Broadway
greats as Rodgers & Hammer-
stein, Cole Porter, Stephen
Sondheim, and Andrew Lloyd
Webber. "These are wonder-
ful melodies," Domingo said.
"This record is very impor-
tant to me, and I prepared
myself for it as I do for the
most difficult opera produc-
tions." He is accompanied by
the London Symphony Or-
chestra conducted by Eugene
Kohn, and guest vocalists in-
clude Carly Simon (in a duet
version of The Last Night of
the World from Miss Saigon).

VERLOOKED amidst last
Christmas's boxed -set

mania was perhaps the mother ti
of all boxed sets, "The Com-
plete Capitol Recordings of g
the Nat King Cole Trio." A 3
limited edition (10,000 copies)
from jazz -reissue specialists a
Mosaic Records, it covers ev-
ery phase of the great pianist
and singer's career from 1942 5
to 1961 and contains an aston-
ishing eighteen CD's, making
it to our knowledge the biggest
set of its kind ever. You can
order the set directly from
Mosaic by calling (203) 327-
7111 between 10 a.m. and 5
p.m. Eastern time, Monday to
Friday; the price is $270 plus
$12 for shipping.
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POSTHUMOUS Roy Orbi-
son single (I Drove All

Night) is just one of the here-
tofore unreleased tracks in
MCA's new "White Knuckle
Scorin' " album. Inspired by
the characters in Nintendo's
Super Mario Bros. video
games, the album is designed
to promote the importance of
reading to young game fans
and will help raise funds for a
literacy foundation estab-
lished in the memory of Bobby
Brooks. A talent agent and an
avid Nintendo player, Brooks
died in the helicopter crash
that took the life of guitarist

Mario Bros.: awesome

Stevie Ray Vaughan; many of
the artists who donated songs
to the album were among his
clients. Along with the Orbi-
son single, the album includes
new songs by Crosby, Stills &
Nash, Dire Straits, Sheena Eas-
ton, Flesh for Lulu, Trixter,
and the neopsychedelic rock-
ers Jellyfish.

Azz isn't the only thing
on Wynton Marsalis's

mind (or chops). A few years
back he offered up some daz-
zling performances of Ba-
roque music on CBS, and now
Sony Classical has scheduled
for May release a new record-
ing, "Baroque Duet," in
which he joins the soprano
Kathleen Battle in songs and
cantatas by J. S. Bach, Han-
del, and Alessandro Scarlatti.
Marsalis and Battle have also
been seen together recently on
two PBS specials. February's

g "Baroque Duet" featured the
music from their new CD, and
last December they starred in
a Christmas concert from Car-
negie Hall along with Fred-

erica von Stade and Andre
Previn. Leaping from the
Baroque era back to the twen-
tieth century, Marsalis has
also recorded an album of
works for trumpet and piano
by Hindemith, Poulenc, Enes-
co, and Honegger, among
others, with pianist Judith
Stillman. It's scheduled for
release next January.

EMPHIS pop/rock legend
Big Star only recorded as

a unit for two years in the early
Seventies, but its impact on
other groups-R.E.M., the
Replacements, the Bangles-
has been enormous. Still, one
of the reasons Big Star has
been called "the most influen-
tial obscure band in the
world" is that its albums have
always been hard to find, es-
pecially in America. Now
that's finally about to change,
as Rykodisc is releasing a re -
sequenced CD version (with
bonus tracks) of the group's
legendary 1974 LP "Third,"
which is essentially a solo al-
bum by Big Star's co-founder
and post -punk darling Alex
Chilton. Also due from Ryko
is the never -before -released

Marsalis: going for Baroque

S
"Big Star Live" (from a 1974
radio broadcast concert) and
the solo album, "I Am the
Cosmos," that Big Star's oth-
er co-founder, Chris Bell,
completed just before his
death in 1978.

HE American Composers
Orchestra and its newly

appointed music director,
Dennis Russell Davies, have
signed a new three-year agree-
ment with London Records'
Argo label. Their first Argo
recording, released in Febru-
ary, features three works by
William Bolcom. In addition
to its recently expanded five -
concert subscription series at
Carnegie Hall, the ACO
broadcasts over the American
Public Radio network. Since
its founding in 1977, the or-
chestra has programmed over
three hundred works by over
two hundred American com-
posers and awarded sixty-sev-
en commissions.

RACENOTES. Only two
years after its first re-

lease, Koch International
Classics has gone big -league
with an album by the Chicago

Big Star

Symphony Chorus and Or-
chestra. The disc contains 2
Samuel Barber's The Lovers (a
world -premiere recording) and
Prayers of Kierkegaard. . . .

Following Elektra's success-
ful reissue of "Kick Out the
Jams," the classic debut al-
bum of the Sixties metal pio-
neers MC5, Atlantic will re-
lease on CD later this year the
group's "Back in the USN'
(produced by Jon Landau, who
later became Bruce Spring-
steen's manager) and "High
Time." . . . The composer
and pianist Craig Urquhart,
who was Leonard Bernstein's
musical assistant for five
years, has made a recording
of his own solo -piano music.
Entitled "Songs Without
Words," the collection has
been released on the Compose
label. Bernstein described Ur-
quhart's music as having "a
deceptive simplicity and hon-
esty rarely heard in contempo-
rary songwriting." . . . In the
wake of the death from AIDS
of Queen's lead singer, Fred-
die Mercury, The Show Must
Go On from the band's final
album (last year's "Innuen-
do") has been released as a
benefit single. All proceeds
will go to the Magic Johnson
Foundation for AIDS research
and education. . . . Vanguard
Classics continues to release
CD versions of LP favorites.
Recent issues include Leopold
Stokowski conducting Bloch's
America and Vol. 3 of Willi
Boskovsky's "Creampuffs
from Vienna." 0
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RECEIVERS

RX-905VTN
 370 Watt 5 Channel AAReceiver
 40 AM/FM Presets  Dolby'
Pro Logic  7 Band Ea  Presets

CARVER HR 732' 376
CARVER HR 742' 456
CARVER HR 772' 596
DENON DRA-335R' 216
DENON DRA-435R' 276
DENON DRA-635R' 376
DENON DRA-835R' 546
DENON DRA-1035k* 696
DENON AVR-610' 466
DENON AVR-810' 566
DENON AVR -1010' 726
JVC RX-705VIN 326
JVC RX-805VTN 396
NAD 7240PE' 336
NAD 7000' 456
NAD 7100X' 596
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3' 316
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 2' 496
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER l'CALL

ONKYO TX -904' 276
ONKYO TX -906' 366
ONKYO TX-SV7OPRO* 596
ONKYO TX-SV9OP110' 756
SONY STR-AV570' 176
SONY STR-AV770' 246
SONY STR-AV970' 336
SONY STR-AV1070* 436
SONY SIR -020704 CALL
SONY STR-GX47ES* 286
SONY STR-GX67ES' 516
TECHNICS SA-GX505 326
TECHNICS SA-GX710 486
TECHNICS SA-GX910 676
YAMAHA RX-550' 316
YAMAHA RX-750' 396
YAMAHA RX-V850' 636
YAMAHA RX-950' 696
YAMAHA RX-V1050' 926

'614 EPIC r

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE 1.5-
 Bi-Directional Auto Search
 Dolby1 B&C NRDual Capstan $

Transport  Bias Fine Tune Cont
AIWA AD -F810 286 ONKYO TARW-470' 386
AIWA ADWX-616 166 ONKYO TARW-909' 546
AIWA ADWX-888 256 ONKYO TA -2800' 496
CARVER TOR 2400' 396 PHILIPS FC-415 396
DENON DRM-510' 186 SONY TC-05' 5 CASSETTE316
DENON ORM-710' 316 SONY TCW-875' 376
DENON DRS -810' 386 SONY TCK-670' 246
DENON DRW-650' 226 SONY TCK-870E5' 466
DENON DRW-850' 376 TECHNICS RS-TR313 156
JVC TDW-541TN 236 TECHNICS RS-TR515 216
NAD 6340' 316 YAMAHA KXW-232' 246
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK2' 316 YAMAHA KXW-332' 296
NAKAMICHI CASS DECK1' 676 YAMAHA KXW-952' 546
NAKAMICHI DRAGON' 1946 YAMAHA KXR-730' 386

nAT'
DENON DTR -80P-
 Portable DAT Deck
 1 Bit D/A Cony.
 LCD Display

$696
AIWA HDS-1 .696 SONY OTC -750
CASIO DA -R100 896 SONY DTC-75ES'
DE NON DTP -2000' 726 SONY TCD-O3'
JVC XDZ-507TN 696 ONKYO DT -9000'

CALL
796
626
786

SONY MDR -V6
SONY MDR-CD6
SONY MDR-IF51 OK
SENNHEISER HD450
SENNHEISER HD -490

76
86

146
69
96

10-ErAit
MONFIF '

RETURN POLICY
Returns accepted within

10 days (must be called in
for prior authorization).

Products must be in original
condition. Returns subject to
restocking fee, shipping and

handling not refundable.

SENNHEISER HD -540
JVC HA -W70
KOSS JCK-200
KOSS JCK-300
YAMAHA YHD-3

PI

146
CALL
CALL
CALL

16

$436
KEF 0-60' 446
KEF 0-80' 596
KEF 0-90' 776
KEF 1022' 826
KEF 103.4' 1266
KEF 104.2' 1666
KEF 105.3' 2596
KLIPSCH KG -I' CALL
KLIPSCH 80-4.2' .............526
KLIPSCH KG -5.2' CALL
OHM 3X0 1156
PINNACLE PN5+ 146
PINNACLE P148+ 296
POLK AUDIO Monitor4.6 SII '206
POLK AUDIO 143' ..... IN STOCK
POLK AUDIO SJR+SII' 276
POLK AUDIO Mondor10 SII'526
POLK AUDIO Monitorl2 SII'696
POLK AUDIO RTAIZITL 466
POLK AUDIO RTA11T1. 736
POLK AUDIO RTA15TL 996
POLK AUDIO SRS-3.1TL" 1396
VELODYNE IN STOCK
WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 3 186
YAMAHA YST-SWI 00 336

INFINITY
REFERENCE 4*

 3 -Way Sealed Box Speaker
 8' Woofer  5' Midrange

 EMIT R Tweeter

ALL PRICES PER PAIR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 570.266
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH MI 186
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH MS 656
ALLISON AL115 Top Rolod 316
ALLISON AL120 Top Riled 446
B ACOUSTICS HD -5' 126
B ACOUSTICS HD -7' 166
B ACOUSTICS HD -8" 226
B ACOUSTICS HD -10- 346
B. ACOUSTICS T-830SII" 396
B ACOUSTICS T-93091" 576
BOSE 101 146
BOSE 2.2 156
BOSE ROOMMATE II ...... 299
CAMBER 1.6 .......... 496
CELESTION 3-5-7-9-11._ CALL
CELESTION SL-6SI Top Wed!
CELESTION 5000 MKII 896
CELESTION 7000 1896
NFINITY REFERENCE 1* .136
NFINITY REFERENCE 2' .236
NFINITY REFERENCE 5' 536
NFINITY KAPPA 7' 996
NFINITY SM-112* 426
NFINITY SM-152* 646

IMINACLE
 2 -Way Bookshelf
 4th Order Vented Design
 Handles 100 Watts

$226

POLK AUDIO
MONITOR 6S11*
 Satellite Subwoofer System
 Handles 10-100 Watts
 2 -Way Satellites
 Two 6.5' Woofers

$296
B ACOUSTICS SUB SAT 6'  416 JBL PRO III PLUS 496
BOSTON ACOUSTICS T6" 726 POLK AUDIO RM3000' 566
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 326 POLK RM1000 & 2000' CALL
INFINIIYINFINITESIMAL FOUR AND MICRO SUBWOOFER ......736

ADSC-300is-
 2 -Way Design
 5 1/4' Copolymer Woofer
 Handles 100 Watts Cont.

$256
ADS C-400IS 376
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350" 226
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360" 256
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380" 356
INFINITY ERS-500* . . 176
INFINITY ERS-600' 236
INFINITY ERS-800' 376

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT
THESE MAJOF. CREDIT CARDS

[tail
1.).

ASK ABOUT 6" AVE'S
30 DAY SPEAKER TRIAL!

JBL S3 216
JBL S4 266
KEF CR-250' CALL
KEF CR-200' CALL
POLKAUDIO AB -800' 356
POLKAUDIO AB -700' 266
NILES FULL LINE IN STOCK

OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI

 PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH

AVENUE ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY

- 6TH AVE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN

AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS

MERCHANDISE AND THE MANUFACTURER'S

WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

ORD
MON THRU SAT lOAM -7

1800 59
itUVitili I .0.1ftillE.116

ADVENT MINI &
SUBWOOFER

ADVENT LEGACY II
ADVENT BABY II

I
TOP RATED!
TOP RATED!

ADVENT HERITAGE 3 -WAY FLOOR

 2 Mini -Advent Speakers
 Handles 165 Watts
 Compact Cabinetry

$296 l
ADVENT PRODIGY TOWER 3 -WAY FLOOR
ADVENT LAUREATE TOP OF THE LINE!

`ADVENT WALLEY IN WALL SPEAKERS/

BOSE 901 Classic SeriesVI
 Direct Reflecting
Acoustic -Matrix
Design  Active Ea

 Pentagon Shaped Cabinet
 Unlimited Power Handling

$1398
BOSE1Q2
 3 -Way Speaker
 Ported Direct/

Reflecting Design
 Two 2" Tweeters
 180 Watt Power

Handling* 8' Woofer
 Acoustimass Technology ..;

$846
BOSE AM 3 SII 3 PIECE SATTELLITE SYS 449

ZOSE AM 5 SII 3 PIECE SATTELLITE SYS 7491

GUARANTEED DELIVERY ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS We do our Best to Have Sufficient Inventory on all Advertised Products. Rain Checks Available Prices are for Mail 0



JBL LX -44
 3- Way Spea,(ers
 8' Woofer  1' Titanium

Dome Tweeter
 Handles 150 Watts

$3/136 PER PAIR

JBL L20T3 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF 276
JBL L8073 3 -WAY FLOORSTANDING 496
JBL LX55 3 -WAY FLOORSTANDING CALL
JBL 2800 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF 266
JBL 2500 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF 136
JBL 4800 3 -WAY FLOORSTANDING 346
JBL PRO PERFORMER 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF 96

TEAC PD -C400
 5 Disc Carousel CD Changer
 18 Bit, 4X OS Filter 16 Bit 41

Dual D/A Converters 156
SHERWOOD RA -1140 RECEIVER 96
SHERWOOD RA -1142 RECEIVER 116
SHERWOOD DO -1010 CASSETTE DECK 116
TEAC POD -70C 5(D CHANGER 196
TEAC W -530R DOUBLE CASSETTE 186
TEAC W -580R DOUBLE CASSETTE 226
TEAC W -420R DOUBLE CASSETTE 116

W -520R DOUBLE CASSETTE 156

(NHT
TOP RATED...
AudioPhile High End
Speakers
Full Line In Stock!!!
NOW HEAR THIS

Go PLAr&Hb

DENON DCD-1560*
 8X Oversampling  Dual 20 Bit dui
Lamda Ladder D/A Converters 41

 20 Track Program  Remote
ADCOM GCD-575-
CARVER MDA-420"
CARVER SDA-490T
DENON DCD-670'
DENON DCD-970*
DENON DCD-2560*
DENON DCD-3560*
JVC X12-441TN
KEN WOOD DP -2030'
MAGNAVOX CDB-502
MAD 5440' 326
NAD 5000' 376
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 4'276

456 NUMARK CD -6020 DUAL CO
266 ONKYO DX -702' 176
526 ONKYO DX -704' 256
226 SONY CDP-491' 136
296 SONY CDP-591' 176
536 SONY CDP-W1' 286

1076 SONY CDP-X111ES' 256
166 SONY CDP-X222ES' 326
146 SONY CDP-X555ES' 696
196 TECHNICS SL-PG300 136

YAMAHA CDX-550' 226
YAMAHA CDX-750' 286
YAMAHA CDX-1050* 526

-411MIXIMPPluslt7,77nIMYINASSIPWWWIlm

YAMAHA CDC -615* alaN
 5 Disc Carousel CD Changer
 Dual 1 Bit D/A Converters P/C $246
 20 Track Program  Remote
CARVER TLM-3600' 526
DE NON DCM-320' 226
DEMON DCM-420' 296
DEMON DCM-777' 486
DENON DCM-520' 376
JVC XLR-304TN 196
JVC XLM-405TN 206
JVC XLM-505TN 216
JVC XLM-705T N 296
MAGNAVOX CDC -552 246
NAD 5060' 336
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3'446
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 2' 626

DENON G-05*

ONKYO DXC-206' CALL
ONKYO DXC-310' 226
ONKYO DXC-510' 326
SHERWOOD CDC -3010 246
SONY CDP-0315' 106
SONY CDP-0515' 226
SONY CDP-0615' 246
SONY CDP-C715' 326
SONY COP-C67ES' 336
TECHNICS SL-PD607 186
TECHNICS SL -P0807 CALL
YAMAHA CDC -715' 326
YAMAHA CDC -815' 386

 AM/FM Tuner with 30 Presets
 Programmable CD Playe
 Dual Cassette Deck  5 Band EQ $596

AIWA NSX-810 486 JVC MX -70 626
AIWA NSX-D3 CALL NAKAMICHI MINI SYS' CALL
AIWA NSX-D5 CALL ONKYO PCS-05' 72
AIWA NSX-D9 '86 PANASONIC SCCH1O 726
DENON D-120' '66 PROTON A13200 576
DE NON D-150' 896 SHARP CDC -500 596
DENON D-200' 1146 SONY FHB-70CD 696
KENWOOD UD-70 CALL SONY MHC-1600 496
KENWOOD UD-90 CALL SONY MHC-2600 646
JVC UX-1311ALLEST SYSTEM SONY MHC-3600 796
JVC MX -90 796 YAMAHA YSTC11 536

SEPARATES
ADCOM

1

ADCOM GFA-535MKII*
 60 Watt Per Channel Power
 Low -Negative -Feedback Design
 Constant Damping Factor
ADCOM GFA-545MKII" 446 CARVER CT -17' 626
ADCOM GFA-55511' 686 CARVER TTM-45' 736
ADCOM GFA-565' 696 DEMON TU-660- 246
ADCOM GTP-40C' 316 DENON PMA-860' 326
AXON GTP-500MK11' 546 NAD 1600' 306
ARCAM DELTA 80 CALL MAD 2400THX' CALL
ARCAM ALPHA 2 CALL PARASOUND TD0-26011 ..246
AUDIO LAB 8000A 896 PARASOUND HCA-500 .. 286
AUDIO LAB 8000P 896 YAMAHA W-830' 546
CARVER CM -1090' 436 YAMAHA AX -550' 336
CARVER CT -6' 416 YAMAHA TX -550' 266

AUDIOSOURCE 8310 286 NUMARK DM -1475E CALL
GEMINI PAIX-100 136 NUMARK DM -1075E 156
NUMARK DM -1950 CALL TEAC EQA-22 .......................96
NUMARK DM-16.50RM CALL YAMAHA E0-550 .316

SW"ROWNL.- r )RS

AUDIDSOURCESS-THREE
 Surround Sound Processor
 Dolby Prc Logic  Toroidal q

Power Transformer  Remote
CARVER DPL-33* 336 SANSUI AV -7000 CALL
DEMON AVC 3020* 726
HUGHES AK -I00 CALL
LEXICON CP-1. 996
ONKYO ASV -810 PRO' 766

SHURE HTS-5300 696
SONY TAE-1000ESD. 746
SSI SYSTEM 3000 CALL
YAMAHA DSP A1000. 1296

Ir/142A/r 1E31.ES

ARISTON Q D
 Belt -Drive Semi -

Auto 2 Speed Turntable

$296

II

ACOUSTIC RES Fi6101 296 TECHNICS SL-1200MKII 376
DENON DP -47P 346 TECHNICS SL-1210MKII 396
DUAL TURNTABLES CALL THORENS TD -180 3 SPEED
NUMARK T7-1400 CALL THORENS TO-280MKII 276

WE CARRY A URGE SELECTION OF CARTRIDGES
SHURE  STANTON  SUMIKO  SIGNET  GRADO

RACK SYSTEMS
TECHNICS
SC -S2200
 260 Watts  ED
 5 Disc CD Clanger
 Double Cassette Deck
 3 Way SpeaXer System

$796
 FISIES 11141000  RCA  EMT INENNOSO liCIMICSTANAM

6TH AVE ELECTRONICS RETAIL LOCATIONS
PILIN YUHp
1024 & 1030

6th AVENUE, NY
7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10.6:30 SUN114

212.391-2777

NEW JERSEY
331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

6 0ATE A WEB 1101 DM SAT 184

201.489-0666

NEW JERSEY
22 Rt. 22 WEST
SPRINGFIELD, NJ
7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-9 SUN 11.5

201.467-0100
r Only. Not Respons ble for Typographical Errors. Ad Represents a Small Percentage of Inventory. Customer Service Mon -Fri 10AM-6PM CALL ?01-467-3905 PRICES VALID THRU 5/1/92.



SONY
CCD-F501
 10:1 Zoom  8MM
 Flying Erase  2 Lux
 High Speed Shutter

$736
CANON

L1 DIGITAL
 15:1 Zoom  Hi -8
 Pro  Hi-Fi Stereo
 Changeable Lens

$2196
PANASONIC
 VHS  Hi -Speed Shutter
 8.1 Zoom  2 Lux
 Flying Erase Head

$596
CANON Al DIGITAL 1376 PANA 0 IC PVS770 1196
CANON UC-1 646 PANASONIC AG -460 CALL
CANON UCS1 1076 RICOH R-88 1096
CANON E65 696 SONY CCD-TR7 646
HITACHI VM-E23A 766 SONY CCD-TR9 656
HITACHI VM-4400A 776 SONY CCD-TR81 896
JVC GR-AX1OU 636 SONY CCD-TR51 656
JVC GR-303U 646 SONY CCDF401 596
NIKON VN-700 876 SONY CCOV701 886
OLYMPUS VX-82 796 SONY CCDV801 1096
PANASONIC PV31 .............696 YASHICA I0( -77U 896
PANASONIC PV41 .. 796 YASHICA KDH-170U 1396

PANASONIC KXT-1455
 Answering System
 2 Digit LED
 Dual Cassette
 Tone Remote

$66
AT 8 T 1337 106
PANASONIC KXT-1460 76
PANASONIC KXT-2470 146
PANASONIC 10(T-3880 146
PANASONIC IC(T-3910 136
PHONEAAATE 7210 86

SONY
CFD-470
 CD/Radio/Cass

Recorder
 Built In CD Player
 Double Cassette
 AM/FM Stereo Tuner
 Detachable Speakers
AIWA CSDSR3 236 JVC RCX-310
SONY CFD-460 216 JVC RCX-610
SONY CFD-765 206 JVC PCXT5
SONY CFD-775 446 JVC PCX-1000)
PANASONIC RX-DS20 216 SHARP GX-CD5I0
PANASONIC RX-DS620 226 MAGNAVOX AZ -8110

SONY SPP-120 146
SONY SPP-0I5 166
SONY SPP-320 236
SONY ITA-4000 256
TOSHIBA FT -6400 176
FREEDOM PHONE FF1755 126

186
246
336
536
256
226

SONY
D -802K
 Car or Home Use
 Dual D/A Cony.  LC

Display  Mega Bass

$226
SONY D-101 156 DENON DCP-70 .
SONY D-202 176 DENON DCP-150.
SONY D-303 226 KENWOOD DCP-52
SONY DT -24 186 MAGNAVOX AZ -6813
SONY D-808 246 PHILIPS AZ -6806
SONY D-555

206
266

CALL
186
226

276 TECHNICS SL-XP700 24c

RTWAVE RADIOS

GRUNDIG SATELLITE 500
 World Band Radio
 PLL Synth Tuning
 Memory Program

GRUNDIG TRAVEL II ...... ..96 SONY CF PRO 80 346
GRUNDIG TRAVEL III 146 SONY CF --2010 336
GRUNDIG YACHTBOY 230 176 SONY F-SW20 86
PANASONIC RFB-45 176 SONY CF-SW7600 106
PANASONIC RFB-65 216 SONY CF-SWIS 288
SANGEAN PRO ATS-808 226 SONY F-SW77 476
SANGEAN MS -101 96 SONY CF -7601 96

MINOLTA FREEDOM ZOOM 90C
 38-90MM Zoom Lens
 Built-in Flash
 Fully Automatic

$186
MINOLTA FR. ZOOM 1051246 CANON PHOTURA . . . 236
NIKON ZOOM TOUCH 5005186 FUJI DISC. 900 PLUS 176
OLYMPUS INF. ZOOM 200176 FICOH NARAI 3 TOP RATEM286
OLYMPUS INF. ZOOM 330236 RICOH ZOOM SUPER 216

PANASONIC KXF-90
 10 Page Auto Doc. Feed
 Auto Paper Cutter
 Built -In Answer Mach

SHARP FO -130
SHARP FO -240

396 SANYO FAX 330
496 PANASONIC KXF-50

SHARP FO -334 576 MURATA FAX M-700

596
426
356

BEL 922 ..-w-,

UNIDEN RD 9XL 86
UNIDEN RD 3XL 126

 X,K & Ka
.,,..i? UNIDEN RD8 ... ............... .... 76

,.: UNIDEN RD 3000 136
Bands -OLDENRD 2400 116

 City/Hwy 146
/ 0,# 0 i BEL 952 176

Switch BEL 966STR 256
WHISTLER 3000 156
WHISTLER 5000SE 196
640 FLU UNE IN STOCK

WE CARRY A LARGE SELECTION OF CAR ALARMS...
KENWOOD  UNGO BOX  CODE ALARM ETC...

1 U,11Plik I

RETURN POLICY
Returns accepted within

10 days (must be called in
for prior authorization).

Products must be in original
condition. Returns subject to
restocking fee, shipping and

handling not refundable.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT
THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

ASK ABOUT 6IN AVE'S
30 DAY SPEAKER TRIAL!

OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE
U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI

' PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH

AVENUE ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY

' 6TH AVE ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN

AUTHORIZED DEALER OF BOSTON ACOUSTICS

MERCHANDISE AND THE MANUFACTURERS

WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

V I

IRON

k Pk, s U i ifqiik

--- iiiliBiifBl11i1li
emm led 14111111111117__1_

SONY XR7280
 Removable Cassette
 18AM/FM Presets  Scan
 Auto -Reverse  Dolby° B& C
BLAUPUNKT MALIBU.....196 NAKAMICHI TD560' 686
BLAUPUNKT DAYTONA CALL NAKAMICHI Tuner Deek1636
CLARION 9772RT 216 NAKAMICH1 Tuner Dec1,2'466
CONCORD CX-50X ... 196 PIONEER KEH-2200 . CALL
CONCORD CX-60X 246 PIONEER KEH-7200 ...CALL
DE NON DCR7870 CALL PIONEER KEH-8200 ... CALL
JVC KS-RG4 226 SHERWOOD XR4164P .... 176
JVC KS-RG8 296 SONY XR4147* 156
JVC KS-CGIO... 396 SONY XR5500' 186
KENWOOD KRC-430' ....206 SONY XR7070' 246
KENWOOD KRC-540 . CALL SONY XR7180' 296
KENW000 KRC-730' ....296 SONY XR7600* 366
KENWOOD KRC-830' ....336 SONY XRU880' CALL
KENWOOD KRC-930' .... 376 SONY DTX-10"0AT CALL
NAKAMCHI TD540' 526 TOSHIBA TX -550 296

ADS 320IS*
 2 Way Component Sys
 Handles 100 Watts

76
ADS 30015'

216
ADS 30015' 266
B. ACOUSTICS 797" 156
B. ACOUSTICS 841" 1 46
B. ACOUSTICS 851" 166
B. ACOUSTICS 861" 176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2"246
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 5.2**.256
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2'  276
B. ACOUSTICS PRO10.0*  146
BAZOOKA RUM
CERWIN-VEDA XL15S .CALL
INANITY 52-K' 86
INANITY 62-K' 96
INANITY 692K' 126
INFINITY 693K" 166
INANITY CS -5' 176
JENSEN JXL-603 76

JBLJBL

1500GT1
CA 106LL106

JBL 7500 86
JBL 7903 CALL
KENWOOD KFC-H0100' .86
KENW000 KFC-H0160' 116
KENW000 KFC-6992' _126
MB QUART 0M215CS' .226
MB QUART OM218CS .246
MB QUART OM13010(' .166
NAKAMICHI SP1010' ....136
PIONEER TS -A6904 66
POLK AUDIO MM4600' _46
POLK AUDIO MA14620' 86
PYLE KP-69400 116
R.FOSGATE SPP124 276
SOUND STREAM SSIO' 176
SONY XS -6951' 126

GUARANTEED DELIVERY ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS We do our Best to Have Sufficient Inventory on all Advertised Products. Rain Checks Available Prices are for Mail
C



PM Mt ORDERS ONLY)

4-6,m
CALL 201-467-0100

RED

NAKAMICHI CD -TUNER 1*
 Removable CD Tuner  16 Bit
D/A Converters  CD Changer FP
Controller  Random  Seek

DENON DCC-8770' 476 PIONEER DEH-980 CALL
KENWOOD KDC-658" ... 296 SONY CDX5040' 296
KENWOOD KOC-75R ...346 SONY CDX5080' 336
KENWOOD KDC-85R ...426 SONY CDX4040" 246
KENWOOD KDC-95R" ...456 SONY CDX-U8000 CALL
PIONEER DEH-780 _....CALL SHERWOOD XC-6320P .286

CLARION AUDIA 62C0...366 SONY CDX-A15* 306
DE NON DCC-1570' 376 I SONY CDX-A15RP 376
JVC XLMG600 .. 296 SONY CDX-U500 CALL
KENWOOD KDC-401' ....396 SONY XES-C1* CALL
NAKAMICHI CDC101* ...686 PIONEER COX -M40 CALL

ROCKFORD FOSGATE
PUNCH 150HD*
 150 Watt Power Amp
 2 Channels  Bridgeable

$38
ADS PH -15' 456
ADS P0-8' 126
ADS P0-10' 356
ADS P0-20' 526
ALPHASONIK PMA4C30E 196
ALPHASONIK GP2100 296
CARVER M20901 246
CARVER M40501' 316
HIFONICS CALL
KENWOOD KAC-821' ....286
NAKAMICHI PA -302' .... 366

NAKAMICHI PA -304' . 366
PROTON CA490 296
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 45HD' 226
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75HD' 316
SHERWOOD XA11810 176
SHERWOOD XA12400 216
SONY XES-M3* CALL
S. STREAM D10011' 256
S. STREAM D20011' 366
S. STREAM MC 140V 346
S. STREAM MC 245 436

ADS 642CSI 186 SONY XEC-1000' 186
CLARION 704E0A 116 I SONY XE-90 AAKII* . 166
CONCORD CE -E07.. 156 SONY XE-8MKII ...... 246
KENWOOD KGC6042 ...216 SONY XES-P1* CALL
SONY XEC-500' 116 TOSHIBA TO -220 196

GO -VIDEO GV-20100 676
HITACHI VTF-350A 326
JVC HRD-X4OU 256
JVC HRD-910U 376
JVC HRD-940U ........ 436
JVC HRD-980U 476
JVC HRS-4700U 516
JVC HRS-6700U 636
MAGNAVOX VR-9060 II -M346
MITSUBISHI HS -U35 286
MITSUBISHI HS -U54 426

PANASONIC PV -4160
 4 Head Hi-Fi Stereo VHS

$2 Dig Auto Tracking  1 Month/
4 Prog Timer On -Screen Menus

MITSUBISHI HS -U55. 496
MITSUBISHI HS -U65 . 736
MITSUBISHI HS -U82 ._...1196
PANASONIC PV -2101 216
PANASONIC PV -4110 246
PANASONIC AG -1960 ...CALL
RCA VR665HF.. ........ ._ 396
SONY SLV-R5UC CALL
SONY SLV- 686UC 466
SONY EVS-900 MAP - 1546
TOSHIBA SV-F990 II STOCK

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SONY SLV-585HF
 4 Head Hi-Fi Sterec VHS
 1 Month/8 Event Program s416
 On -Screen Menu  Full Remote

PANASONIC Doolu
 Multi Disc Laser Player
 Last LD-Function Memory $436
 MASH D/A Comers on System

MITSUBISHI MV -8000 CALL QUASAR LD-500 486
696 I PHILIPS CDV-600 796DENON LA -3000'

PANASONIC LX -1000 846 SONY MOP -333 396

PIONEER CLD-V820
 Sing -A -Long Combi Laser

Player  Removes Vocals
 DSP  Hall/Stage/Arena Fields
PIONEER CLD-V510 496 PIONEER CLD-V920 .......CALLI
PIONEER CLD-W20 676 PIONEER KMAOKE PM UNE CALL

INCLUDES SOFTWARE
WORTH 1100

with Pudase d Philips (DI

PHILIPS CD -I 910
 Combines Audio and Video with Text & Graphics
 Max 19 Hour Capacity  Thumbstick Remot

MITSUBISHI
CS -3525R
 35' Tabletop Color TV
 On -Screen Program
 181 Channel Cable Comp.
 Comb Filter  Remote

$1946
HITACHI CT2048B 336
HITACHI 27MX-I3 526
HITACHI 3110(13 976
JVC AV -2081S 416
JVC AV -2781S 696
JVC AV -3551S 1596
JVC AV -3591S 1896
MAGNAVOX RP1930 226
MITSUBISHI CU010R 376 TOSHIBA CX3062A ...30 TUBE
MITSUBISHI C-V724R 696 TOSHIBA CF3566A 35' TUBE
MITSUBISHI C.S515R ....1696 1.77n4FTEM
PHILIPS 27P242 746 ANASONIC 21 .... 436
RCA F20706FT TN Rated! PANASONIC PVM-2021 .... 476
RCA G35100 .. 3S TUBE QUASAR W-1220 ........ . 546
SHARP 25RT511 75' ....316 QUASAR W-1213 486
SONY KV-13TR24 246 MAGNAVOX CRM-132 496
SONY KV-19TP0 336 MAGNAVOX CRM-202 556
SONY 10/-20EX 120 ...........426 SAMSUNG VM-6003 446
SONY KV-20TP7 346 SONY GV-200 1MM 786
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SONY 10/-27EX R20 626
SONY KV-27EXR90 796
SONY KV-27XBR55 996
SONY KV-29XBR85 CALL
SONY KV-32TS35 .1396
SONY KV-32XBR51 1496
SONY KV-32XBR55 1596
TOSHIBA CZ3299K 1DTr

Pp
IUSHIBA
TP-4880A

 48' Projection N
 Carver Sant Holography

Sound System
 Stereo MTS  Hi Res
BEST SOUND
AND PICTURE
QUALITY EVER!
MAGNAVOX RA.. -8341P 1396 MITSUBISHI CS -4507 2396

2196 I RCA P-52151 CALLHITACHI 46UX79

MAGNAVOX 13).-8550A CALL MITSUBISHI CS -5007 2466
SHARP VISION X4-101 0700 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE
SHARP VISION X, 120 *500 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE

WE CARRY A LARGE SELECTION OF
 SONY  RCA  HITACHI  MITSUBISHI

 PHILIPS 8. TOSHIBA PROJECTION TVS
MANUFA:"TUFIERS USA WARRANTY

MULTI -SYSTEMS

HITACHI VT-598EM
 4 Head Multi -System VCR $496 3 Speed  Auto Head Cleaning
 Full Function Remote Control

PAL CAMCORDERS SONY KV-2184 546
SONY CCD-TR75E 876 SONY KV-2553 796
SONY CCD-F455E 846 HITACHI CMT-1459 296
SONY CCD-F555E 1096 HITACHI CMT-2159 596
SONY CCD-TR105 896 JVC C -21M1 446
SONY CCD-T13105 CALL SHARP 14N51 346
HITACHI VME-UE 1096 PAL MULTI -SYSTEM VCRS
JVC GRAX-10E 846 PANASONIC AG -WI CALL
NC GF-500E 856
PANASONIC NV-MS70 .... 1096
PANASONIC NV -M1000 946

MULTI -SYSTEM 1111
SONY KV-1484 336
SONY KV-1084 466

SHARP VC-77DE 386
TOSHIBA V-87 376
TOSHIBA V-880 596
AKAI VSX-470 456
SONY SLX- 546
JVC HRD-63970 NS 496

67" AVE ELECTRONICS RETAIL LOCATIONS
NEW YORK
1024 &1030

6th AVENUE, NY
7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUN 114

212.391-2777

NEW JERSEY
331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

201T:41397061646

NEW JERSEY
22 Rt. 22 WEST
SPRINGFIELD, NJ
7 DAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-9 SUN 11.5

201.467-0100
1r Only. Not Responsible for Typographical Errors. Ad Represents a Small Percentage of Inventory. Customer Service-. Mon -Fri 10AM-6PM CALL 201-467-3905. PRICES VALID THRU 5/1/92.
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Heitor Villa -Lobos
M\ NY admirers of the Brazilian
Heitor Villa -Lobos (1887-
1959) consider him to be the
most original composer this
hemisphere has ever pro-
duced. In 1987 the one -hun-

dredth anniversary of his birth was
overshadowed in the United States by
observances of the fiftieth anniversary
of the death of George Gershwin
(1898-1937). Nevertheless, some fine
new recordings of the music of Villa -
Lobos were made during his centenni-
al year, and these, along with some
older ones recently transferred to CD,
give us excellent opportunities to hear
and enjoy the work of this phenomenal
Latin American.

Villa -Lobos was largely self-taught.
His father, an amateur musician, gave
him instruction on the cello, which
remained his favorite instrument, and
he became a virtuoso guitarist in the
popular style of street musicians in Rio
de Janeiro.

In his youth he traveled widely in
the backwoods of Brazil, and he used
to say that he learned music not in an
academy, but from a bird in the jungle.
On these trips he heard folk songs and

dances from Indian
and African sources
that he wove into his
art music throughout
his career.

In the 1920's he went
to Paris, where he had
great success and ab-
sorbed lasting influ-
ences from French
Impressionist music.
After the mid -1940's
he had similar success-
es in the United States.
Always prolific, at his
death he left a body of
work estimated at over
1,000 compositions.

For someone just
beginning to explore
the music of Villa -Lo-
bos I recommend his
five preludes and
twelve etudes for solo
guitar in a centennial -
year recording by
Eduardo Fernandez
(London 414 616-2).
These works suggest in
the most beguiling way

the languorous quality of life in the
Latin American tropics. A 1987 recital
of his Impressionistic piano music per-
formed by the Brazilian pianist Cris-
tina Ortiz (London 417 650-2) is equal-
ly accessible and appealing.

More exotic is Xango, a selection of
chamber music and choral works per-
formed by the Quintet of the Americas
and the Sine Nomine Singers (New-
port Classic NPD 85518). It contains
five of the composer's Choros, pieces
in a loosely defined popular Brazilian
form written for different combina-
tions of instruments ranging from solo
guitar to full orchestra. The Quintero
em Forma de Cho ros seems to de-
scribe the lush Brazilian landscape not
with ooga-booga jungle sound effects
but with real Impressionistic tone
painting.

"Brazilian Festival '88" (Delos DE
1017) includes the virtuosic Fantasia
for Cello and Orchestra played by
Janos Starker with the Orquestra Sin -
arnica da Paraiba conducted by Elea-
zar de Carvalho. Also on the disc is the
colorful score of Villa-Lobos's first
ballet, Uirapurii (the name of a Brazil-
ian Indian chief).

A recent recording of Magdalena,
an ambitious folk operetta (CBS MK
44945), features Judy Kaye, Faith
Esham, and Jerry Hadley. It gives a
tantalizing hint of what Villa-Lobos's
five operas might sound like.

Robert Bonfiglio is the soloist in a
remarkable recording of the Villa -Lo-
bos Concerto for Harmonica (RCA
Victor 7986) with the New York
Chamber Symphony under Gerard
Schwarz. In the transcriptions of
shorter pieces that fill out the disc, the
harmonica perfectly captures the mel-
ancholy strain characteristic of a lot of
Latin American music, such as the
Argentine tango.

Villa-Lobos's favorite composer
was Bach, to whom he paid tribute
with a series of Bachianas Brasileiras,
ingenious compositions that put
American musical materials into Ba-
roque form. The hauntingly beautiful
Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5 for sopra-
no and eight cellos is Villa-Lobos's
most famous composition. Barbara
Hendricks gives it a warm, lyrical per-
formance with the cellos of the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra (EMI CDC
47433). The disc also includes strong
performances ofBachianas Brasileiras
No. 1 (also for eight cellos) and No. 7
for full orchestra with the RPO con-
ducted by Enrique Batiz.

If you're really interested in this
composer, you will want "Villa -Lobos
par Lui-Meme," a six -CD set imported
from EMI France (CDZF 67229). Here
Villa -Lobos conducts authoritative
performances of his own composi-
tions. (The mono sound from the
1950's is decent.) Besides major works
for piano and orchestra, the Sympho-
ny No. 4, all nine Bachianas Brasi-
leiras, and five Chem -0s, it includes four
suites from his little-known film score
Descobrimento do Brasil (The Discov-
ery of Brazil).

Since we neglected Villa -Lobos in
1987, perhaps we can honor him in
1992 during the observances of the
quincentenary of Columbus's discov-
ery of America. Public scolds tell us
that it's politically incorrect to cele-
brate Columbus's voyage, but this
composer's artful synthesis of Euro-
pean, Indian, and African music is one
reason to be glad the Admiral of the
Ocean Sea set sail in the Nina, the
Pinta, and the Santa Maria. 0
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BUY It Right A Great Store, Great Prices,
Detailed Service &.  Excellent Selection

...The First Time
RECEIVER SPECIALS

Pioneer VSX-9900S
Integrated Receiver $725
125 W/P/C Front, 40/40 - Center/Rear,
Dolby Pro -Logic, DSP, Smart Remote Control
JVC RX-705VTN $305 Pioneer VSX-3800 $295
JVC RX-805VIN $375 Pioneer VSX-49005 ... $395
JVC RX-1050VTN .... $1125 Pioneer VSX-5900S S495

Nir CD PLAYERS

Pioneer PD -6700
Compact Disc Player
Bitstream Technology, Digital Output,
Full Function Remote Control, Programmable

JVC XLM -505Th $215
JVC XLM-705TN $295
JVC XLZ-441Th $195
JVC XLZ-1050TN $625

$195

Pioneer PDM.650 $295
Pioneer PDM -640 $265
Pioneer PDM-550 5235
Pioneer PDT M1 $365

CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED

jvc AV 2051 335
JVC AV 2651 $515
JVC AV 3551 S1725
RCA F20551 S295
RCA F27235 S795

V

20" Color TV
Remote Control,
Stereo Monitor,
On -Screen Displays

$299
RCA F35100ST $1775
Toshiba CS1926 $265
Toshiba CF2055A $315
Toshiba CF3062A $825
Toshiba CF3266 S1175

JVC RX-905 Surround
Sound Receiver
120 W/P/C Front, 70/30 - Center/Rear,
Dolby Pro -Logic, Subwoofer Out, Full Remote
Sansui RZ-9500AV $495 Technics SAGX-303 ..$2.85
Sherwood RV6010RS $395 Technics SAGX-505 $365
Technics SAG X-100 .. S155 Technics SAGX-710 $475

$745

CASSETTE DECKS
11181111111n,,,

JVC mw-805TN $285Dual Cassette Deck
Dual Autoreverse, Continuous Record,
Dolby B, C & HX-Pro, Linear Counter
Aiwa ADWX-616 $185 JVC TDV-541Th $265
Aiwa ADR-707 $205
Aiwa ADWX-717 $235
Aiwa ADF-810 $285
JVC TDR-441 $195
JVC TDW-505TN $225

Pioneer CTS -709 $365
Pioneer CTW-850R $365
Pioneer CTW-650R $275
Pioneer CTW-M77R $385
Pioneer C1V-M66R $305

VCRS

Hitachi VTF-350 VIIS $3654 -Head, Hi-fi, Remote, 2 -Years P&L
$245 RCA VR334 $255JVC HRDX20

JVC HRDX40
JVC HRS4700
RCA VR 535
RCA VR68OHF

$285
$515
$325
$425

Toshiba M658
Toshiba M458
Toshiba M222
Toshiba SV771

Call
Call

$235
$645

CAR STEREO & MOBILE ELECTRONICS
Autotek 970GX1 $285 - kitik
Autotek 7050BT5 $225
Autotek 7204BTS . $525 leak
Cerwin Vega XLDD S85 -
Cerwin Vega XL155 $155
Clarion 9470 $175
Clarion 1.1 OA $185
Clarion C a .70 $385
JBL T-902 S125pr

JBL T-903 SI 55pr Sherwood XR-
JBL 1500 GTI $195 Pioneer DEH -880
Orion 420GT $325 Pioneer DEH-780
Orion 2150SX $495 Pioneer DEH-680

14 $195
$435
$365
$345

V
RADAR DETECTORS

Whistler Spectrum II $175
Bel 922 $125
Cobra RD -3163 $145
Cobra RD -3183 $195
Fox Superfox 350 $55
Fox Microfox 3200 $125

LASER PLAYERS

Pioneer CLD-3090 $785
Top -Of -The -Line Auto -Reverse
Laser Disc Player w/Digital Effects
Pioneer CLD-M990 .. $395
Pioneer CLD-1090 ... $425
Pioneer CLD-2090 .. $625 Panasonic LV-101 $435
Pioneer CLDV-720 $685 Panasonic LX -1000 ...Call

Call for dismounted
laser -disc catalo 

SPEAKERS
OHM Cam 32
 2 -Way Floorstanding
 250 -Watt Handling
 10" Woofer

$32 5pr
Cam 16 $125ca
Cam 42 $215ea
4X0 $795ea
Walsh 5 Call

ALL PRICES PER
AR M-1
AR M-5

PAIR Advent Heritage $445
$195 BIC V62 Absolutely
$725 BIC V630 The Best

AR m-6 $1025
AR Partners 570 $285
Advent Baby II $125
Advent Legacy II $345
Advent Laureate $375

BIC V820 Prices On
BIC V830 ... BIC America
JBL LX -22 $285
JBL LX -44 $386
JBL LX -55 $675

Pinnacle PN2+/PN Sub
 Satellite Subwoofer System $295
 Diaduct Porting Price
PN 5+ S75ea PN 7+ 5115eaI

PN 6+ $95ea PN 8+ Call

CAMCORDERS
Canon E-65
 a 1 Power Zoom
 2 Lux / Low Light
 Infrared Autofocus
 Wireless Remote

$795
Ricoh R 1.:

Panasonic PV19
Panasonic PV21
Canon UC1

$1085
$690 Minolta 516
$725 I JVC GRAX22
$765 JVC GRAX10

Lows 6 antiories

$765
$595
$795

MT III -SYSTEM SPECIALISTS
Al.- 1' vNDS  AKAI  GRUNDIG HITACHI
Every Major Brand of Portable & Walkman

at the Guaranteed Lowest Price!
MON. - FRI. 9 - 9

SATURDAY 9 - 6  SUN 11-4

CANADA
WE APPRECIATE

YOUR BUSINESS...
IT'SALWAYS A PLEASURE

TO SERVE YOU.

213 SOUTH STREET / ROUTE 24 MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960

00-258-4556
V 10 DAY MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE v

 NO FINE PRINT  SAME WW PRICE FOR CASH OR CREDff
 NON -COMMISSION SALES PEOPLE  CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED

CUSTOMER SERVICE

201-984-6732
U.S. ORDER LINE

201-984-8080=



6:75 SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

01
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11
01

ti
0:0

OS

OS ArliVOX
A

MF
D. 5

A PACO,
Removable 25x2

12(441471Fter amp.
4 channels List
bridgable nom

11111110111 OUCIO (806400200) 621-8042
Monday Th3r1u2)Scturday 9-5

12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611
LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL-LX44
3 Way Speaker System

. titanium high frequency transducer
. 8- high polymer laminated bass tronsduc,

 5" midrange
Lost

5419 00 ea

JBL PRO PERF +
3 pc Sub SAT Sys,

WHARFEDDAIILE
DIAMON
41/4- 2 way

JBLL20t3BK
2 -way bookshelf
speaker system

SALE '1892
List
439 00 SALES3290°

Lost

150 00 SALE59091

List
299 00 SALES 140°1

ALLISON CD -6 List
8" bookshelf speaker 230 00 SALE5129n

.1111. 62T List
6" 2 way 115.00 SA LES6911

PORTABLES

SONY WM-FX33
AMIFM Stereo Radio

Casette player
 Auto -reverse with direction and

mode selectors  Variable Mega
 Ultra -light MDR headphonr,

5558495 SALE $4995

SONY D33
Discman Port
CD Player

SONY CFD50
AMFMCDCAss
w mic mixing

SONY CFD-460
CO1Coss AMIFM
Dubbing. 3 pc

JvCRCx-mo
AMFMCDCass
DubbingRemote

lir112$
Port CD

list
179 95

List
199 95

sALE$139"

SALE 5139°5

List
289 95 541E518955

List
29995 SALE5219"

List
24995 SALE5169"

AUTO

*1. 95133

PANASONIC CQ-DP 30
 AMFMCD  1 bit mash  22x2 Amp.

List
542900

AIL T-900
6s9

SALE $23995

List 8708899 95 SALE .4..

List
500 00 SALE8249"

SALE s179"

likiwasump:a..pguipiii,w iiwarimuitimplmo Impww.solip:mtim:Imp .wwww:ip.imp:www:wo
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CASSETTE DECKS RECEIVERS

TEAC W-995RX
Double Cassette Deck

 Auto reverse  Full function wireless
remote  Dolby' BC dbx N R

 One touch dubbing

List
5799 00 SALE 545995

TEAC V2$SCHX List
Dolby HX Pro 14595 SALE$8995

TEAC W520R
Dubbing Ailt List
Dolby' & C 26900 SALE5159"
TEclitilcS
RSTR- 212
Dolby' B. Deck .1 List
auto -rev 19995 SALES 149"

JVC TDR-441
Dolby' BC HX-Prc
Auto rev CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XD -7.507
Rotary -head DAT
deck. One bit AD List
converter mono sea 55999s
JVC TD -W505
Twin Hi-Fi auto reverse
HX-Prol3IC N.R. CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC V -970X
Dolby' HX-Prc 3 HD ListDolby

DBX 79995 SALE $455

BAriliZZE
TECHNICS SA-GX505

Quartz Synthesized
AMIFM Stereo Receiver

 110x2 lront  10x2 rear  0 centei
 Dolby. Pro.Logic Surround

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS
SA-GX710
125x2 front. 20.2 rea
20 center. Dolby'
Pro -Logic Surround

JVC RX305 TN
50 watt ch
A V remote,
Compu-Link

TECHNICS
SA-GX303
85 watts w surround List
sound 320 00 CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SA -OX 100
40 watt ch
remote control CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-505V
so r2 front, 40x2 rear.
Dolby Surround. CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-905V
Dolby' Pro -Logic
Digital Sound Processing CALL FOR PRICE

AUDIO TAPE VIDEO
MAXELL XLII 100 10 52250High Biasfor

1DX SAX -90
High -Bias

SONY SR -90
metal cass

MAXELL R-60 DM
Digital Tape DAT 56"
MAXELL MX90
Metal Bias 10 ,,,522"

10 b '199°

10,, '19"

10- -$215°
TDK MA -110
Meta tcu,

HEADPHONES
SONY MDR-CD6 List $11995
Digital Stereo
Headphones SALE $7995

AKG K-55 50
List

03 SALFS3r
List

AKG K240M ....12000 SALES7r

SONY MDR -M66 List

Music Monitor 9495 SALE559"
List

KOSS PRO4 XL 12995 SALT $79"

SONY MDR 1F5K
Cordless List
Headphones 199.95 SALE599"

PANASONIC LX -200
 Remote Laser Disc -CD Player .5 -

 Laser formal  Optical Of;
LiSt
5900 00 SALE $59995

JVC NRD 940 List
HiFi 4 HD. Jog5huttle 699 00 SALE 5426°'

SONY SLv-545
Remote Control VHS HIFI,
Videocassette recorder

SONY MDP-333
Remote Multi -disc
player

PANASONIC
PV -54167
5 -VHS with shuttle

ta10-SOURCE
With Dolby' Pro -Logic

JN VECW-NRS6700U
S -VHS Hifi, 4 HD

PHILIPS CDV-600
bit D A. multi laser

disc player wi remote

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

List
749 00 SeLE$59995

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

121 E. Delaware Chicago 60611

NOTE: This islustd partial listing of our exten-
sive inventory Please call for quotes on add,
tional items or to request a free price list

C Sit FOR PRICE

List
260 00 SALE S16995

.1/SA

CD PLAYERS

TECHNICS SL-PG300
Programmable

Compact Disc Player
A new generation 01 CD player using the

MASH Digital -to -Analog converter
 10 key direct access on front panel

& remote control

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS
SLPC705
Top load 5 disc
changer. MASH List
1 bit DrA 24995 SALE5169"
TECHNJCS
SL -P5700
1 bit Mash CALL FOR PRICE

JVC X52-441
1 bit DAC
8x Owrrsampling CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS
SL-PG100
Mash Digital to
analog convert.- CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD -1
CD Cass combo. List
Dolby B 29995 SALES 169"

OMIT
CD changer. 5 Disc List
Mash 21995 SALE515995

Dims
1 bit. Mash. front loading
remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLM-505
1 bit DAC remote CALL FOR PRICE

JVC-XL2-611
Dual 18 bit DAC L

Digital outputs 4800(SALE5279t5

TURNTABLES

TECHNICS SL-QD33
Quartz Direct Drive

Turntable
 Automatic dual motor system
 Gimbal suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE
TECHNICS SL 120011
 Quartz -locked direct
drive manual turntable
with tone arm CALL FOR PRICE

CARTRIDGES
SHURE List
M-11 HE 14995 SALE55700

AUDIO TECHNICA AT1SSLC
Linear contact. List
Spec buy 299 95 SALE5119"

MIDI SYSTEMS

(

PANASONIC SC-CH10
Lifestyle Component System

 Dolby' Pro logic  CD player  door',
synthesized OAF M stereo tuner w 26

presets  5 band gr eq.  Dbl auto -rev co,
deck  3 way spkr sys  35 key lull rem°,

List
$990 00 SALE $77500

le11 msg:,.6vsyste.

'-S

P ices in this ad are for
mail-order only. Freight
charges not included in
prices All merchandise
shipped brand new. fac-
tory fresh with full war-
ranty. Not responsible for
typographical errors.
Prices and availability
subject to change.

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first
14 days from date of shipment may be 'eturned to
us for repair or replacement at no additional
charge.' After the 14 day period It is the manufac-
turer's resonsibility to repair or replace an item
through their US. warranty NOTE: Certain manufac-
turers require all returns to be processed directly
through them and not through us so pleas* ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
are subject to a service charge.

Does not Include shipping tees

Amplifier, Tuner, Dbl auto
reverse cassette deck.
CD player CALL FOR PRICE

JVC MX -70 List
Midi system 1000.00 SALE567995
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Discs and tapes

reviewed by Robert Ackart,

Richard freed, David Hall,

George Jellinek, Eric Salzman, and

David Patrick Stearns

BACH: Magnificat (BWV 243). VIVAL-
DI: Gloria (RV 589). Barbara Hendricks
(soprano); Ann Murray (mezzo-sopra-
no); Jean Rigby (alto); Uwe Heilmann
(tenor); Jorma Hynninen (baritone);
Academy and Chorus of St. Martin in the
Fields, Neville Marriner cond. EMI
CLASSICS ® CDC 54283-2 (56 min).

Performance: Upbeat
Recording: Strong

These are strong, lively, upbeat record-
ings of two of the great favorites of
Baroque choral music. The tempo of the
opening chorus of Bach's Magnificat is
hair-raising-but it works. The spirit of
the rest is equally strenuous: energy,
drama, earnestness, not high polish. The
solo singing is of consistently high quali-
ty. If there are such things as Baroque
choral warhorses, these pieces qualify,
but there isn't a trace of performed -
once -too -often quality about the read-
ings. There are more intimate, rococo
versions and fatter, more romantic inter-
pretations of these works. But why
would anyone want a Magnificat and
Gloria to do anything but storm the heav-
ens with aplomb? E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas, Op. 10:
No. 5, in C Minor; No. 6, in F Major; No.
7, in D Major. Richard Goode (piano).
ELEKTRA NONESUCH O 79213-2 (54
min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Lifelike

All the virtues we've come to associate
with Richard Goode's Beethoven per-
formances are happily in evidence here.
One does not carry away impressions of
brilliant pianism but of how rich these
works are. The D Major Sonata, proba-
bly everybody's favorite in this set, is
properly rambunctious yet never hints at
untidiness. This is not, after all, the
unbuttoned kind of humor Beethoven
would throw at us in later works; the
work is simply very alert and good-
humored, an apt contrast here to the

Explanation of Symbols
= Compact disc
= Tape cassette

Classical Musi
earnest drama of the C Minor Sonata and
the more grandly proportioned, more
forward -looking D Major. Goode tells us
exactly what we need to know about
each work, and he does it so straightfor-
wardly and free of fuss that one would
hardly think of using such a term as
"revelation," but it could hardly be
more suitably applied. Exceptionally
lifelike piano sound, too. R. F.

BRAHMS: Cello Sonata in G Minor (see
RACHMANINOFF)

DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B Minor;
Symphonic Variations (see Best of the
Month, page 82)

DVORAK: String Quartet No. 12, in F
Major, Op. 96 ("American"); Quartet No.
14, in A -flat Major, Op. 105. Cleveland
Quartet. TELARC OO CD -80283 (57 min).

Performance: Polished
Recording: Very realistic

The well -loved F Major Quartet was a
product of Dvotak's 1893 summer holi-
day in Spillville, Iowa. While the A -flat
was begun in America, it was completed
only when he was back home in Bohe-
mia. The last of his string quartets, it
shows the composer in peak form and
makes a good foil for the much more
familiar 'American" Quartet. The first
movement begins in slow and intense
fashion. The second movement, a scher-
zo based on the Czech furiant dance, is
one of Dvotak's prime essays in the
genre. Following a lengthy and lovely
slow movement, there's a dashing and
dynamic finale.

The Cleveland Quartet's perfor-
mances here are endowed with a verve
and high polish that show to best advan-
tage in the A -flat Quartet. The middle
movements of the "American" make for
gratifying listening, but the outer move-
ments are a bit brisk for my taste. The
recording is an extraordinarily realistic
presentation of a chamber ensemble un-
der ideal acoustic conditions. D.H.

GOUNOD: Faust. Richard Leech (ten-
or), Faust; Cheryl Studer (soprano),
Marguerite; Jost Van Dam (bass),
Mtphistophdles; Thomas Hampson
(baritone), Valentin; others. French
Army Chorus; Chorus and Orchestra of
the Capitol of Toulouse, Michel Plasson
cond. EMI CLASSICS O CDCC 54228-2
three CD's (204 min).

Performance: Unusually satisfying
Recording: Excellent

This new recording of Faust re-establish-
es the familiar work as the essence of
French grand opera-urbane, elegant,
skillfully constructed, and dramatically
trenchant. If the plot lacks inexorable
logic, the music and pageantry carry us

along. Michel Plasson's direction in-
spires the performers and imbues the
opera with new life.

Tenor Richard Leech has the proper
voice for Faust; essentially lyric, it is
nonetheless strong enough to achieve
musical climaxes without loss of focus or
quality. His dramatic interpretation is
entirely credible, as complete a realiza-
tion as we are likely to hear. Cheryl Stu-
der's Marguerite is a total conception,
musically and dramatically. Her two big
numbers, "Le roi de Thule," frequently a
crashing bore, and the "Jewel Song,"
too often a showpiece for the prima
donna, are both sung in character.
Studer's Marguerite grows: The credu-
lous girl in the garden, freshly awakened
to love, is then betrayed; fearful, lonely,
and desolate, she descends into shame,
despair, and, finally, madness. Studer
conveys all these moods with her
voice-and a beautiful voice it is.

khard Goode: no -fuss Beethoven

Jose Van Dam's Mephistopheles is a
worldly, polished grand seigneur. Like
his colleagues, he uses his voice as a
medium of characterization as well as of
musical communication, recalling with
his rich, limpid bass the graceful villainy
of a Pinza or London or Siepi. Thomas
Hampson, as Valentin, sings his cele-
brated farewell richly and movingly.
More important, he affectingly unfolds
the personality of a zealot whose "mor-
al" conviction inhibits his humanity.
The rest of the cast sing well, articulate
the text clearly, and make their roles
dramatically believable.

Altogether, the combination here of
masterly musicmaking and sensitive
awareness to underlying dramatic values
have yielded one of this opera's finest
recorded realizations. R. A.

HAYDN: Die Jahreszeiten (The Seasons).
Arleen Auger (soprano); John Aler (ten -
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or); Hfikan Hagegard (baritone); Minne-
sota Chorale; Saint Paul Chamber Or-
chestra, Joel Revzen cond. KOCH IN-
TERNATIONAL CLASSICS © 3-7065-2 two
CD's (136 min).

Performance: Low-key, refined
Recording: Very good

Following the overwhelming success of
The Creation in 1798, and urged by the
enthusiastic art patron and avid Handeli-
an Gottfried van Swieten (who provided
the libretto), Haydn wrote his second
oratorio, The Seasons, soon thereafter
(1801). While The Creation is an impos-
ing and uplifting work on a cosmic sub-
ject, The Seasons offers a bucolic slice of
Austrian country life with singspiel over-
tones.

Conductor Joel Revzen and his fine
Saint Paul players give us a leisurely and
jovial Seasons here, and it may be a valid

over Band, Roy Goodman cond. NIM-
BUS ® NI 5318 (57 min).

Performance: Electric
Recording: Resonant

The Hanover Band and its director, Roy
Goodman, have never been media dar-
lings like Christopher Hogwood and his
Academy of Ancient Music or Roger
Norrington and his London Classical
Players. Their recordings have been un-
even, but some eclipse those of their
more celebrated rivals, and this is one of
them. As much as I like Norrington's
recording of Mendelssohn's "Scottish"
Symphony on EMI/Angel, this one has
more of a period flavor, stronger rhyth-
mic propulsion, and more of a sense of
live performance. In fact, it's the first
recording in years that made me hear this
warhorse with fresh ears.

While Norrington blends the music's

Emanuel Ax and Yo -Yo Ma: an ideal chamber -music team

approach to an oratorio that is domestic
and not heaven -storming in character.
The orchestral tone is warmly transpar-
ent, but certainly not big. The chorus is
properly attuned to the overall view, and
the balances are right; choral definition
becomes cloudy in climactic passages,
but no more so than in rival versions.

The three soloists deliver their recita-
tives with clarity and sensitivity. Hfikan
Hagegard puts too much pressure on his
voice for his opening recitative but soon
settles down to deliver a smooth and
warm -toned account of his music. John
Aler's tone is attractive, and Arleen Au-
ger's exquisite sound and phrasing are
particularly delightful in her lightly float-
ed cavatina, "Licht and Leben" (No.
30). Sonically, the new set scores strong-
ly. Warmly recommended. G.

MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No. 3, in A
Minor, Op. 56 ("Scottish"); Hebrides
Overture, Op. 26 ("Fingal's Cave"); Calm
Sea and Prosperous Voyage, Op. 27. Han -

textures into a homogeneous dark hue
that makes the sound remarkably similar
to that of modern orchestras, Good -
man's textures are more layered, lean,
and transparent, revealing many more
details. Norrington takes a more Classical
approach, with minimal tempo variation;
Goodman uses a greater variety of tempos
and yet, with his lively sense of rhythm,
achieves more overall cohesion.

The Hebrides Overture is a bit ragged,
but even this performance has its revela-
tions in the ethereal sound of the string
figures, and a somewhat more successful
performance of the infrequently heard
Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage rounds
out the disc. This recording is further
evidence that the quest for authenticity
needn't lead to standardization. D. P. S.

PROKOFIEV: Cello Sonata in C Major
(see RACHMANINOFF)

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concerto No. 2 (see
TCHAIKOVSKY)

RACHMANINOFF: Cello Sonata in G
Minor, Op. 19. PROKOFIEV: Cello So-
nata in C Major, Op. 119. Yo -Yo Ma
(cello); Emanuel Ax (piano). SONY
CLASSICAL ® SK 46496 (64 min), © ST
46486.

Performance: Sumptuous
Recording: Superb

RACHMANINOFF: Cello Sonata in G
Minor, Op. 19. BRAHMS: Cello Sonata in
D Major. SCHUMANN: Fantasiestiicke,
Op. 78. Janos Starker (cello); Shigeo
Neriki (piano). RCA VICTOR ® 60598-2
(70 min).

Performance: Aristocratic
Recording: Good

The performances of the Rachmaninoff
Cello Sonata on these two discs offer a
wonderful study in contrast between two
of the finest cello virtuosos of our time,
Yo -Yo Ma and Janos Starker. Ma and
Emanuel Ax make an ideal chamber -
music team, and here they function as
virtually a single organism, responding
wholeheartedly to the emotionality and
drama of the lush, lyrical 1901 sonata.
They extend their expansive treatment
by giving us the first -movement exposi-
tion repeat. For his part, Starker is cool,
aristocratic, and never less than the
complete musician. He forgoes the first -
movement repeat and in general, expert-
ly accompanied by Shigeo Neriki, comes
up with a much tauter reading.

Starker's CD includes the lovely
Brahms G Major Violin Sonata in a cello
version that the annotation credits to
Brahms himself. That may or may not be
accurate, but whatever its provenance,
Starker makes a good case for it here.
Nevertheless, I'm not about to give up
my treasured Szeryng-Rubinstein re-
cording of the original. The other cou-
pler, Schumann's Fantasiestiicke, is a set
of brief and typical character pieces,
contrastingly lyrical and impulsive.
Schumann scored them originally for
clarinet but with the performance option
of viola or cello. Again, Starker offers an
elegant and precise reading, but I still
prefer the lighter -textured clarinet ver-
sion over the cello.

The late (1950) Prokofiev sonata that
fills out the Ma-Ax CD is beautifully
written for the instrument, but it is typi-
cal of the composer's output after he was
beset by Soviet bureaucrats. Ma and Ax
no doubt give the best possible perfor-
mance, but it amounts to three move-
ments of pleasing but bland fare.

The Starker-Neriki disc was well and
cleanly recorded in New York's Man-
hattan Center. Ma and Ax used Mechan-
ics Hall in Worcester, Massachusetts,
and the sonics are simply magnificent-
some of the best chamber recording with
piano that has ever come my way. D. H. a

RAVEL: La Valse; Bolero (see ROUS- a
SEL)

ROUSSEL: Symphony No. 3, in G Minor, a
Op. 42; Bacchus et Ariane, Op. 43, Suite
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COMPETITIVE PRICING ... CALL NOW FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

CAMCORDERS
JVC GRS X900

NC CRS 70711

A  IZED SALES CENTER

SONY, CANON, RCA, JVC, PANASONIC
- THIS MONTH's SPECIALS -

 NC / GRS7OU $699  BTM 8.200M 1E51 CANON/ . . $499
 GRS707U $895  8rnrn PALM SIZE $599
 OLYMPUS VXHBOA 306200m  PALM SIZE CORDER

HI BAND 8mm $795 w/ Image Stabilozer 5849
CALL for LATEST PRICE on ALL BRANDS

SUPER VHS & BETA
SPECIALS of the MONTH

 4.2 SUER VHS HI -Fl MTS Super Fly 5499
Erase/110 Lines/ Synchro Edd . . .

 TOSHIEA 4 HEAD HI -TI STEREO . . $3 19
$299 BE TAMAX

 Elmrn PLAYER RECORDER . . . $329

COMPACT
BOOKSHELF

STEREOMOST BRANDS

UX-1, MX -90,
MX -70, MX -50

 ACTIVE HYPER -BASS CIRCUIT

 CD PLAYER w / PROGRAM PLAY
OF UP T D 20 TRACKS

[ CAR STEREO

 CAR CD CHANGER

 AM FMC PLAYER

High Power, Pullout

Remote Mount

Hih
Pullout

1 Bit Technology

$279
s199

$359

CALL FOR
PRICE!

VIDEO LASER PLAYERS

 VIDEO LASER DISC DIGITAL STEREO

VIDEO DISC DIGITAL STEREO
w/Auto Reverse s529

s299
 LASER DISC w/ Special

Effects 8 Optical Output

OPEN: M -F 9-9 SAT 9-6 SUN Closed

D
1166 HAMBURG TPKE_

WAYNE, NJ
CIRCLE NO 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

s769

DOLBY ® PRO -LOGIC
HOME THEATER
DIRECT VIEW TV's
 yr MTS TV 739
 32- PIP/ MTS STEREO TV . . . . $1090
 35' DIRECT VIEW TV S 1499

LCD 70" PROJECTOR....51099

OVER
900

LINES
RESOLUTION

35"
NC

SUPER

INPUT

ISM

HI-FIIRECEIVERS
 DOLBY PRO LOGIC $299100 Watts Per Channel

 DOLBY SJRROUND
85 Watts Fer Channel Remote

 40 WATTS Per Channel
STEREO

$199

$149

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

17407g

40" - 70"
Rear Projections

b
TOSHIBA HITACHI

SONY, JVC & MORE

VIDEO PRINTERS
DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS

Picture in Picture
 DIGITAL SPECIAL EFFECTS - MULTI PRINTS

4 9 16 or 25 Different Images on 1 Print

 HIGH QUALITY IMAGE PROCESSING
756 Color Gradations, Nearly 17 Million Colors

NAMES AVAIL.
ALL BRAND 799

LIFELIKE SOUND
 VIRTUAL NVISIBILITY
 ALL MODELS AVAILABLE
CALL FOF BEST PRICE

THE LOWEST PRICE EVER
FCR PATENTED BOSE

ACOUST/MASS SPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY,

DISC PLAYERS
 PORTABLE C D

 SONY WALKMAN

STARTISZ AT

5129

PORTABLE CD
COMPACT STEREOS
STARTING AT s/49
CD DUAL CASSETTE $219

FOR CUSTOMER

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY ,_EGITIMATE PRICE SERVICE CALL

(201) 696-6531INFORMATION & ORDERS:

1 (800) 444-6300
We ship within 14 hours
All prices quoted include
manufacturer's standard
accessories US Warran-
ty All units are factory
sealed Shipping 8 handling
extra

:.O.D.

CONVENIENT FAX $1(201) 633-1476



SYSTEMS/BLANK AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO ACCESSORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR TEL
ERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS BUSINESS
UTER FURNITURE/CAR STEREO RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
URITY PERSONAL PORTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE CO

Technics SA-GX100
Remote AM/FM Stereo Receiver
 40 -walls per channel  36 -key A V remote
 Quartz synthesized tuner w 24 -presets
 Station Ne  4 -audio & 1 -video input  Large
huorescent display  A B Speaker switch

Our

rowe 5/5995
Puc (TEC SAGX 100)

Sherwood RA -1140
.25 watts/channel. surround sound . . . 599"
Teoc AG -500
50 watts/channel matrix surround . . 959"
Teac AG -1000
 100 watts/channel. surround. remote . $249"
Technics SA-GX303
85 watts/channel. Dolby Surround . . $279"
Technics SA-GX505
110 watts/channel. Dolby pro Logic . 5349"
Technics SA -0X910
.125 watts/channel. Dolby Pro Logic . $689"

Cassette Decks

Teac V-39OCHX
Cassette Deck

 Direct.funchon mechanism  Dolby B & C
noise reduction  Dolby HO -Pro headroom
extension  Fine bias achustrnent  2 -color 110
Peak level meters

our

$9995 (TEA V390CHX)

Teoc V370
.Dolby B. auto lope select

$7995

Teac V-510
Dolby 11/C /HX Pro cull -logic $129"
Technics R5-81465
Auto Reverse Dolby B/C/HX Pro 989"
Sherwood DS -70008
.3 head Dolby B/C/HXPro 999"
Technics RS -11X606
3 head Dolby B/C/HX.Pio $249"
JVC TDV-541
.3 -head. Dolby B/C/HX.Pro, 3 motor . . $299"

COMact Disc Players

Technics SL-PG300
Remote Compact Disc Player

 MASH 1.bil digitarto-onolog converter  Niter
servo system  Peak level search  30 -key remote
 20 -hock programming  Eon guide  Headphone
output with volume control

oar

Pric$14995 (TEC SLPG300)

Sherwood CD -1000C
4 X sampling, 16 -track programming . . $99"
Teac PD -485
.8 x oversampling, remote $129"
Teoc PDC-400
5 disc CD Changer rotary remote . . 959"
Teac PD -D700
CD Changer &disc remote . . 5199"
Technics SL-PD807
5 -disc 32 x oversampling. MASH . . . $249"
JVC XL -M505
.6 CD magazine r. I single remote . 5249"

Head hones

Loudspeakers

Bose 301 Series II
Direct/Reflecting Speakers

 2.woy ported bookshelf speakers  8 -inch *core with
two 3 -etch tweeters in Free Space Ana).  DuariTeouency
crossover  Woodgrain or OloCri vinyl veneer

$29995 Pair
once

(BOS 301-II/Wood) (BOS 30111.11K/Black)
Technics SII-L40
2 way 10 woofer

Technics 581.60
3 way. IT woofer

.air 59905

'0,929"
Pinnacle PN5+ /Oak

5 vs
Compoct 2 way dioduct . . . Pail 149
Technics SI1480
.away 12 woofer Poo $169"
Jtl L -40t3
.2 tray 8 woofer

Cenyin Vega AT -15
3 way 15 woofer. 400 watts . Poi, $599"

...$349"

Turntables/Cartrid  es

Double Cassette Decks

Teac W-410
Double Cassette Deck

 Convenient way to make tape copies
 Deck H I features record & play  Deck I/ 2
is playback only  Dolby B now reduction
 High speed copying  Bras fine tuning

Our
Low

$9995Pric (TEA W4I0)

Technics RS-TR212
Deck 11 A R Dolby BC 959"
Teoc W -520R
Dual auto -reverse. Dolby B/C/HX.Pro . 979°'
Technics RS.TR313
Duai auto reverse. Dolby B/C/HX.Pro . 979°'
Teoc W-5301
Dual auto reverse. Dolby B/C/Hx.Pro . 999°'
JVC TDW-505
Auto reverse pitch, Dolby B/C/HX.Pro $229"
Technics RS -T5515
Dual auto -reverse. Dolby 11/C/HX.Pro . $249"

Loudspeakers

Pinnacle PN-8 +
Two -Way Speaker System

 & black polypropylene woo'er  Liquid
Cooled dome tweeter  Dual dioduct ports for
superior bass  10-125 watts power handling
 Ook accented cabinet

$29995 PairC ribs (PIN PN6 + /OAK)

Memorex WM-200
Weathermales. with mounting bracketsPo, $99"

JR Performer
.2 way mini shielded poi, CALL
Corwin Vega SW -12B
Subvtoofer 12 woofer inch 5199"
Atlantic Technology Pattern 100
3 pc Powered System

Design Acoustics PS -10A
3 way IT woofer mirror Image ..Pair CALL
Bose AMS-Il
AciNirimaii lac speaker system . . $749"

Equalizers/Accessories

Sony MDR -V6
Digital Ready Headphones

 Digital -ready  lOynomrc closed ed, monitor
design  Compact folding headband  Oval
earpads with 40mm drivers  One-sided litz
cord with uni-match plug  Response 5-30kHz

LDO.. $6
995Pric (SON MDRV6)

Sony MDR -V2
Closed ear folding headband . . . . 534"
Koss PortaPro
Lightweight Superaural. dual plugs . . $39"
Sony MDR -V4
.Closed -ear Folding headband dual plugs 554"

Sennhelser HD -450
.Open 011 digital ready. dual plugs . . 574"
AKG K240M
Siudio Reference Headphones circurnoural$89"

Beyer DT -990 Pro
L(ghlweight Monitoring Headphones . 999°5

Shure M-111HE Universal Mount
Hyperelllptical Cartridge

 Use or) standard P Mount torreariro
 Hyperelliptical stylusr  Dynamic stabilizer
 tracking force I 25 grams

0.,
$39" (SHU MIIIHE)

Audio Technlca AT-311EP
Universal Mount Cartridge hne.contact . 99°'
Stanton 500ALMP
D1. Standard Mount 2.pack $32"
Audio Technica AT-331LP
unNeirol mount linear contact stylus

Stanton 680EL
Disco Cartridge w/extra stylus . .

Technics SL-BD20
Turntable. semi auto bell.drire . . . 589°5
Technics SL -011133K
Fully Auto Turntable, quartz. direct . . 5159"

$3995

$5995

MEM
Audio Source EA -11

10 -Band Graphic Equalizer
ouro: per -,anne. or sloe i  Spectrum

analyzer deploy ;Audio V.:leo input switching (for proper
impedance Matching)  lapertntaDe Sanding RD
record & tape monitor

our $72995
priC e (ASO 1Q11)

Target ITT
11ItiskIvel Speaker Wall Bracket . Par 529"
Teac EQA-6
-Graphic Equalizer. 10bands/ctionne . $69"
Teac EQA-22

Graphic Equallzer/Analyzer 10 bands/cr 599°5

Pinnacle PN-50
Center Channel Speaker. shielded roar $99"
Audio Source EQ-8/II
Graphic Equalizer. 10 bands/channel . 599"
Audio Source EQ-10
Graphic Equalizer/Analyzer pink -noisy 5299"

IP

TIti3 Mutat io
Compact Disc Specials

BOBBY VERRIN

CHICKCOREA

IN 95477

/-\
4;4.

11111111TX1 Alf

*BLUE NOITE.

YOUR CHOICE

1199 699
Also Available
Bob Belden Ensemble

Straight To My Heart.
The Music Of Sling (IN 95137)

Holly Cole
Blame It On My Youth (IN 97149)

Jock DeJohnetle 8 Special EdMon
Earth Walk (CD Only) (BN 96690)

Eliane Elias
A Long Story (IN 95476)

Richard Elliot
On The Town (IN 96687)

Available For $10.99/CD, $5.99/Cass
Illinois Jacquet

Flies Again (CD Only) (BN 96272)
Johnny Smith
Moonlight In Vermont
(CD Only) (BN 97747

Chet Baker
Best Of Check Baker Ploys. (BN 97161)

Disco Equipment

VI

VI Pgliitakv-1
zt..-17421

Gemini PMX-350
Disco Mixer

 p,'s lo' 3 pnono 4 line xrk & I 4 mic inputs
 Voice synthesizer  6 built-in sound effects
w speed control  7 -band on EQ  Echo effec'
 rolkover switch  Cueing  19 rack mount

Our

Pric $24995 (GMI PMX350)

Gemini XL -11D10
Serni Auto turntable belt pitch . . . . $89"
Gemini PMX-100
Mixer/Prearnp 1phono/3-line . . '139"
Stanton PMC-SOOT
DJ Miser scratch -mixing $19995

Digltech RDS-11000
Dlgllal Delay/Sampler $299"
Ness EZ-1000
E 2 logger smoke generator . . $299"
Gemini PDM-5008
Mixey Digital Sampling. (0 . .

.53499,

EMR =ED
ORDER TOLL -FREE

7 DAYS A WEEK
24 HOURS A DAY1.800.221.81800uts8-41ide7U.-373S.A7 Call:

1-71

J&R Music World, Dept. SR0492, 5940 QueensMIdtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378 71°1



SIONS/VIDEO PROCESSORS/CAMCORDERS/VIDEO CAMERAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES
PUTERS/PRINTERS MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER SOF

CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PER
LCULATORS ITERS RECORDS COMPACT DISCS PRE-

SupenSpecith.
New Release On VHS
Meal, PP MNMUM. pet Ma

;

1695
 4'

,.sern

lioodhilas
Edward Scissor Hands $16.95
Miller's Crossing $16.95
Henry V $16.95
Come See The Paradise $16.95
Park, Texas $16.95
Fatal Attraction (Directors Cut) $26.95
Star Trek IV (Directors Cut) $26.95
The Last Picture Show $16.95

Monty Python & The Holy Grail $16.95
Monty Python: Meaning Of Life $16.95
New Jock City $16.95
Hamlet $16.95
Thin Blue Line $16.95
Mermaids $12.95
She -Devil $12.95
Cadillac Man $12.95

New Music On Laser Disc

Your Choice $2695
The Chieftains: Bells Of Dublin
Cream: Strange Brew
Foreigner Feels Like The First Time
INXS: Live Baby Live
Jose Cameras Sings The Songs

Of Andrew Lloyd Webber
Rod Stewart. Story Teller
R.E.M.: This Film Is On
The Minds Eye

Antennas/Remotes

Terk tam Model AF3000
Amplified AM/FM Stereo Antenna

 Ur -matched AM and FM reception  20 x
more powerful than passive wire dipoles
 Optimum AM & FM performance  High tech
design  Affordable price

?C. $34 95
Pr ce

Memorex AVil
RrePrOgrammed Remote for units . . $29"
Parsec ARC
AM 'FM Electronic Ant. frequency seiecr 49"
Gernstar VCR +
TVCR instant programmer. I step . .

One-FonAll 12
Preprogrammed Remote for 12 units .

Memorex CP8-Turbo
Universal rernole centre'. 156 commands

Terk AF -9925
Pi Amplified AM/FM Antenna . . .

(TRK AF3000)

. $59"

$8495

$8995

$8995

Video Recorders

Panasonic PV -2101
HQ VHS Video Cassette Recorder

 On -screen display programming  Full
,nonnel digital quartz tuning  Quick play
 Dana' auto tracking  1-rnonth 4 -event timer

our

$22995 (PAN PV2I01)
Samsung VR-3711
TVHS Recorder onscreen. remora . . 5199"
Samsung VR-8501
141.F1 Stereo VCR ahead 5299"
Panasonic PV -4160
THI.F1 Stereo VHS Recorder. ahead . . $349"
Toshiba M-647
TVWS Hi Fi Recorder 4 hood 5399"
Sony SLV-585
-VHS Hi.F1 Recorder ahead CALL
JVC HR -56700
S VHS Hi Fl Recorder Ahead CALL

=N

Sony WM-WX5O
Wireless Cassette Walkman

 Enpy headphone stereo Irstening wrthout the
cord  Wireless system transmits up to 9 feet
 Auto -reverse  Dolby e  Requires 2 x AA
batteries

Lou. $7995niceN (SON WMWX50)

Sony SRF-29
AM/FIA Stereo waisman Radio Closeout . $17"
Panasonic RF-H2A
ru Stereo Headphone Radio Closeout . $19"
Sony WM-AF29
AM/FM /Cassette Walkman.Cionioul . . 534"
Sony SRF-88
AM/FM Sports Walkman. NEW . . . 549"
Sony WPAS-FX30
Am/FIA/Casseffe Sports Walkman. aulotev579"

Panasonic RA -170
AM/FM/Cossette Recorder speaker$99"

Audio/Video Accessories

2:13:=11111M

SONY
m:arszEzEum

Sony BE -V8
Video Rewinder

 Convenient unit COcribine5 video cassette
tape rewrnder & eraser in one  Automatically
erases while rewinding  Requires 4 x AA
batteries

dui

$724 95Puce (SON BEV8)

Discwasher RCS
Record Cleaning System

Discwasher CD
CD Radial Cleaner with fluid

Monster Cable Zapit
Remole Control Power Booster

Audio Source LLC-2
CD Loser lens Cleaner . .

Audio Source Video/LC
 Laser Video Lens Cleaner . . . . .519"
Leslie Dame LP -140
Record Storage Rack holds 140 LPs

$895

5995

51495

$1995

$1995

Video/Televisior

SONY
imxtarsscui

Sony CCD-TR7 8mm
"Hanclycam" Mini Camcorder

I4.Fr AFM stereo sound 4 -capsule stereo olio  8 I
power zoom lens ve mocro 1 2 CCD  alit  gunk
record  Vanable speed strutter up to I 4000th sec
 1.pace digtol supenmposer  thong erase reod

CALL FOR LATEST PRTE
(SON CCM))

Toshiba CF -1313
I y Color IV onscreen.remote . 129"
Sony KV-201527
20' Color TV stereo CALL
Panasonic PVM-2021
VHS Recorder/20" TV Combo . . . .5499"
Sony KV-27TS27
1t Stereo ry Monitor. surround sound . CALL
JVC GR-AX10
VHS C Camcorder w/DC light. 8.4 zoomSPECIAL

Panasonic PV -41
VHS Camcorder. 121 digital zoom . . CALL

Portables

Panasonic RX-DT505 AM/FM/
Cassette CD Portable Stereo

 Full -logic dual auto reverse cassette with
Nigh speed dubbong  CD player features I -bit
DIA converters & 36 track programming Full -
function wireless remote

our

$32995PrIc (PAN RXDT505)

Sony CPS -204
TAM/FM/Cassette Stereo auto shutoff

53995

Panasonic RX-FS410
AM /FM/Cassette Stereo Closeout . $44"
JVC PC -111
TAM/FM/Cassette Super fast 3 -pc. cioseo.iiS79"

Sony ICF-7700W
WoriclOond NW/LW/EPA/SW Closeout . 959"
Sony CFD-100
AM/FM/Dual Coss & CD. AC/DC. Closeort$179"

JVC PC -X100)
3 pc rortable Stereo. AM/FM/CD/Cats $249"

Video Accessories

Videonics DirectED+
Personal Movie Maker

 Comcrines auto video editor fire generator graphic:
generator & special effects generator e one und *Place
scenes in arty order  1411 w Ci1g1011V-garroted C010,
gtOP,PC3  Titles in roulticte syes & 64 -colors  Remote

$38995
Price (VIE DIRECTED +)

Recoton IR-100
Rernore Infrared Extender

JVC CG -V60

549"

Character/litier Generator 517905

Vidicraft VDM-300
Enhancer/Color Processor 999"
AudioSource 5$ -Three
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Processor . 5299"

A4955Videonics TM1
yideo htlemaker broadcast qualRy

Panasonic WJ-AVE5
Digoto Audio/Video Miser CALL

Blank Video Tape

FREE P1SMP

WM Olt
WITH PURCHASE

Sony MP -120 Metal
Particle 8mm Video Cassettes
 Advanced metal particles for a more lifelike
picture  New backcoating for smooth wrung
performance  Perfect for camcorders and
home decks

O.,

Price

$4490 10 Pock
Price (SON P6-120)

Maxell T-120EX
VHS Video Tape standard . . 9 -Pone 52290

Sony 1-750ES
-Beta tape standard grade . . l0 -Pock $279°
Maxell T-120HGX-Gold
VHS Video Tape high grade . . 9 -Pock 528"
TDK T-120EHG
VHS tope.extro high grade . . 10 -Pock $2990

Scotch 1,16010+
High Grade VHS tope . . . 10 -Pace 5399°

ID* TC-30EHG
VHS -C high grade tope lOpock . .

5419°

Electronic Reference

Franklin LM -6000
Speaking Language Master

 Defines over 300 000 words speaks over
110.000 words- from Merriam Webster  Over
500.000 synonyms & 10 000 antonyms
 Electronic Grammar Handbook  Word games

Ou,

1.°7. $249" (FRA LM6000)
Seiko TR-2500
Stanguage European Translator . . 539"
Sharp EL -6260
Auto phone dialer. 4501/names . . $54"
Casio SF -4300
32K Databank. raised keys 15004/names $79"

Royal DM -200
Personal Organizer. UK. 12-funcloon . . 599"
Sharp OZ -7620
64K Wizard Organizer. ;MEM keyboard 522905

Hewlett-Packard HP -95U(
Poirntop PC/Databank w/lotus 126 . 5499"

1-800.221-8180

FREE CATALOGUE
For a FREE catalogue call toll -tree
1100-221-8180 or Write
J&R Music World
Department SR0492
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZiP

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No,
expiration date & signature.) TO. JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 590492, 59-59 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETN, QUEENS, NY 71378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge Is 5%
of Total Order with fl minimum. (Canadicn Orders Add 15% Shipping. with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please
double these charges. $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SAKES TAX

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1992 JAR Music World

ra



No. 2. RAVEL: La Valse; Bolero. Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, Neeme Jarvi
cond. CHANDOS © CHAN 8996 (68 min).

Performance: Fine Roussel
Recording: Excellent

If French music has been overlooked in
Neeme Jarvi's recording activity until
now, apparently it was not for lack of
interest or of sympathetic response on
his part. He seems to relish the unique
rhythms and colors of the two Roussel
works here; he catches their spirit splen-
didly, and-by no means incidentally-
he has the Detroit Symphony playing
like a true virtuoso ensemble. The tex-
tures are marvelously achieved: just dry
enough in the symphony's remarkable
scherzo, ablaze without passing into
neon in the starry climax of Bacchus.

The Ravel pieces strike me as some-
what less successful. La Valse, in which
Jarvi makes not the slightest concession
toward voluptuousness, is enjoyable for
its brilliance and drive, but it's surprising
to find a conductor so attuned to both the
wit and the compassion in the Roussel
scores who is so unwilling to probe be-
low the surface in this work. The Bolero
is downright perfunctory, with some of
the wind players not quite prepared to
make the most of their solo passages.
What is entirely consistent throughout
this disc is the sound quality, which
represents Chandos at or near its formi-
dable best in respect to both richness and
definition. R.F.

SCHUBERT: Lieder (see Best of the
Month, page 65)

SCHUMANN: Fantasiestacke, Op. 78 (see
RACHMANINOFF)

SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 1, in E Minor,
Op. 39; Finlandia, Op. 26; Karelia Suite,
Op. 11. Oslo Philharmonic Orchestra,
Mariss Jansons cond. EMI CLASSICS ®
CDC 54273-2 (62 min).

Performance: Highly charged
Recording: Very good

Mariss Jansons brings to these youthful
Sibelius scores much of the passion and
brilliance that made his Tchaikovsky
symphony series for Chandos something
of a landmark. The disc actually leads off
with the Karelia Suite. There is a superb-
ly atmospheric treatment of the Inter-
mezzo with its echoing horns, a near -
perfect realization of the poignant
Ballade, and a smart and snappy perfor-
mance of the Alla marcia concluding
movement. The reading of Finlandia
conveys a fierceness that Makes one
realize what the piece must have meant
to the defiant Finns at the turn of the
century when Tsarist Russia was bearing
down relentlessly on their national aspi-
rations.

The First Symphony here is in much
the same vein. The opening movement is
unusually rich in its illumination of inner
detail, and the execution of the tricky
woodwind work in the scherzo is bril-

Kyoko Takezawa: impressive debut

liant. The finale has the Oslo players on
their toes all the way. Throughout the
performance I sensed the conductor's
keen awareness of the Finnish speech
rhythms that underlie much of the the-
matic material. Except for some lack of
definition in the choral tympani figures
in the first movement, this recording
rates among the best EMI has given us
from Oslo. D.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D
Major, Op. 35. PROKOFIEV: Violin Con-
certo No. 2, in G Minor, Op. 63. Kyoko
Takezawa (violin); Moscow Radio Sym-
phony Orchestra, Vladimir Fedoseyev
cond. RCA VICTOR ® 60759 -2 -RC (63
min).

Performance: Big, warm tone
Recording: Close-up

When Kyoko Takezawa won first prize
in the Indianapolis International Violin
Competition six years ago she was still a
teenager, but she had already won a
prestigious competition in Japan in 1982.
Now she is well launched on her career:
She has appeared with both the New
York Philharmonic and the touring Roy-
al Liverpool Philharmonic, and RCA
Victor has brought out her first record-
ing. Made in Frankfurt in September
1990 and issued in Japan nearly a year
ago, it is an impressive debut. Takezawa
draws a big, warm sound from her su-
perb Strad, and she appears to be a
musician of innate taste and refinement
as well as unwavering technical assur-
ance. She is genuinely musical and obvi-
ously deeply committed to the idea of
bringing out each work's individual
character. Her phrasing and the applica-
tion of color seem always to be intuitive-
ly adjusted to that end.

Some listeners, conditioned by a more
traditional approach to concerto play-
ing, may find these technically stunning

and unarguably warmhearted perfor-
mances wanting in personal intensity, or
"personality." Others, I imagine, will
welcome Takezawa's willingness to let
the music come to life on its own terms
rather than in some homogenized blend
with her own personality dominant.

The partnership with Vladimir Fedo-
seyev works well, though one cannot fail
to notice the gap between Takezawa's
unselfconscious elegance and the some-
what less distinguished level of orches-
tral playing. Moreover, while it is unusu-
al to complain about the orchestra being
too far forward in a concerto recording,
the woodwinds in particular are too close-
ly miked. In general, though, the sound
is bright, powerful, ample in range, and
rich in detail, and the disc is definitely
worth hearing even though it may not
dislodge existing favorites. R.F.

VIVALDI: Gloria (see BACH)

Collection
GUNTER WAND: Modern Pictures. Stra-
vinsky: Concerto in E -flat ("Dumbarton
Oaks"). Fortner: Bluthochzeit, Inter-
ludes. Webern: Five Pieces for Orches-
tra, Op. 10. Martin: Petite Symphonie
Concertante. NDR Symphony Orches-
tra, Gunter Wand cond. RCA VICTOR @
60827-2 (55 min).

Performance: Superb
Recording: Excellent

Gunter Wand has been so strongly iden-
tified with the music of Beethoven,
Brahms, and Bruckner that it's a bit of a
jolt to find him recording music of our
own century. But it is a very stimulating
and enjoyable jolt, for these perfor-
mances, recorded live in 1984 and 1985,
all reflect the same level of commitment,
conviction, and happy discovery that
informs Wand's readings of the familiar
symphonies. The sequence itself shows
exceptional thoughtfulness in respect to
the most effective contrasts, building
from Stravinsky's relatively familiar
"Dumbarton Oaks" Concerto to the in-
triguingly colored chain of orchestral
interludes from Wolfgang Fortner's op-
eratic treatment of Garcia Lorca's Blood
Wedding (whose premiere Wand con-
ducted in 1957) to the commandingly
pithy Webern pieces to the expansive
and ingratiating orchestral masterwork
of the Swiss composer Frank Martin.
The playing is superb, the sound is excel-
lent-but the packaging is a disgrace.

None of the four works here is exactly
"basic repertory" stuff, and the labeling
fails to identify any of them at all ade-
quately. Each is simply listed by its title
and laid out in a single track regardless of
musical divisions. This kind of treatment
is by no means characteristic of RCA.
Victor, which has generally been metic-
ulous in its documentation. However the
lapse may have occurred, the musical
content is too valuable to be lost-or
allowed to go undefined. R.F.

a

r.
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Call Steve today for Low Prices!

I I I MST:DMUS D1SCOLNT STEREO
2417 W. Badger Rd.. Madison, WI 537I3
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We Sell For Less!
And still give you the best service!
STEREO RECEIVERS

1!-P
iti

1.1

NC RX-705 $ 31 5
100 watts, dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound

NC RX-805 Special
100 watts, 50 watt center, 20 watts rear

NC RX-305 Special
50 watts, A/V remote, 4 speaker surround sound

Sherwood RX4010 $176
65 watts/channel, 30 presets, discrete circuitry

MINI COMPONENT SYSTEMS

JVC MX -70 $625
50 watts/channel, 7 band EQ, CD with 32 track program,
twin A/R cassette., 2 way speakers

Denon G-05 In Stock
36 wts/channel, Tuner with 12 presets, Dolby B, music search

Panasonic SC-CH7 Special
20 watts/channel, CD with 20 track programming, Dolby B/C

Yamaha YST-C 11 $679
Active Servo, CD, dual casette deck, 4 band EQ, 3 way splor

CASSETTE DECKS

Aiwa AD-WX777 $ 1 77
Dual well, Dolby B/C, fine b as control, full logic

JVC TDW505 TN Special
Titanium finish, twin A/R, full logic, continuous pia',

NC TDV541TN $244
3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/Hx Pro, MPX

Teac V390 CHX $99
Center mount mechanism, Auto tape selector

JVC XLM505 TN Special
6 disc magazine, titanium fir sh , 4 way repeat, direct access
remote.

Teac PDD-700 $199
5 disc carousel, 18 bit, 8X, multi -function remote

Sherwood CD 1000 $99
4X, fully programmable!

Magnavox CDC -552 $189
5 disc changer, 16 bit, 20 track, change 4 during play

486SX Complete System!
 486SX20 Mhz
 4MB Memory

 100MB hard drive

 3.5" & 5.25' Floppies

 1024 x 768 512K video

 .28 VGA color monitor

 Two button mouse
 MS Windows/PFS

Window Works

$ 1 999
386SX/ I DOMB ...............................

$999

Panasonic KXP I 123 24pin printer .......... Call!

Panasonic KXP1624 24pin wide printer ..... Call!

Panasoncc KXP4420 Laser printer Call!

SPEAKERS

Advent Baby II
5.25" two way, 40 watts,

dome tweeter.

$122/pr.
JBL 4800 $399/pr.
3 way tower speakers, 10"woofer

Bose AM -3 Series II $449
St..bwoofer system, 100 watts

CAR AUDIO

Clarion 9731 $ 1 87
AM/FM in dash tuner cassette

JVC XLG-2000 $2 5 7
AMJFM in dash CD pl yer!
Pyle BT -800 "Toobz", 8" speaker $99

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
Sony D 802
Car Discman

Car cord and cassette
adaptor included

$ 229
Sony D-66, power $176
Pa na KXT4200, Cordless answer/phone $169
Whistler 3SE, ompoct, high sensitivity $148
Sony WMFX-43, Digital wolkman $89
Sony SPP-75, 10 ch. cordless $99

VISA or C.O.D Some Items closeout,
some limited items

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Rd.
Madison, WI 53713

 13 -Day Return Policy Returned items accepted within 10
days of purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original
condition. TO% restocking fee. Shipping and handling not
refundable.



SELECTION PRICE & EXPERT ANC
10800.54
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 AM/FM Cassette Receivers
 CD Changers  Car Amplifiers
 Car S. eekers  Radar Detecto

a/d/s/ Car Amplifiers Specials...Call For Price

BRAND NAME
Pro Logic Receiver
120W/a with remote

a/WW
70W/On rReceiver w/remole $569
JVC RX705VWI
100W/ch Pro Logic w/remote LOW
JVC RX505VT11
80W/ch Dolby Surround PRICE
Sartsui RZ9500
AN AWFM Stereo Receiver $499

Technics SAGX910
AN receiver w/MASH
Technics SAGX100 $.,,
40W/ch receiver w/remote I CPI
Brand Name
80W/[h receiver Wrenn, $359
Denon DRA335R
40W/ch receiver w/remot, CALL
Brand Name
75W/ch Pro Logic Receive'$499
Brand N

M/ Pro
Name Sc70130W/ch Logic receiver ...

FREE dbx Processor, th-'155;
Free dbx SX20 with 'd.

purchase of dbx SX1 0
SALE $39

ADC
Slimline200spectrum aequalirer

Audio Source E010
rtrn Realtime EO w/remote  LUU

BBE 1002
Si actone Maximizer w/lape !VIA ......

JVC JX151155
Aro !unction AN editor $499
Hughes AK100

Reteval System $349
Proton $01000
Remote surround sound unit $349

HAFLE

PS Audio Superlink
18-bit/I3X Digital CAL
Luxman 6007
Amp EOJSur round sound w/rc $ooLa
Soundcraftsman Pro EQ44

LOTOP RATED Equalizer

SSI 4000
Pro Logic Surround00 Sound unit CAL
JVX JXS1
4_92W/122u...qui AN selectT s9'

JX.WW
Powerful AN seedier w CAL

$149

109
8699

$169

V99
V89

'USER DIS'
-o:

Panasonic LX 1000
Multi laser disc player Features Autoreierse  Jog remote  S -VHS
TOP BRAND NAMES IN STOCK AS LOWAS

CHOOSE FROM: PANASONIC  DENON s 3 9 9
PHILIPS  ONKYO AND MANY MORE!

C
BRAND NAME

6+1 CD Changer
With remote control

SALE $199
Luxman DZ-92
Single CD w/5 year warranty

JVC XLIA405T11
6.1 Combo CD changer

Denon DCD3520
Top 01 The Line Demo Model

JVC X12441
sx OS wiremote e. optical out
Kenwood 0P990SG

,30

Onkyo DX6800
Oplo-coupling CD player

Advent
A1036
Graduate

1" tweeter
 B" Woofer

a/d/s/ M12
Ong $2000
a/d/s/ L400eDemo

$8

2 -way bookshell wet only $34999
Cerwin Vega 3M
4 -way loudspeaker w/15' wool CALL
Epicure Model 5
2 -way speaker Ong. $350 $129

XL600 $779 NAD MR13
13' Stereo TVXL280

Misfit 145 W dr power amp $529 NAD 1700
IRIS NAD 5100

Preamplifier

J-FET design Fresno with remote _ _ _$549
IRIS CD
ATTAiR 5225

NAD 7100
Receiver

FM remote controllable tuner - - NAD 5240SE150
16 -Bit remote controllable CO player $2 2 5 Compact Disc Player

NAD 5325SE240
MOSFET ITO Mich power amplifler $439 Compact Disc Player

SAP HONO $7995 NAD 5340
MC Om board Compact Oise Player -

Mishit 35W/ch poorer amp

L.11:ar-
STOCK

JVC PXCT5 raioAM/FM twin CD, dual cassette ...
JVC PCX100J

$990AM/FM CD dual cassette ww.
PANASONIC RXDT55 $.1.n

AM/FM CD. dual cas, LIS
SONY CFD765

AM/FM CD dual cuss CALL
SONY CFD460

A/FM CD, dual cassette LOW

$225 Compact Disc Player

Panasonic KXT1455
Twin [ass. beepertess remote $69
Panasonic KXT2632
Beeperless remote mess trans! $129
Panasonic KXT3720 ..,
10 ch cordless built -n intercom ' I uo
Panasonic KXT4200 , ,
Cordless with answer machine  I DU
Panasonic KXT3880
2 -line cordless phone $1 49

$389
$629
$289
$349
$249
$229
$299

ltnnnr

Sansui CDX711
TOT' RATED 1-hil CD:

Technics SLPG100
MATH 1-0d CD player

Technics SLPG300
32X OS MASH 1 ' .

JVC XLM705
6.1.2 -way rand

N AD 5170
Top Duality CD Chang- r

B rand !Woe
Top Rated 6 disc carousel CU

'599
$129

$149

'299
'399
$289

AR Partner 570
... 'ell speaker CALL

Camber .7T
2-* y i ' Ashell spkr $1 49
Cetion
SL 70C

les
models CALL

H uihes Speakers
FOR

B&W Speakers
Matrix 1 Matrix 2 LOW
MB Quart 350$
2-wFy Tower speakers PRICE
Memorex WM200
M/o.itdoor speaker w/brackel 599
Advent Baby II
2 -way bookshelf speaker CALL
Advent Heritage
Tr x Fate. IOW soaker

LAST CALL
LUXMAN POO
Automatic Turntable

 Linear tracking tone arm
 Belt driven DC motor
Auto record sensor
 Cartrid e included

40 PIECES LEFT

BRAND NAME
VHS -C Camcorder
SALE $549

JVC GRAX5
VHS -C 80 room, 1 lux low light $689
JVC GRAX10
VHS -C w/dieilal super impose CALL
JVC GRSX90
S -VHS -C Hi resolution LOW
Olympus VX806
8rnm compact camcorder $599
Minolta 8418
Elmm compact camcorder $739
Minolta 8-888
I-11-13 Band camcorder CALL

nally

Now$169
rie!

BRAND NAME
Remote VCR

SALE $19::i
JVC HRS4700U
S -VHS Hi-Fi VCR

JVC IIRS67000
S -VHS Hi -Fr VCR

JVC HR0980U
4 -lead Hi-Fi VCR

Hitachi VTF350
4 -head Hi -Fr MTS .

Toshiba M222
2 -head remote

Optonica VCG980
Hi-Fi VHS Vr.,

$499

CALL

LOW

CALL

'199
CALL

BRAND NAME
130 watt

Stereo Power Amplifier

SALE $259
Proton 0540
40W /Ch $1E-9
Philips FA860

- I amplitier $1/9
Philips FA80

pilher $4243
Proton AM200

. . ler $1 49
INT MAI

L80W mono amp for sulywooler

Audio Source AMPONE
170W mono ?moldier $239

JVC UX1
M . tem with remote

Yamaha YSTC11
Atm M cassene. CD system

ADC 1440
AM/FM CD changer system

JVC MX70
Call Srn mw MAC'S

Onkyo PCS05
,ystern PRICE

TOP RATED
All Models
In Stock
Call For
Prices

Denon PMA520
Quality integrated amplther $229
Onkyo ASV810PRO
325W NV integrated arnplitie' CALL
Onkyo 1909011

;- 4 ' .4.4r ' 4 f4 , CALL
Proton 440

'179
Kenwood KT88

$129
TUX711
AM/FM tuner w/Clicirlal decoder $399

Denon DT 400
Table radio with built-in
clock. Orig. $400 N )W

SALE $199
Demon 605 Panasonic SCT705

. vstem with rem, CALL w 5 -disc CD $399
Panasonic SCCH7
Premium sound Coat CI site, $699
Optonica COX17
Remote control compact systen $599
Optonica CDU10
Surround sound s stem demo) $995

$399

$599

$299

LON

krord roscrite
RF 2000 Power Amplifier
 Powerful, stable, and mus tally accurate
 345 watts into 8 ohms, 565 watts into 4 ohms
 16 MOSFET output devices per channel
 1150 watts dynamic power into

2 ohms ORIGINALLY $1198 NOW$699
RF 200 Pre Amplifier
'The RF200 met or surpassed all its specifications in our
tests." The bulletproof nature of the RF2000 amplifier was
readily apparent."
Julian Hirsch. Stereo Renew

ORIGINALLY EI559 NOW 299
VCRs  TVs
All Brands
"11 In Stock

Call Us Last
We'll Beat Any

Price
Printed
In This

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23
Kinnelon N.J. 07405 VISA

rder Br Fax i 8.2516

7 day ex WINICIOINO No sales too on out or stale peen': se  II 'son commissioned salesman
To Floe* An order pleas, send cashiers check. or postai money orders. Personal checks need le clays To cleat before merchandise shipped. Credit cards pleasehave your cord eody when ordering



Extending the Liszt qtliffi
[ISZT'S Concerto in E -flat, Op. posth.,
or "Concerto No. 3," probably com-
posed about 1839, came to light
about three years ago when a recon-
struction by the musicologist Jay Ro-
senblatt was published in Budapest.

It is a cohesive single movement running
about 15 minutes, more concise in its
gestures than either of Liszt's well-
known concertos, if without themes as
memorable as theirs.

Rosenblatt also prepared a performing
edition of Liszt's De Profundis, an utter-
ly different kind of concerted work,
which had not been entirely unknown.
Its existence is noted in catalogs of
Liszt's works, but he never completed it
and almost certainly never performed it
in its unfinished state. He composed it in
1834-1835, taking as his basic material a
plainchant setting of the Psalm 129
("Out of the depths I call to Thee") and a
theme he used also in his piano piece
Pensee des Morts. It is in two sections:
an expansive Andante longer than either
of the two familiar concertos and an
Allegro moderato that brings the total to
about 35 minutes. Rosenblatt's edition
of this work has been recorded, together
with the Concerto No. 3 and a version of
the famous Totentanz different in many
respects from the one we know, by the
American pianist Steven Mayer with the
London Symphony Orchestra under Ta-
mas Vasary on an ASV disc.

At the same time Rosenblatt was
working on his version of De Profundis,
the Canadian composer and arranger
Michael Maxwell undertook one of his
own. Maxwell's is performed by his
compatriots Philip Thomson (pianist)
and Kerry Stratton (conductor) with the
Hungarian State Orchestra on a recent
Hungaroton CD, together with Liszt's
by no means unknown arrangement of
Schubert's "Wanderer" Fantasy and his
neglected but delicious little Fantasy
on Themes from Beethoven's Ruins of
Athens.

On another Hungaroton disc, Jen6
Jand6 plays the Concerto No. 3 with the
same orchestra under Lamberto Gardelli
and follows it with some rarities for
piano solo: Liszt's arrangements of six
of his own songs and three extended
pieces based on marches by Schubert.

The ASV disc has the apparent advan-
tage of offering both "rediscoveries" in
a single package, but stronger cases are
made for both works on Hungaroton. In
the first place, Maxwell's is the more
effective edition of De Profundis; he
shows a greater feeling for orchestral
color and for contrast than Rosenblatt
does, and he has created an ending that
works very well. In the ASV recording
the work just dies away at the point
where Liszt left off.

Apart from the differences in the two
editions of De Profundis, both that work
and the concerto are simply played bet-
ter on Hungaroton. Thomson and Strat-
ton respond more alertly than Mayer and
Vasary to the brighter opportunities
Maxwell created for them in De Profun-
dis, and in the concerto Jand6 seems
much more inside the music than Mayer,
making it seem a work of real substance.

The filler pieces on Thomson and
Stratton's disc are brought off enjoyably
enough, and neither seems to be other-
wise available on CD at present. The

Philip Thomson

solo pieces on the Jand6 disc are more in
the nature of further discoveries, simply
because they are so seldom performed.
And the version of Totentanz that Mayer
and Vasary perform is also not available
elsewhere. Truly committed Lisztians
will want all three of these discs. For
those less committed, every musical
consideration favors one or both of the
Hungaroton recordings. Richard Freed

LISZT: De Profundis; Piano Conceit() No.
3, in E -flat Major; Totentanz (1853 ver-
sion). Steven Mayer (piano); London
Symphony Orchestra, Tamas Vasary
cond. ASV ® CD DCA 778 (67 min).

LISZT: De Profundis; Fantasy on Beetho-
ven's "The Ruins of Athens." SCHU-
BERT (arr. Liszt): Wanderer-Fantasie.
Philip Thomson (piano); Hungarian
State Orchestra, Kerry Stratton cond.
HUNGAROTON O HCD 31525 (68 min).

LISZT: Piano Concerto No. 3, in &fiat
Major; Book of Songs for Piano Solo, Vol.
2; Franz Schubert's Marches. Jen6 Jand6
(piano); Hungarian State Orchestra,
Lamberto Gardelli cond. HUNGAROTON
OO HCD 313% (73 min).
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CD STORAGE CONNECTION
THE DIPLOMAT PORTFOLIO

Univenture's Diplomat
Portfolio,. stores 48
CDs salelywIth patented
Safety -Sleeve., con-
struction and zippered
closure. Priced at
$89.95, its burgundy
leather -like surface with
decorative stitching and
brass corners make it
an attractive and afford-
able addition to any decor. To see UnNenture'sfuilline of high -
quality CD storage systems, call today for our

FREE COLOR CATALOG
1-800-992-8262

UNIVENTURE
P.O. Box 570 Dublin, Ohio  43017  (814)7131-2889

FAX (614)793-0202

THE PERFECT
CD STORAGE.
 SAFE & COMPACT
 RETRIEVABLE
 PORTABLE

Stores 40 discs and lists
their titles. Simply line up
the sliding indicator with
the desired CD and open the
top. Your selection is automatically
presented to you.

ONLY $39,95
Call to charge on
VISA or MasterCard 1-800-388-7597

CD -BOX 12OTM

CD -BOX 120'"
Holds 120 CDs in 2 drawers.
D: w 12", h 14'/2", d 14'/2"
Oak or Dark Oak $94.00 Walnut $99.00
Shipping UPS in cont. US $8.00 iler unit

LP/LD 160r"

LP/LD 160Tm
160 Laser Disc or LP capacity.
D: w 29", h 14 1/2", d 13"
Oak or Dark Oak $119.00 Walnut $135.00
Shipping UPS in cont. US $12.00

To order call 800-247-2018 (IE
.30 day money guarantee =

finFor Info Call Or Send SASE
Hills Products Inc. Box 1015, Hillsboro

NH 03244 (603) 4o4 -3W')

Cube
by Lorentz Design
rr,-)rrrerly The Cube Jr.)

Stores
306 CDs

Or any combination

*Featuring our patented ALLSTCP STORAGE SYS-FM, no slot!.
no plastic molds no wasted spa:e  Full -extension drawer
slides  from high quality oak eneers and hardwood 
23' H x 19 1/2 W x 11 1/2 D  Fly assembled  Stookable 

Available in L' ht, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($219) &
Black (5229) -Prices include shipping in Cont

To order or for hee brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc  287 Clarkson St.
Denver, CO 80209  Fax 303-744-9519

Dealer inquires welcome!

"...my top

choice."

CO Review

Patew pending

STORADISC"
Fine -furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non -slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured

finishes. 360 & 576 capacity shown. Smaller
sizes available. Write or call 1-800-848-9811.

Davidson -Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303

THE CD ORGANIZER.'
AS SEEN
ON T.V.

Do Away With Awkward Jewel Boxes:
The CD Organizer's' Safely Holds
24 or More CD's or CD ROM's in a

Convenient, Book Sized Binder
 Anti -static Sleeves with Protective Liner
 Keeps Dust and Oils Off Disks
 Laboratory Tested for Heat & Cold
 Unique Pocket Design for Easy Access
 Available in Black, Beige, Blue, Red,

Silver, and Charcoal
 ALSO AVAILABLE FOR COMPUTER DISKS

TO ORDER CALL SPECIAL
$19.95 each

1-800-352-2408 Plus shipping

CIRCUIT NETWORK, INC.
5428 N.W. 10th Terrace

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

DEALERS WELCOME

FLATTERING!
THE AUDIO ACCENTS

CD STORAGE COLLECTION

Sleek architectural details
crafted in brass, stainless

steel, and black aluminum.
Six models to choose from.

DESIGNED, MANUFACTURED, AND DISTRIBUTED BY

WNEK DESIGN, 528 N. 26TH ST., ALLENTOWN, PA 18104
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CD STORAGE CONNECTION MAIL ORDER MART

ll STORAGE+

No. A 150

This unit stores 150 CD's behind glass doors.
Three adjustable shelves with brass bookends

hold single (S? multiple CD's, Videos and
Cassettes - in any combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry. Can stack or
wall mount.

For FREE Literature ( Prices on our Full Line:
Call 1.800.432.8005 FAX 1.201,748,2592

L1
SORICc-S.

Nutley, NJ 07110,)
P.O. Box 747

MI A @a

for a
sound value.

R A

Our solid oak
Stack Racks will
fit audio, video
and satellite
components,
providing
unmatched
flexibility
and economy.
Available in
black lacquer
or honey oak
finish.

To order,
contact us
through P.O. Box 609, Boone, NC 28607,
800-344-5116 or FAX 704-262-0844. SR03:
$49.95, SR02: $39.95 and SR08: $49.95.

The Market Tree, Ltd.
Manufactured k,:

Tree )imensions,

AJOIC 14.117? -
1
AM

r - -

",

NEW Y111{K WHOLESALE

 Prices subject to change
 Prices exclude

shipping charges
 Not responsible for

typographical errors

FOR FASTEST
SERVICE CALL (212) 684-6363 al (212) 684-8046

CALL FOR PRICES ON NEW MODELS
CD Pt AYERS

YAMAHA
CDC625 259 CDC610 469
CDC7I5 339 CDG815 429
COX550 239 CD9750 299

DENON
DCM320 239 DCM420 319

DC05713 179 DC0670 239
0002560 549 DC0970 329

SONY
CDPC315 209 CDFC515 249
CDPC6I5 289 CDPC7I5 349
CDPC9I0 349 CDP591 179

CDP491 139 CDP291 119

PIONEER
P04700 129 P05700 149

P06700 169 P07700 269
PD1M1 349 7004450 179
PDM455 199 P064550 219
PDM640 249 PON650 289

NAD
5425 249 5340 329
5000 399 5060 369

NAKAMICHI
CO PLAYER 4 289 CO PLAYER 3 499
,D kArER 269

PORTABLE CD
SONY

0808 249
0101 159 5124 189

D33 139 D202 169=1=17=
YAMAHA

18X350

209 60450 259
80550 339 80750 449
RXV850 649 6X01050949
RXV660 589 8X950 699

DENON
AVR 810 589 AVR1010 749
090.335 219 DRA435 279
080635 379 08A835 559
0601035 749

SONY
51900270 159STRAV570 179

STRAV770 269 57916970 359
STRAVI070 449 STF02070 749

NAKAMICHI
Receiver I 8191Reinewer 2 559

Receiver 3 339

NAD
7000 4797225 279

7240 429 71COX 629
7400 849

PIONEER

5X1900 169 Sx2800 199

502900 239 0553800 269

VS039005 299 VS049005 389

05059005 499 VS09900 729

05X4800 339 VXSDIS 879

LOUDSPEAKERS
BOSTON-KEE -POLK
GALL FOR PRICES

ADVENT
HERITAGE 499 LAUREATE 439
LEGACY 349 PRODIGY 249

BABY 159 WALLY 249

GRADUATE 199 SUB 189

2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016

BOSS

101 1691Roornate 11 259

901 Classic 1199 'ANSI I 629

CANTON
PLUS 0 399 KARA7920 629
PLUS F 319 KARAT9001 829
K06079401049 KARAT9601279
ERG070 1279 E86080 1699

PLUS S 279 PLUS C 479

CELESTION
SLES I 799 OL6 II 329

DL4 II 249 Model 3 229

Model 5 329 Model 7 449

Model 9 489 Model 100 959

POLK

: 6 1"r229 7
359
469

INFINITY
REF 1 179
REF 3 349
REF 5 599
KAPPA 5 649
KAPPA 6 799

REF 2 279
REF 4 499
REF 6 659
KAPPA 7 7099
KAPPA 3'598

EaMerIEEMEM
YAMAHA

1018730 419
K08430 279
KX230 219
KXW232 279

KX530 339
K0330 249
KXW952 559
(0930 499

DENON
DRM510 199 ORM600 269
DRM7I0 319 OR5810 399
DRW850 399 088680 329

088780 319 ORW830 299

NAKAMICHI
Deck 1 729 Deck 2 339
80202 729 90505 1279
CR74 1499 Dragon 1999

NAD

6425 Call 16340 329
6100 4191

AIWA

ADF810 109

ADWXI388 309 ADWY.333 119
ADWX777 259 ADF400 139

PIONEER
GT00250 139101003558 159
CTW45OR 179 CPA1550R 219
C1W650R 259 CTWM77R 339
CfM66R 289 CTMSSR 249
CTS709 329 US609.3 209

INEEI=IM
YAMAHA

40450 Call 0550 3N
00X700 549 MX630 429
MX830 679 0X630 369

CX630 359 C0830 559

70540 269 70950 339
DSR70PRO 199 7X350 169

10550 299 E070 149

DSPE300 649 DSPA1000 1229
OSPE100 Call DSPE200 Call

NAD
1600 359 2200PE 529
3225PE 209 3240PE 329
3400 679 24057HX Call

A DCOM

GFA53511 30;
GTP5008 489.

$055511 289

GFA55511 659

Gf P565 679

:F400 139
3:755511 e49

GFA54511 429

GCD575 4189

GFA565 699ea

DENON
AVP500 Call

PMA1060 479
P144560 269
P04800 249

P0A5000 1179
PM/060 349
P042400 549
T5660 259

AVCI000 559 AVC3020 799

AIWA
XD99 708 14005 498
CAWS 348 CSDR3 199
N5003 368 CADW6 218
NSXD9 699 NSX8I2 448

SONY
MOO 449 70CD 459
2600 598 636 499
3600 765 737 699
50CD 398 838 799

YAMAHA Call
DENON G05 639
NAKAMICHI 659

AIWA SYSTEM
MC-X9AV 88816801000 429

JVC SYSTEM
501 3981MX30 379.113=IM
SONY TCOD3 649
SONY 010750 569
DENON DTL2000 799

MII=MEM
NAKAMICHI

DECK 1 659 PORT I 129
DECK 2 499 PORT 2 119
DECK 3 349 PORT 3 40
PA304 389 PA301 289
SP1O 149 SP40 109
5P50 119 5P55 199
SP80 199 571010 149ea
SP60 139 SP65 259

ALPINE
7400 169 7401 199
7208 399 7392 59
7803 429 5953 189
5954 Call 5955 169
3308 109 7192 59
3522 139 3543 429
3552 309 3554 339
3541 199 3542 249
6205 99 6265 129
6266 79 6392 Cali
6394 179 72945 429
6056 169 7516 369
6267 69 7915 429
7914 399 7618 469
72925 299 5952V 399

3331 219 3527 249
5957 429 3566 499
6257CD 59 3553 299

SONY 6700

COYA15 329 CDX415f1F 399

CDXA100 499 CD0A40RF 469
C0X7560 359 084257 169

0E70 89 X67600 59
C085040 319 0005080 -49
XE8 249 XE90 149

017180 319 087280 69
017070 269 085500 189

XM3040 249 XM2040 129

07010 749 XR7130 ''89

PIONEER

KE2828 129 KE17000R 169
KE270039 189 KE4848 189

KEH6868 189 KE37000R 209
KEH9898 249 KE3838 139

KEXM800 469 COXM40 349

CDXFM45 419 098200 399

KEH7200 279 0116200 259

(505200 239 019580 279

DEH680 329 010780 349

DEH880 409 DEH980 469

FIIN/75 829

KENWOOD
KRC3I0 199

KRC540 Call
KRC740 Call

KRC940 Call
K007513 399
KDC95R 469
KAC722 149

KAC82I 249

62
200
P08
PS5

087
300(5

KRC440
KRC640
KRC840

DC65R
KDC85R

KA0622
KAC742
KAC92I

ADS
149

229
189

Call

299
289

642051
P010
PH15

P020
5810
320(5

BOSTON
4 2 Pro 259
757 89
767 99
851 179

C700 159
6 2 PRO 299

Call

Call

Call

359
429
129

229
319

199

299
499

549
369
399

2 Pro 279
97 159

841 149

861 189

0 0 PRO 149
8 2 PRO Call

SAS -BAZOOKA
152 139 716 159
718 229 T62 159

T82 229 TI02 159

762A 229 T82A 249

ULTIMATE
68825 129 M8HB 149

M102S 169 M10HB 189
M1035 199 M12HB 149
70865 139 701080 179

SONY

SLV585HF 416151686 438

PANASONIC
PV4160 308 PV2101 198

PVM2021 4491P54101 235

TOSHIBA

647 308642 345

4

771 498 221 208
259 651 308

JVC

6481720 259

COLOR TV
TOSHIBA

2026 249
2780 538

2666 388
2789 718

3299 2268
3273 1388

Other Models

2771

3062
3285
2055
1313

3264

448
778

1399

289
199

1079

Call

SONY

320BR50 1399 345
27E0820 648 327520 1199
27E0E190 748 32588551548

RCA 20706 388

SHARP

XL 101 320010L100 2200=1
SONY CCD

TR81 998 501 925
301 648 401 728
TR9 798 701 1099

MINOLTA
678 8 80 538

8-808 1068 8-308 698
8-428 768 228 758

RCA PRO
820 748 pm 64r
880 1170 860 Yfr

EZUMEMEM
SHARP

UX192 568100171 538
50111 398150182 468

CANON

FAX 15 3681E5080 834

FAX 20 525 FAX I5CD 452

AUDIO VOX
3000 43812000 368

MURATA
1850 5471900 308

PANASONIC
KXF90 548 UF300 1265

KXF50 4381(0E110 658

QUASAR
400 518 1200 418

PORTABLES

JVC BOX
PCX200 268 1PCX1000 468

SONY BOX
CED765 188
CE0775 395 C70455 228
CFD460 179 CED50 149

PANASONIC SYSTEM

SCHIO 668 1SCH7 548

YAMAHA BOSE
YSTC11 5391Lge Style' 493

MIJL IIBAND RADIO

80
7600
SW20
7700

SONY ICE
308 2010
184 7601
75 SW1S

148 SW77

LASER DISC

298
84

248
438

PIONEER
3090 69911080 399
2090 5391980 259

KARAOKE
720 5891820 679

PHILIPS
600 7581400 419

We sell authora d U.S branded merchandise and parallel tmports All produ is covered by manufacturer's warranty or New
York Vklylesaler's exclusive limited warranty Manufacturer's rebates may na7 apply Ask for full details at the hme of purchase

ATTENTION
STEREO REVIEW

ADVERTISERS
The STEREO REVIEW Mall Order Mart is ai ideal forum to reach interested
audio/vidao enthusiasts who are active buyers tiemselves, and who advise others
on sterec and video purchases. The Mail Order Mart is and exclusive section
designed to showcase your advertising in STEREO REVIEW.To place your ads, or
for furthe, information call Toll Free at:

illoulfCTyPIIN4 COPoftT.ox

Trademark Pending: Stack Racks'"
1-(800) 445-6066 9am. to 5pm. est



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

RECORDS

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY The
latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of
classical. operatic, jazz and popular music overstocks and
cutouts LPs, casstettes and CDs at bargain prices ROSE
RECORDS. Dept. SR, 214 S. Wabash. Chicago. IL 60604.
800 -955 -R -O -S -E.

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewell boxes. record
jackets. sleeves, storage boxes. 78 sleeve& dividers, much
more! Free brochure CABCO PRODUCTS ROOM 641. POB
8212. COLUMBUS. OH 43201 (614) 267-8468

200.000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS. LPs/45s. Fifties thru Seventies.
All categories. Catalogs available.. state your interests. Want
lists welcome Craig Moerer, Box 19231 -SR, Portland 0(297219.

LP/CD BARGAINS! DELETIONS OVERSTOCK - SURPLUS. LPs
$2.99-$6.99/CDs $499-$899. FREE CATALOG! SPECIFY LP/CD.
RPM SALES, PO BOX 1348. DEPT. SRC. SOMERVILLE. MA 02144.
17rn'' "P.r, 1'186/FAX 617 77' :7514

SoundSearch - Providing record research ser-
vices of all kinds including appraisal, acquisi-
tion, sale auction, documentary research & dis-
cographical information. SoundSearch, P.O.
Box 5010, Hacienda Heights, CA 91745. Pho-
ne: (818) 855-7909 Fax: (818) 855-7913.

AUTHORIZED

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems. speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog A&S SPEAKERS.
3170 23rd St.. San Franc, "A 94110. (41'1 .11 4573

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1
(800) 283-4644.

CAR/HOMENIDEO for: DENON, SONY, INFIN-
ITY, AUDIO CONTROL VELODYNE, CWD, COU-
STIC, BAZOOKA, MONSTER CABLE, KICKER,
ADVENT & PRECISION POWER. Full line autho-
rized dealer. Call (800) 321-0685 for prices
and orders. (301) 729-3711 for info and con-
sultations. C&C Audio Video 11 am-9pm Mon -
Sat EST.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone
in the U.S. FREE CATALOG: 1-800-346-9183. AUDIO CONCEPTS,
901 S. 4th St. LaCrosse. WI 54601.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD *
ONKYO * CARVER * M&K * VELODYNE *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * LEXICON *
CWD * PRO -AC * FRIED * CELESTION *
ACOUSTAT * STAX * AUDIOCONTROL * NILES *
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROTON * JBL *
MONSTER CABLE * BELLES * DAHLQUIST *
COMPONENT GUARD * KINERGETICS * NITTY
GRITTY * GRADO * THORENS * SOUND SELLER,
2808 CAHILL RD., P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224. FAX fr 715-735-5838, PHO-
NE 715-735-9002.
SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS. Audax-Vita. Crossovers, Books,
more. Catalog 52 MENISCUS, 2442 28th St SW. Dept. D. Wyo-
ming. Mi 49509 (616)534-9121

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, STAR, KINERGETICS, THORENS, PHIUPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHPNIRE. MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403. (8031723-7276.

PHILIPS. AUDAX PEERLESS. FOCAL. AND DYNAUDIO LOUD-
SPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent service.
Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPO-
NENTS. 8608 University Green. Box 4283. Madison, WI 53711.
(608) 831-3433.

Sell all kinds of electronic equipment. Low, low
prices! No investment required. For more infor-
mation call now. 1-900-776-5777. $25/call.

BANG & OLUFSEN DEALER...HUGE!
DISCOUNTS on ENTIRE LINE! Century Audio
Video, 16 E. Crystal Lake Plaza, Crystal Lake, IL
60014. PHONE HOURS (CST). mon-fr ,

6pm-11pm, sat sun noon-6pm. 1 800-
554-9531.

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

HOME & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke . Commack. NY 11725

Progr, (800) 368-2344
"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO TECHNICS, PAN-
ASONIC, JVC, SONY. PHILLIPSSOUND LABS, MTX PINNACLE, PI-
ONEER. SHERWOOD. JBL HIFONICS. BLAUPUNYT. AUTOTEK AD-
VENT. SCOSCHE EFX AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. VISA/MC, COD AC-
CEPTED. PO. BOX 596, MONROE. NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES HIGH END EQUIPMENT Carver, Nakamichi, Hall-
er. Luxman, ADS B&K. Bose, Onkyo, Proton. Philips and much
more! (414) 725-4431.

S. B. II. ENTERPRISES
(800) 451.5851 NYC (718) 438.1027 ,719171:14621

167853rd SI. Brook yn,N.Y.11204 Mon. -Fri. 8-7, Sun 9.6
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

WE SELL PREOWNED high quality Audio and Video with a
money back guarantee. For a FREE monthly inventory send
your name and address to. ROSS EXCHANGE. 3061 Claire-
mont Dr. San Diego. CA 92117 or call (619) 276 8235

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-
lin, Zenith many others! Lowest dealer
prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours!
MasterCard-Visa-C.O.D. accepted. For Free
catalog, orders and information, call (800)
345-8927. Pacific Cable Co., Inc., 7325 1 2
Reseda Blvd., Dept. 1383, Reseda, CA91335.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a tull-lineR0.11111111.11."'
distributor of electronic parts
and accessories. geared toward
the consumer electronics
industry. and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton. Ohio 45402 1-800-338-0531

REPLICA WATCHES & ORIGINALS PREOWNED. Lowest Prices
Nationwide! Exact Weight & Color! 18K Goldplated! Mon-
eyback Guaranteed! (404) 963 3872

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARV-

ER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER,
ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PROTON, BOSE & OTHERS!!
SOUND ADVICE: (414)727-0071. OPEN SUN-
DAYS!!!

EiH IZEDD

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S. , and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHOR I /ED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
19:00 am -5:00 pm ESTI DENON



FOR SALE

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS
flow You Can Save Money on Cable Rental Fees

Jerrold, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta
30 Day Money Back Guarantee/Best Prices

FREE 20 page Catalog:1-800-772-6244
US Cable TV Inc. Dept. KSR492

4100 N. Powerline Rd., Bldg. F-4 Pompano Beach, NY 33073

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALL/WRITE RES.
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT. CA 94538. (510) 490-1622
FAX (510) 656-8878

Wholesale Connection
718 997-6644

TCWR570 159
TCWR775 Call

14armon/ 1004400 299
Kardon T04600 Call

HOME SPEAKER
Per Parr

Advent Henlage 459
Laureate 369
Legacy 319
Prodigy Tower 239
Baby II 149.... 101 Series II Call
901 Call
62 399
4.2 269
4M5 Senn II Call
AM3 Senn II Call

J131. 1044 399
1X22 Call

BL2800 239
JBL 3800 299

Infinity REF 6
REF 5

Call
Call

REF 4 359
REF 3 279

MINI SYSTEM
JVC All Model Call
Kentwood All Model Call
Sony All Model Call
Penesonle All Model Call
AIWA All Model Call

CAR STEREO
JVC KSR600 159

KSRG4 229
1491308 259
0103500 Call
KXLMG600 Call

XR5S00 239
CDX7560 Call
CDX5040 Call
CDCA15 Call

Kentwood KRC3004 199
KRC430 219
KRC530 249
KRC630 Call
KDC75R Call

Plane*, KE1700 159
KE37C10 189
KEHM62130 249
DE14760 Call
C1310440 Call

RADAR DETECTOR
Bell All Model Call
Whistler All Model Call
Cobra All Model Call

CAR AMP & SPEAKER
All Models 8. Brands Call

CAMCORDER & VCR
JVC All Model Call
Sony All Model Call
Penesenic All Model Call
Canon All Model Call

To order -Call:
CD PLAYER
Technics SLPGJ00 .139

SLPS700 249
SLPD807 219

JVC X17441 159
XLM505 229
XLM705 299

Pion.. PDM7700 269
POM455 219
P014550 239
P084650 Call

Kenwood DP2030 139
DP5030 199
OPM6630 219
DPM7730 249

Sony CDP491 129
CDP591 169
CDPC515 239
CDPC715 Call
COPC910 Call

Hermon/ 007400 229
Kardon H07450 199

HD7500 369

RECEIVERS
Technics SAGX605 329

5AGX710 499
SAGX910 Call

JVC 00505 24'.0X705 309
RX805 37904905 Call
.1050 Call

Pioneer VS03400 289
VSO4800 Call
VSX5900S Call
05499005 Call

Kenwood K RV6030 249
KRV7030 329
KR08030 399

Call
Sony STRAV770 249

STRAV970 329
5TRAV1070 Call
STRA02070 Call

Harmon/ 603400 299
Kardon MD3500 399

HD3600 Call

TAPE DECK
Technics 0510212 149

0510313 169
0510515 219

JVC 11311441 159
TDV541 239
rowsas 169
TDA805 249

Pioneer CTS603R Call
CTW450R Call
CT

Kenwood KX553065OR
Call
179

6X7030 249
KCW6030 199
KXW8030 Call

Sony TCRX470 199
TCK670 249
TCWR670 199

INS Mon -Sal 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices sublect to change Prices
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors MasterCard. Visa. American Express and C 0 D

Wholesale Connection -,-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

BANG & OLUFSEN - B&W - CARVER - KEF -
ADCOM - NAKAMICHI - ADS - REVOX - DENON -
HARMON/KARDON - POLK - INFINITY- KLIPSCH -
YAMAHA - CELESTION - VELODYNE - MANY
SUBWOOFER/SATELLITES. BEST PRICES! MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A.. WARRANTIES. AMERISOUND

SALES, INC (904) 262-4000.

VOSINGERS, REMOE ,
CA&VS!

Unlimited Backgrounds'"
From Standard Records E. CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Elfminator'^ Call for Free
Catalog & Demo Record.
Phone, (404)4824189 Err 50
Singers Supply, Dept S/2.1

7985 Hightower Trail
Lithonia, GA 30058

24 Hour Demo/Info Request .

Line (404)482.2485 Est 50
Singer's Supply - we Have

Dia/ This Number And Save!
Many Makes And Models Not Listed

PLEASE CALL
TOLL1-800-522-8937 FREE

RECEIVERS CD PLAYERS CAR STEREOS
'sputum
R-117 Call
R-115 569
Yamaha
RX 950 New
RX V850 Call
RX V1050. Call
Carver
HR 742 449
HR77 2 Call
Nakamichi
Received Call
Receiver2 Call
Pioneer
VSX 9900 New
VSX 5900 Call
JVC
FO( 705 Call
FCK B05 Call
RX V1010 Call
H. Kardon
HK 3500 Call
HK 3600 Call
Onkyo
SV 70pro Call
SV 90pro Call

Yamaha
CDC715 Call
COC815... Call
H. Kardon
11 B500.... Call
TL 8600.... Call
Carver
SO/A 490T Call
TLM 3600 Call
Nakamichi
CD 3 Call
CO2 Call
JVC
XLZ 441 Call
XLM 505 Call
X12 1050 Call
Onkyo

175
DX -204 Call
Technics
SL-PS700 Call

CASSETTE DECKS

Dahlguist
CO -12 Call
DO -8 Call
A. Research
M2 Call
M4 Call
Advent
Baby II Call
Legacy II Call
Bose
AM 5 II New
901Classic Call
Polk Call
JBL
LX44 , Call
L5 Cali
XPL90 Call
Cenvin-Vega
DX -7 Call

Nakamiehi Call
Yamaha.... Call
Dimon. Call
Luzasan.... Call
Pioneer.... Call

AMPS
Hafts
SE 240 339
XL 280 Call
XL 600 Call
Onkyo
M-502 Call
M-504 Call
A-SV810 Call
Yamaha
AVS-700.. 239
DSPE-300 Call
MX -1000 Call
Carver
CT -17 Call
TFM-25 Call
TFM-45 Call
AV -64 Call

Autotek
715C- BTS Tap
7054 BIS Fisted
Alpine
72945 Call
59525 Call
Orion
XTR 12 Call
225 HCCA Nev
Kicker
C15-4 Call
C12-4 95
ADS
PH 15 335
320 IS Call
Pioneer
KEX M900 New
CDXM40 Call
Soundstream
C10011 259
MC245 Call
Kenwood
KFC 930 . 365
KCC 95R New
Sony
CDX 5040 2E15

CDXA15 Call
RFosgate
Punch 75 Call
Punch 150 Call
Clarion
C056 349
9771 RT 239
Sherwood
XC-6320 Call
XA-1100 125
JVC
KSR G9 Call
KSR G4 225
XL G3500 New
Couistie
AMP -460 . High
AMP -660 Power
Bazooka
1-16 Call
T-82 Call

Atlantic Buyers Club
162 Hwy 34 suite 189. Matawan, NJ 07747 411 products

,Ire new 8 backed by our 10 day money back guarantee.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 15.000 USED CD's. $399 TO $999. Buy/Sell 8th Year.. .

MC Send $2 (Refundable) for 28 page catalog AUDIO HOUSE.
4304B Brayan. Swartz Creek Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639

WHOLESALE 4 $1.50: 40.000 CDs TAPES, MORE. Free details.
Compact Music -W i . 1105 Webster. Sandy. Utah 84094-3151
(801) 571-9767

CD'S USA CD'S & CASSETTES at Discount Prices. Pop. Rock
Jazz Oldies, Classical. Send for FREE 24 pg. CATALOG or Call
(516) 567-0846 CD'S USA. 1801-A Arctic Ave, Bohemia, N.Y.
11716.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTORS! Your first step is important For FREE advice, call
ADVANCED PATENT SERVICES, Washington DC.1-800-458-0352.

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED: Call TLCI for
free information & Inventors Newsletter. 1-800-468-7200. 24
hours/day-USA/CANADA

INVENTORS have a new idea for market? Call ALI for a free
inventors kit 1 -800 -8 -INVENT.

BLANK TAPES

WERE I IN AL10/0 VIDEO DAT TARE OVER SW DIFF I 800DATTARE

O L
CAT TO AT PATTI, AT INAITATATAT
OL.T iTA TT TY ISO AT TA COCA* T
TM sae Irl T OWN.° tOA
IACIAL AA 3 Ile ocnwg !KT. OTC TOT
1 IT 211 OTTO TSAT T . OSTONDATT AI

TAPE

WORLD

DISC VISA r.

NO EXTRA
CHARGE

0

WAWA ITT, AT ATT TT OT TTAIT NTT.
TA -T GATT 14 10 t 031INTIATATTATT

memmemomerwmnrs ovotww
COD AT 34ST PATTIA TAT..

US WATT PAT ,Ts. C
TAM WOIll0 nosewar arum WILT, PA 1.02101111
OAT OEMS T10111.4 pi PORTABLES TM SP PAOSCAT CALL 0

1800' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE: $3.00. NEW MAXELL
REELS/CASSETTES. TDK AR100: $1.39, SAX -60 $1.99. AUDIO
TAPES, BOX 9584-5, ALEXANDRIA VA. 22304. (703)370-5555.
VISA/MC. FREE UST.

CAR STEREO

(800) 736-5533

ALINE BOSTON
7915 $420 42
7914 389 52

3331 199 851

72924 ......._ ........ . 290 10 OLF
5967 429

COUSTIC

255 pr
$279 pr.

299 pr.
165 Fe
175 pr
160 es

MB GUAR r

PPI
2050 AM $275
2075 AM 375
2150 AM 489
4200 AM 410

NAKAMICHI
Deck 2
PA 304

014215CS $239 p. SPIO
XM3 ...... $115 0M218CS 259 pr
Amp 260 139 0M160KX 199 pr
Amp 360. 189 014130KX 175 pr
Amp ..... 250

NAKAMICHI

RADARS
Bell and Whistler

PARASOUND

1.495

389
149

KICKER
C15
C12
CIO

$110.
80 se
79 ea

INFINITY
CD 2 S615 HCA.800 11 $339 Srn 112 5429 pr
CD 3 485 MCA -1200 619 Ref 2 239 pr
REC 1 ..-..... ........ 765 MCA -2200 1245 Ref 5 529 p
CASS I .- 685 PS.1-90011 350 Ral 6 650 p
CASS 2 325 C/PT-1000R 439 KAPPA 6 ... ..... . 749 pr

PARADIGM CARVER
340 $239 p. CT -6 $450 RX805 Achontad
9se II .....__.._.535 pr. CT -17 659 0Y1050 Dealer
yes II .._.__.._.349 pr. TFAI 25 . ...559 AVX1050 Cal
7iiie 9 .._.__.._.389 pr. TFM 45.._......._...879 XLZ 1050 Call

639 pr. 0-5 385 lAni Systems ...Cal
Than 160 pr. SDA 4901 559 VCRs Today

YAMAHA
RXV 650
RXV 1050
DSPA 1000
CDC 815
CDC 715

ONKYO
$649 TXSU 90 Pro
969 TXSU 70 Pro

1199 TX 906

ADCOM
$879 Cd CM Call Cal Cal
679
399

399 CD Mayers
339 Cass. Decks Cal 2400 THX 479

5060 359
7240PE . 385

Cd 2100X 345
7225PE 265

POLK CELESTION
RTA-11Th $779 pr. Modal 3
RA43000. . 569
CS 100......._...... 149 FRIED

Bata 11/ Aulhaind
M 10.._..._......579 Deals $279
M 3 . 149 pr. A/3a Calk AMP 1 239
M 50 280 pr. 0/4 call TUNER 1 185

AUDIO SRC

Al won.= mewed ywowunclowes wren, w IL 1 AMR askant" brill
were Ate la, LA melee to 0. Tee.

aa Visa

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDI()
991 Beachmeado,

Ci,,c1,711,11, OH .1-

Mastercard 1.111.1werse

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT 8 SOLD: Classical, Rock. Jazz, Audi-
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane St.,
Princeton, NJ. 08542. (609) 921-0881.

LASER VIDEO S VHS

USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE. WE BUY, SELL & TRADE. FREE
CATALOG. VDUJ, 5339 PROSPECT #221, SAN JOSE, CA 95129.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog rush 52.00. Research, 11322 Idaho. #206SX Los An-
geles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (California:
310-4778226)

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE'. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pelham,
NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

LOUDSPEAKERS

THE ULTIMATE IN RECYCLING! Easily installed foam surround kits
for your old woofers. $2795 includes S & H. STEPP AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES, PO. Box #1088. Flat Rock NC 28731 or (800)
747-3692. Visa/MC.

SPEAKER REFOAMING SINCE 1977 PROFESSIONAL WORK ON ALL
BRANDS 4 1/7 - 15" FIVE YEAR WARRANTY LOW PRICES. FAST
SERVICE! SPEAKERWORLD (813) 544-3511, 800-359-0366. MC/
VISA/AMEX.

Announcing STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE. Featuring B&K VMPS &
other fantastic audio products at the very best prices na-
tionwide. Call 1-800-752-4018.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES SPEAKER RECONING; Reloaming Kits; Crossover Kits
& Mods By 'Vans Evers"; Grills Made To Specs. Diaphragms,

YOUR OWN BUSINESS NO RISK. FREE Information. Start a Mids & Tweets; New Speaker Test Lab Using LEAP -LM .S.
profitable home scholarship matching business without ex- THE SPEAKER EXCHANGE, 1242 E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tarn -
perience or capital. 800-365-8700 ext. 215. pa, Florida 33604. (813) 237-4800.



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
LOUDSPEAKERS

FOAM ROB? Replacement of Foam Seri- . any
Brand. 3" -to -18" Two -Day Turnaround Two -Year Warranty At-
lanta. GA For FREE Estimates. (404) 933-0101 SPEAKER CLINIC

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

THE BEST DISC AND TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA Stack -
able, portable oak units hold all recording formats. FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Stereo Review) Per
Madsen Design (415) 928-4509 PO Box 330101, San Fran-
cisco. CA 94133

CD STORAGE+
Store 300 CD's behind
glass doors. Five adjustable
shelves with brass bookends
hold single 6' multiple CD's,
Videos and Cassettes - in any
combination. Comes in Solid
Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
Can stack or wall mount.

FREE Literature and Prices:
Call 1400432.8005
FAX 1.201.748.2592

P

VJ soRce NutlP.O.ey,ox Nj747-407110

CD STORAGE Store over 600 compact discs in one unit Solid
oak in a variety of finishes. Custom units available. MWP, 14
Cedar St, Amesbury MA 01913 800-553-3455.

SERVICES

TANDBERG SERVICE STILL AVAILABLE FROM FORMER NATIONAL
SERVICE MANAGER 35 YEARS OF FACTORY EXPERIENCE. EBM
AUDIO, 79 WIXON POND RD. MAHOPAC, NY 10541 (914)
621-1154

CABLE TV

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY COMPA-
NY. (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS BARGAIN HEADQUAR-
TERS. NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICES! WHOLESALE PRICE CLUB. ALL
MAJOR BRANDS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE CABLE ONE
1 800 669 5306

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. HIGHEST
QUALITY ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. ALL BRANDS. ORDER NOW HI
TECH ELECTRONICS 1 800-745 5079

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 450
SHAGBARK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) 232-5017. VISA MC COD. NO ILLINOIS
ORDERS.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISERS:

You can reach millions of prime pros-
pects for your mail order products or
services through low-cost Market-
place Classified advertising in this or
other Hachette Magazines, Inc.
titles.
To place an ad, or further information
including rates, ad styles, sizes and
multi -title discounts, call Toll -Free

(800) 445-6066
9am-5pm EST

25-35% OFF SUGGESTED RETAIL
ON MOST BRAND NAMES

4.I ILO
World Wide Electronics
47 Gadsen Place, S.I., NY 10314
Hours Monday-Friday 10 AM-7PM

Sunday 12 PM -5 PM
"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY"

718-370-1303
HIGH -END AT LOWEST PRICES

 WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES
ON 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS

 CALL & LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR
YOU

 ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS
 7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CAR & HOME STEREO

ABC COUNTERPOINT OHM
ADCOM COUSTIC ONKYO
ADS DBX ORION
ADVENT DENON PARADIGM
ALPINE HAFLER PHASE LINEAR
ALTEC LANSING HARMON KARDON PHILIPS
AR HIFONICS PINNACLE
AUDIO CONTROL INFINITY PIONEER
AUTOTECH JBL POLK
BAZOOKA JVC PRECISION POWER
B5K KENWOOD PROTON
B&C) KEF PS AUDIO
SEW KICKER PYI.E
BLAUPUNKT KLIPSCH ROCKFORD FOSGA-E
BOSTON ACOUSTIC LEXICON SHERWOOD
BOSE
CARVER
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CITATION
CLARION
CONCORD

LUXMON
MARANTZ
MB QUART
MIRAGE
MTX
NAD
NAKAMICHI

SONY
SONYES
SOUNDSTREAM
SUMO
TECHNICS
THORENS
YAMAHA

ASK ABOUT FREE SHIPPING
All products covered by manufacturer or W E D exclusive warranty
Extended warranty available

CTORY AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:

 3A AUDIO DESIGN
 ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
 AUDIOLAB
 AUDIOQUEST
 AUDIOTECH
 ADVENT
 ALPHASONIK
 ALLISON ACOUSTIC
 ALTEC LANSING
 AUDIO PRO
 APATURE
 ARCAM
 ARISTON
 AT&T
 AUDIOSOURCE
 AUTOTEK
 BAZOOKA
 BEDINI
 BLAUPUNKT
 BOSE
 BROTHER FAX
 PLATEAU CAMBER
 CANON
 CELESTION
 CHINON
 CLIFFORD
 CODE ALARM
 DESIGN ACOUSTICS
 DYNACO
 ECLIPSE
 ESOTERIC
 FISHER
 GENERAL ELECTRIC
 GRUNDIG
 HAFLER
 HARMAN KARDON
 HIFONICS
 JENSEN
 JBL

 KOSS
 MAGNAVOX
 MARANTZ
 MAXELL
 MINOLTA
 MUSE
 NHT
 OHM ACOUSTICS
 OLYMPUS
 ORION
 PANASONIC FAX
 PARASOUND
 PENTAX
 PHOENIX GOLD
 PHILIPS
 PINNACLE
 PIONEER CAR
 PRECISION POWER
 PARSEC
 QUASAR
 RCA
 RICOH
 SANSUI
 SENNHEISER
 SHARP
 SHERWOOD
 SHURE
 SOTA

SSI
 STILLWATER
 SUMIKO
 TANDBERG
 TEAC
 THORENS
 TOSHIBA
 UNGO BOX
 WHARFEDALE
 YASHICA

ETC...

201 467-0100

Before
spend

you invest
some

your
time with

money,
us.

Be well informed before you make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable professionals will guide you
through today's maze of state-of-the-art components,
as we help you design a system t hat is perfect for your
environment and lifestyle.

11111We feature the latest in audio and video technology at
affordable prices. We offer fast, convenient shipping and
provide unparalleled service after the sale to make your
investment a sound one.

MEMBER

BETTER
N'..... BUSINESS

REFERENCE
310 517 -17 0 0 BUREAU

FAX 310 517- 1 7 3 2
AU 1) 1 0. VIDEO 18 214 DAD ON AVENUE, DEPT S, CARPI -NA, CA 90248

ACOUSTAT  AKG  APEX  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER
DYNAMIC  BOSE  CAL AUDIO LABS  CELESTION  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAH e UIST  DCM

FOSGATE  HAFLER  GRADO SIGNATURE  HARMON KARDON  HUGHES  AMO  BL
Bil Zrel LI ll ,i Idea II W4Esr.CZO,,r.rel.l.Nal 6 d.r3 /113,, I a r.113,,IY.13,, EC DI,J1 1. DR, ,s(4),1 up ,S11

NAD  NESTOROVIC  NHT  NILES  OHM  ONKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  PROTON
PROAC  PS AUDIO  ROOMTUNE  RYAN  REVOX  SONANCE  SONY  STAX  TARGET  TD

THORENS  TICE  VELODYNE  VPI  AND MANY MORE!
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RETAIL MART

HI-FI
CITY, INC
150

twit ik 20th St)

(212) 691-5823
Autnorizea Deaiers for: AirtIgnt, Chano,
Cambridge Audio, Klipsch, A/D/S, Creek
JVC Superdigifine, Harman Kardon, Epos
Thad, Acrotec, Denon, Audio static, Cary,
Dahlquist, Tannoy, Taralab and others!

SOUND ADVICE SOUND EQUIPMENT . SOUND DEALS

JVC XLZ
1050

Top Rated
Stereophile,
February '92
Great Price -Call

TARALAB
Quantum CD
Cables Now $49

EAD DSP
7000

Reference
Standard Digital
Processor.
Under $1395.

MUSEATEX
D -to -A Converter
Call for Price.

TANNOY 603
Best Bookshelf
Speakers. $279.

(Stand Optional)

SATELLITE

SYSTEMS
BOSE AM -5-1I
Only $559.

TRIAD
SYSTEM SIX
w/ power sub
woofer Call!

DANTAX
Sub 1000
from Denmark
Complete $229.

Sound Seller
For thi Musical Difference

Authorized Dealer For:

Acoustat
Audio Control
M&K
Nitty Gritty
Celestion
Carver
Kinergetics
Monster Cable
Nakamichi
Niles
Fried
Thorens
Proton
Component Guard

NAD
Onkyo
Harmon Kardon
Lexicon
PROAC
Dahlquist
Target
Velodyne
Grado
Atlantic Technology

CW
ApaD ture

STAX
Sony

2808 Cahill Road
P.O. Box 224

Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-9002

AMERICAN*u ale P 014

ADVENT  AIWA
AKG  ALLISON
ALPHASONIK
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO LAB  AUDIO QUEST
AVITAL  BAZOOKA  BEL
BEYER DYNAMIC
BLAUPUNKT  BOULDER
CANON  CAMBER  CARVER
CELESTION  CODE ALARM
CONCORD  DAHLOUIST
ECLIPSE  ESOTERIC
FINYL  HAFLER
HARMAN KARDON
HIFONICS  JAMO
JBL  JVC  MAPLENOLL
MAGNAVOX  MINOLTA
MITSUBISHI  MU
MKO  MOD SQUAD
MOTIF  MUSE

MUSIC & SOUND
MUSETEX  NEAR
NIKON  NILES  NSM
OHM  PANASONIC
PARSEC  PENTAX
PHILIPS  PHOENI X WI I)
PINNACLE  PIONEER
PIVOTELLI
PRECISION POWER
PREMIER  PYLE  RCA
RICOH  SANSUININTAGE
SANUS  SIGNET
SONOGRAPHE
SONRISE  SONY
SSI  STEWART
SUMIKO  SUMO
SYNTHESIS  TDL
TEAC  TECHNICS
THORENS  TIFFAN,
TOSHIBA  UNIDEN
VAN DEN HUL

213 South Street/Route 24
Morristown, NJ 07960

201-984-8080

TAKE THE

OUND APPROACH
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS
FOR:

KENWOOD
ADS
ALPHASONIK

JVC
NHT
NILES
ONKYO
PIONEER
POLK
SONANCE

 MANY MORE

BAZOO
BOSE

* CARVER
DENON
HAFLER
INFINITY
KICKER

THE SOUND APPROACH
,TpKE commAcK

NY 11725

800136802344SON'
PRODUCTS

Quality Audio Equipsicet
Personal Service Since 1959

We Specialize in
Custom Home and Car Audio Installations

ran 001°11011flaCieWevi0 "0I4E

00e ad° el
agewe 01(

P01 ,011/
- ta

neer000001I9 flY 5001/v

td.0000(oric PI

P son vee Niles WM/pod more'

Authorized Sales and Service
908-255-1935

1841 Hooper Ave., Toms River NJ 08753

WHILE OTHERS PROMISE...SOUND CITY DELIVERS.

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

ONLY authorized dealers
offer you the protection of
a manufacturers warranty
with your Furchase: at
other dealers, you may
have no warranty at all.
Authorized cealers stock
wilycomponents designed
for the U.S, and have the
training to help you select
the ri  ht one for ou.

 ACOUSTAT  CARVER
 ACOUSTIC RESEARCH  CELESTIOr
 ADC  CERWIN VEGA
 ADS  C:)USTIC
 AIWA  CWD
 AKG  DBX
 ALPINE  DENON
 ALTF:C LANSING  E2LIPSE
 AMBICO  ENCURE
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  ESHER
 AUDI() QUEST
 R&O
 B&W
 BAZ(X)KA
 111W
 BF.LTRONI 2S
 BELLOGE7TI
 CAMBER
 CANON
 CANTON

 I, )X
 GE
 CitUNDIG
 HA FL F:R
 IR FONICS
 HITACHI
 INFINITY
 JvC
 KW
 KENW(X)D.

 LEXICON
 LUXMAN
- MB ()I AR]
 MINOLTA
 MITSUBISHI
 MONSTER CABLE
 NAD
 NADY
 NHT LABS
 NILES
 OLYMPUS
 ONKYO
 OPTONICA
 ORION
 PANASONIC
 PARADIGM
 PHASE LINEAR
 PHILIPS
 PINNACLE
 PRECISION POWER

 PROTON
 PARSEC
 RCA
 SHARP
 SANYO
 SONANCF:
 SONY
 SOUNDCRAFTSNI -0

 SOUNDSTRF:AM
 STAX
 STILLWATER
KICKERS

 SUNPACK
 SURROUND SOUND
 TAMRAC
 TF.AC
 TECHNICS
 THORENS
 TOSHIBA
 TRIAD

THE COMPANY WITH THE RIGHT PRICE

n Rot. te 23 Kinnelon, NJ 07405
osa ern 6. 11. /V ead town Shopping Center

soLiLLBarm ZirM 20183133444
The Or ly Number You II Ever Need
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Small, Hot
Potatoes

9 are often told that all com-
petently designed power am-
plifiers sound identical before
clipping (provided some rela-
tively mundane performance
requirements are met), and

that should be true. / may believe I
hear a difference when I receive some
new design for examination, but I'm
always aware that it could just be my
mood after dealing with a maelstrom
of packing materials and perhaps 60
pounds of dead weight. Recently,
however, there has passed through my
listening room a host of audio inno-
cents who have commented, favor-
ably and otherwise, on amplifier
changes they had not been told about
beforehand. "I kind of liked it better
the last time," was a typical remark
when an alternative power amplifier,
but no other change, was involved.

When the naïve or uninformed start
expressing preferences for amplifiers
they don't even know exist, there
must be some explanation. So I orga-
nized a group of listeners to wade
through this quicksand of controversy.

Considering what has befallen
"sounds different" advocates who
regularly fail rigorous double-blind lis-
tening tests, I decided on a different
mode of inquiry. First, my wife, sever-
al knowledgeable visitors, and I did
our best to characterize, in words, the
differences we experienced (there was
good agreement). Then I went looking
for measurable confirmation.

THE HIGH END
by Ralph Hodges

What we were listening to was, after
all, not just an amplifier, but an entire
system, from (most often) a CD player
on through to loudspeakers. I there-
fore elected to test the system almost
as a whole, except that for the initial
measurements I replaced the speakers
with standard 8 -ohm load resistors.

At the time I had on hand two
"guest" amplifiers-Carver Silver
Nine-t's and Adcom GFA-565's, both
monoblock designs-and the host
Dynaco Stereo 400 "reference" am-
plifier (much modified, mostly by
Frank Van Alstine) that normally
powers the system. Investigation of
distortion and noise turned up nothing
of interest, so I decided to look at
minutiae of frequency response to see
if there were trends that spanned
enough bandwith (an octave or more)
to support our conclusions.

With the Carver amplifiers in-
stalled, the system had a way of
sounding powerful even when it
wasn't being powerful, which I could
attribute to a I -dB rise in response
(system response, remember, includ-
ing that of the CD player and preampli-
fier) below 300 Hz. It also sounded
somewhat hard and aggressive, for no
obvious reason. We'll get back to that.

With the Adcom amps in place, we
felt the system sounded attractive at
first, but later on we thought we no-
ticed a sort of stuffiness and conges-
tion in the midrange, impairing the
clarity of vocal and string passages.
Measurements showed a response
that was typically 0.1 dB down above
1,000 Hz relative to the frequencies
below-not much to speak of, but the
bandwidth of the disparity was large
(more than four octaves).

We found the system most pleasing
when the modified Dynaco amplifier
was in use, with a clear, liquid mid-
range, but a trace of anemia at the top
end. Measured system response into
the load resistors was dead flat to
beyond 1,000 Hz, descending to -0.1
dB at 4,000 Hz and -0.4 dB at 10,000
Hz before recovering to -0.2 dB at
20,000 Hz.

All these numbers are small pota-
toes, indeed, compared with the re-
sponse variations introduced by the
speakers and room. I decided to look
deeper by including the effect of the
loudspeaker load on the system re-

sponse. This was achieved by reading
each amplifier's output voltage across
the input terminals of the Ohm Walsh 5
loudspeakers instead of across the
load resistors. And, as sometimes hap-
pens, most of the response aberrations
increased when the amplifiers were
confronted with a complex load.

The Carver and Adcom amps stood
up quite well under the changed load
conditions, but there were important
deviations. With the Carver amplifier,
which has an exceptionally high out-
put impedance (low damping factor),
the system's bass response peaked at
250 Hz into the speaker (instead of
peaking at 120 Hz, as it did when the
load was a simple resistor), and the
response above 4,000 Hz remained
especially strong, perhaps accounting
for the slightly "forward" sound we
noted with this amp in the system.
With the Adcom amplifier, the re-
sponse developed a rise at 250 Hz that
defined a broad hump below 1,000 Hz
in the lower midrange, and it dropped
by about 0.1 dB above 8,000 Hz.
These results agreed well with what
the listeners thought they heard from
the system with those two amplifiers.
Response with the modified Dynaco
amplifier in the system was down
somewhat above 3,000 Hz (about
-0.3 dB at maximum), but it remained
well disciplined below that frequency.

I don't know what the results would
have been if the listening comparisons
had been more rigorous or if different
amplifiers or speakers had been used
(response changes created by amp/
speaker interactions, when they occur
at all, depend heavily on the exact
equipment employed). The point of
this exercise was to show that, even
amidst a vast array of equipment offer-
ings, there can still be rational bases
for choice and quite simple criteria
that can be applied-if the entire sys-
tem is taken into account. The high
quality of all the amplifiers in this
small survey is not to be doubted. That
one seems to work out best (if not
ideally) with the associated equip-
ment-including the listening room-
is not surprising, however. Just re-
member that the preferred amplifier
could be completely different with dif-
ferent loudspeakers or in a different
room, or there might be no preference
(or difference) at all.
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THE BIGGER THEYARE,
THE HARDER YOU FALL.
The unique Found of Klipsch has gotten raves from generations of listeners

looking for a better way to get added tick from their systems. Headed by our

flagship, the legendary Klipschorn, thi; family of horn -loaded loudspeakers

remains the inmatched standard for direct, room -filling sound. Klipsch

delivers all the impact and "punch" of a live performance, combining high

sensitivity, wide dynamic range, smocth response and powerful bass with

handcrafted, real wood cabinetry. If you've never experienced the sound of

Klipsch, see jour authorized dealer for a demonstration. And if you've heard

our siren sor g before. stop resisting. is time to fall in love all over again.

Klipsch
PO Box 688  How Arkansas U S A 71801-0688 (50) 777-6751  FAX )501) 777-6753

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IT'S OUTRAGEOUS.

THE MOST ACCURATE COLOR AND SHARPEST PICTURE OF ANY
BIG -SCREEN TV IS JUST THE BEGINNING.

a

NEXT, YOU ADD THE STILJNNING RESOLUTION AND CD SOUND OF
PIONEER' LASERDISC.

10.111411.

b

THEN, THE PIONEER A/V RECEIVER WITH DOLBY' PRO LOGIC
SURROUND SOUND BRINGS IT ALL TOGETHER.

. . . . ..... ...
.  e  4%1.   se: 

ACTUALLY, GIVEN OUR EXPERTISE IN BOTH AUDIO AND VIDEO, IT'S
NO SURPRISE WE BRING YOU THE BEST IN HOME THEATER.

Call 1-800-421-1606. ext. 423. for the dealer nearest you. Actual on -screen Image.

(V) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

VSX-99005 A/V Receiver. Pioneer SD-P5057Q 50" Projection TV and ST500 Speakers. CLD-3090 CD/LaserDlsc Player.


